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Abstract
We construct a family (X) of reﬂexive Banach spaces with long (countable as well as un-
countable) transﬁnite bases but with no unconditional basic sequences. The method we introduce
to achieve this allows us to considerably control the structure of subspaces of the resulting
spaces as well as to precisely describe the corresponding spaces on non-strictly singular oper-
ators. For example, for every pair of countable ordinals ,, we are able to decompose every
bounded linear operator from X to X as the sum of a diagonal operator and an strictly sin-
gular operator. We also show that every ﬁnite-dimensional subspace of any member X of our
class can be moved by and (4+ ε)-isomorphism to essentially any region of any other member
X or our class. Finally, we ﬁnd subspaces X of X such that the operator space L(X,X) is
quite rich but any bounded operator T from X into X is a strictly singular pertubation of a
scalar multiple of the identity.
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0. Introduction
The original motivation for this paper is based on the natural question left open by
the Gowers–Maurey solution of the unconditional basic sequence problem for Banach
spaces [12]. Recall that Gowers and Maurey have constructed a Banach space X with
a Schauder basis (en)n but with no unconditional basic sequence. Thus, while every
inﬁnite dimensional Banach space contains a sequence (xn)n which forms a Schauder
basis for its closure Y = 〈xn〉n, meaning that every vector of Y has a unique represen-
tation
∑
n anxn, one may not be able to get such (xn)n such that the sums
∑
n anxn
converge unconditionally whenever they converge. The fundamental role of Schauder
basis and the fact that the notion is very much dependent on the order lead to the
natural variation of the notion, the deﬁnition of transﬁnite Schauder basis (x)<,
where vectors of X have a unique representations as sums
∑
< ax. In fact, as it
will be clear from some results in this paper, considering a transﬁnite Schauder ba-
sis, even if one knows that X has an ordinary Schauder basis, can be an advantage.
Thus, the natural question which originated the research of this paper asks whether
one can have Banach spaces with long (even of uncountable length) Schauder bases
but with no unconditional basic sequence. There is actually a more fundamental reason
for asking this question. As noticed originally by W. B. Johnson, the Gowers–Maurey
space X is hereditarily indecomposable which in particular yields that the space of
operators on X is very small in the sense that every bounded linear operator on X
can be written as IdX + S, where S is a strictly singular operator. On the other
hand, if X has a transﬁnite Schauder basis (e)< of length, say,  = 2, it could
no longer have so small an operator space as projections on inﬁnite intervals 〈e〉∈I
are all (uniformly) bounded. Thus one would like to ﬁnd out the amount of control
on the space of non-strictly singular operators that is possible in this case. In fact, our
solution of the transﬁnite variation of the unconditional basic sequence problem has
led us to many other new questions of this sort, has forced us to introduce several
new methods to this area, and has revealed several new phenomena that could have
been perhaps difﬁcult to discover by working only in the context of ordinary Schauder
bases.
To see the necessity for a new method we repeat that our ﬁrst goal here is to
construct a Banach space X1 with a transﬁnite Schauder basis (e)<1 with no
unconditional basic sequence as well as to understand its separable initial segments
X = 〈e〉<. The original Gowers–Maurey method for preventing unconditional basic
sequences is to force the unconditional constants of initial ﬁnite-dimensional subspaces,
according to the ﬁxed Schauder basis, grow to inﬁnity. Since initial ﬁnite-dimensional
subspaces according to our transﬁnite Schauder basis (e)<1 are far from exhausting
the whole space, their method will not work here. It turns out that in order to impose
the conditional structure on our space(s) X (1) we needed to import a tool from
another area of mathematics, a rather canonical semi-distance function  on the space
1 of all countable ordinals [26]. What  does in our context here is to essentially
identify the structure of ﬁnite-dimensional subspaces of various X’s which globally
are of course very much different, since for example X is hereditarily indecomposable
while, say, X2 has a rich space of non-strictly singular operators.
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After solving this initial problem we went on and tried to show that every bounded
linear operator T on a given X is a sum of a diagonal operator DT and a strictly
singular one. There are natural candidates for DT which would share the eigenvalues
of T and have the property that T −DT is strictly singular. The problem is to show that
DT is a bounded operator. This forced us to a variation on the notion of -function
by adding to it certain universality property. To see the need for this, suppose we
are given a ﬁnitely supported vector x such that ‖DT x‖ is very large in comparison
with ‖T x‖. The vector x has a natural decomposition x = x1 + · · · + xn such that
DT x = 1x1 + · · · + nxn where i’s are eigenvalues of T. The universality of 
guarantees that xi’s can all be simultaneously moved (keeping the discrepancy between
‖DT x‖ and ‖T x‖) to be almost equal to eigenvectors with eigenvalues i’s giving us
an impossibility. This also gives us a new phenomenon, unprecedented in this area, that
every ﬁnite dimensional subspace of some X can be moved by an (4+ε)-isomorphism
to essentially any region of any other X.
Our attempt to extend the control of operators to arbitrary subspaces of X1 has
led us to a new phenomenon which a priori could have been discovered before since
it already has a solid basis in an old paper of Maurey–Rosenthal [20]. What we
discovered is that each X has an associated James-like space JT0 which is minimally
and canonically ﬁnitely block represented in X and which is responsible for essentially
all of its conditional and unconditional geometry, including the complete structure of
the corresponding space of bounded non-strictly singular operators. In retrospect, what
Maurey–Rosenthal [20] have done in their attempt to solve the unconditional basic
sequence problem is to produce a space X with a Schauder basis (en)n such that every
subsequence (enk )k ﬁnitely block represents Jc0 , a fact which then they used to show
that no subsequence of (en)n is unconditional. The ﬁnite representability of JT0 and
the global control of block sequences provided by  gives us a complete picture of the
space of bounded non-strictly singular operators deﬁned not only on X (1) but
also on their arbitrary subspaces. For example, we show that the space of all bounded
non-strictly singular operators on a given X is naturally isomorphic to the dual of
the corresponding James-like space JT0 . We also discover subspaces X of X such that
the non-strictly singular part of the operator space L(X,X) is quite rich but on the
other hand every bounded operator T : X → X is a strictly singular perturbation of
a scalar multiple of the identity. Another new phenomenon we found are hereditarily
indecomposable subspaces of X1 that are asymptotic versions of themselves.
We now pass to a more detailed presentation of the speciﬁc results of this paper. The
ﬁrst section concerns extensions of some standard facts about Schauder basic sequences
to the transﬁnite case. For example we show that every subspace Y of a space X with a
transﬁnite basis contains a further subspace Z isomorphic to a block subspace of X. We
should point out that this result is weaker than the corresponding results for Schauder
bases. This causes some problems when one tries to extend standard constructions
into the transﬁnite case. For example, if one considers the transﬁnite version of the
Schlumprecht space, or more generally spaces of the form T[(1/mj , nj )j ], one runs
into difﬁculties when trying to prove arbitrarily distortion. We overcome this by adding
a property to the basis (x)< which ensures that the block sequences approximate in
a strong sense the subspaces of the space X1 . This condition permits us to show that
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the spaces X1 and X
u
1 are arbitrarily distortable. We also give a characterization of
reﬂexivity analogous to the classical one due to James [15].
The second section is mainly devoted to the deﬁnition of the norming set K1 of
the maximal space X1 . This set is a subset of the norming set of the transﬁnite mixed
Tsirelson space T1 [(1/mj , nj )]. The norm can also be described by the following
implicit formula, for x ∈ c00(1):
‖x‖∗=max
{
‖x‖∞, sup
j
{
sup
1
m2j
n2j∑
i=1
‖Eix‖∗, E1 < · · · < En2j
}
∨ sup
{
1
m2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=1
i (x) : {i}n2j+1i=1 is a n2j+1-special sequence
}}
.
This deﬁnition shares the same components with the corresponding deﬁnition of the
separable hereditarily indecomposable spaces. The crucial difference concerns the def-
inition of n2j+1-special sequences. For this we introduce a new coding 	 based on
a  function which while it cannot be one-to-one anymore it does provide a tree-like
interference between pairs of special sequences sufﬁcient to impose a strong conditional
structure on X1 .
The aim of the third section is to explain how the new -coding is used in proving
some of the basic properties of the space X1 . Thus, postponing the proofs of some
estimations for the next section, we show that block subsequences of (e)<1 generate
hereditarily indecomposable subspaces. Section 4 contains the basic estimations which
are analogous to the -case. We also show that X1 is reﬂexive. The ﬁfth section
contains the study of the bounded linear operators. As we have mentioned above many
of the results are based on the ﬁnite representability of the James-like space JT0 in the
transﬁnite block subsequences of X1 . There are two ways to deﬁne JT0 . The ﬁrst is the
Bellenot–Haydon–Odell deﬁnition [8] of the Jamesﬁcation of the mixed Tsirelson space
T0 = T [(1/m2j , n2j )j ] and the second is the Tsirelson-like space T [G, (1/m2j , n2j )j ]
with G = {
I : I interval of N}. The space JT0 is quasi-reﬂexive and for every
set of ordinals A the space JT0(A) is deﬁned similarly to [9]. The study of JT0(A)
and the ﬁnite representability of JT0 in X1 are contained in the ﬁrst two subsections
of Section 5. The remaining subsections are devoted to the study of the spaces of
operators. The central notion of step diagonal operator is deﬁned as follows. Let X
be a subspace of X1 generated by a transﬁnite block sequence (x)<. A bounded
linear diagonal operator D : X → X is a step diagonal operator if  =  for all ,
with  <  + . For example, if  =  then D = IdX and if  = 2 then
D = ∑n nIdn where Idn is the identity of Xn = 〈(x)∈[(n−1),n)〉. We prove the
following result.
Theorem. There exists a universal constant C > 0 such that for every countable
limit ordinal  there is a set of ordinals A such that: For every transﬁnite block
sequence (x)< in X1 , the algebra D(〈(x)<〉) of the step diagonal operators is
C-isomorphic to J ∗T0(A).
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There are several consequences of this theorem: It follows readily that the struc-
ture of D(X) for X generated by a transﬁnite block sequence (x)< depends only
on the ordinal . The dimension of D(X) is equal to the cardinality of the set A,
and for every D ∈ D(X) and ε > 0 there is an operator of the form ∑ni=1 iPIi ,
with {Ii}ni=1 intervals of , which ε-approaches D. Furthermore the following
holds.
Theorem. There exists a universal constant C > 0 such that for every subspace X of
X1 generated by transﬁnite block sequence (x)< of X1 and every T ∈ L(X,X1)
we have:
(i) T = DT + ST where DT ∈ D(X), ‖DT ‖C‖T ‖ and S : X → X1 is strictly
singular.
(ii) Every D ∈ D(X) is extendable to a D˜ ∈ D(X1) with ‖D˜‖C‖D‖.
(iii) L(X,X1) ∼= J ∗T0(A)⊕ S(X,X1).
We also introduce the notion of asymptotically equivalent subspaces of X1 which
permits us to extend part (iii) of the above theorem to arbitrary subspaces of X1 .
Namely for every subspace X of X1 there exists a set of ordinals AX such that
L(X,X1) ∼= J ∗T0(AX) ⊕ S(X,X1). We are not able however to provide a sufﬁcient
description of L(X) for an arbitrary subspace X of X1 . What we have noticed is that
in general L(X,X1)/S(X,X1) ∼= L(X)/S(X). For strictly singular operators on X1
we give the following characterization.
Theorem. An operator S : X1 → X1 is strictly singular iff the sequence (‖S
(e)‖)<1 ∈ c0(1).
Corollary. Every T ∈ L(X1) has the form T = IdX1 + D + S where D ∈ D(X)for some  < 1, and S is strictly singular. In particular T = IdX1 +Q where Q
has separable range.
We mention that non-separable spaces X such that all T ∈ L(X) are of the form
IdX +Q with the range of Q separable have been constructed before in [23,24,28].
However, those constructions are quite different from ours as they, in particular, offer
no information about operators on separable subspaces of the resulting space X.
Furthermore, we show that for I, J disjoint intervals of 1 the spaces XI and XJ
are totally incomparable and the space X1 is arbitrarily distortable. Moreover, modulo
strictly singular perturbations, the space X1 admits a unique resolution of the identity.
Out of the rich sources of examples of subspaces of X1 with interesting spaces of
operators we mention the following
Theorem. There exists a separable reﬂexive Banach space X admitting an inﬁnite
dimensional Schauder decomposition X = ⊕n Xn such that, denoting by D(X) the
class of bounded operators D : X → X with the property D|Xn = nIdXn for all n,
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the following hold:
(i) L(X) ∼= D(X)⊕ S(X) ∼= J ∗T0 ⊕ S(X).(ii) For every subspace X of X there exists A ⊆ N which is either an initial ﬁnite
interval or is equal to N such that L(X,X) ∼= J ∗T0(A)⊕ S(X,X).(iii) There is a subspace X of X such that L(X) ∼= 〈IX〉 ⊕ S(X) while L(X,X) ∼=
J ∗T0 ⊕ S(X,X).
For example, the space X = X2 has all these properties. It is worth pointing out that
D(X) is a natural class of operators which behaves similarly to the class of operators of
the form I +K with K compact diagonal. For example if xn ∈ Xn with ‖xn‖ = 1 and
X = 〈(xn)n〉 then for every D ∈ D(X) we have that D|X = I +K . The isomorphism
between D(X) and J ∗T0 endows J ∗T0 with an equivalent norm under which J ∗T0 with
the pointwise multiplication becomes a commutative Banach algebra. This should be
compared with results from [1].
Sections 6 and 7 concern two new properties that can be simultaneously imposed
on a -function and the resulting properties of X1 . First, we present a construction
of a universal -function where universality roughly speaking means that for every
inﬁnite interval I of 1 the ﬁnite -closed subsets of I realize all isomorphism types of
ﬁnite submodels of all possible -functions. As we have mentioned before, our initial
motivation for introducing the universal -function was to understand the structure of
L(X1). However it turns out that using the -coding with a universal  we obtain
some new properties on X1 which have their own interest, even for the space X =〈en : n < 〉. Indeed X1 admits a nearly subsymmetric transﬁnite basis and moreover
X, which is an hereditarily indecomposable space, is an asymptotic version of itself
[19]. The results concerning subsymmetric transﬁnite sequences and asymptotic versions
are presented in Section 7. Section 6 also contains the construction of smooth -
functions and the following result. If the coding 	 is based on a smooth -function
then every countable ordinal  < 1 can be re-ordered as (n)n< such that (en)n<
deﬁnes a Schauder basis of the space X. Section 8 contains a uniﬁed approach of
the proof of two important results, the basic inequality and the non-trivial direction of
the ﬁnite representability of JT0 . Their proofs share some common features, and so we
attempt to develop a general theory that includes both results and that could be useful
elsewhere. The last section is devoted to the unconditional counterpart of the space
X1 denoted by X
u
1 . The relation of X
u
1 , which is a space with an unconditional
basis (e)<1 , with the space X1 is same as that of Gowers–Maurey space with
Gowers unconditional space [10]. We study the structure of L(Xu1) and the structure
the subspaces of Xu1 .
We extend our thanks to A. Tolias for his help during the preparation of this paper.
The results of this paper have been announced in [5].
1. Transﬁnite basic sequences
The ﬁrst section concerns the presentation of some preliminary results related to
transﬁnite (Schauder) bases. We recall one of the equivalent formulations of their
deﬁnition. For a detailed presentation we refer the reader to [25].
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Deﬁnition 1.1. Let X be a Banach space, and  be an ordinal number.
(1) A total family (x)< of elements of X (i.e., a family such that X = 〈x〉<) is
said to be a transﬁnite basis if there exists a constant C1 such that for every
interval I of  the naturally deﬁned map on the linear span of (x)<∑
<
x →
∑
∈I
x
extends to a bounded projection PI : X → XI = 〈x〉∈I of norm at most C.
(2) A transﬁnite basis (x)< of X is said to be bimonotone if for each interval I of
, the corresponding projection PI has norm 1.
(3) A transﬁnite basis (x)< of X is said to be unconditional if there exists a constant
C1 such that for all subsets A of , the corresponding PA has norm at most C.
(4) A transﬁnite basis (x)< of X is said to be 1-subsymmetric if for every n ∈
N, every 1 < 2 < · · · < n <  and every (i )ni=1 ∈ Rn, ‖
∑n
i=1 ixi‖ =‖∑ni=1 ixi‖.
Remark 1.2. (1) As in the case of the usual Schauder basis (i.e.,  = ) the above
deﬁnition is equivalent to the fact that each x ∈ X admits a unique representation as∑
< x, where the convergence of these series is recursively deﬁned.
(2) The deﬁnition of ∑< x easily yields that for each convergent series ∑<
x with (x)< a bounded family, the sequence of coefﬁcients ()< belongs
to c0(). Furthermore, for every ε > 0 there exists a ﬁnite subset F of  such that
‖∑/∈F x‖ < ε.
(3) For every transﬁnite basis (x)< the dual basis (x∗)< is also well deﬁned.
Just like the usual Schauder bases, (x∗)< is a w∗-total subset of X∗ and each x∗
in X∗ has a unique representation of the form
∑
< x
∗(x)x∗ where the series is
w∗-convergent.
(4) If (x)< is a transﬁnite basis for the space (X, ‖ · ‖), then there exists an
equivalent norm |‖ · ‖| on X such that (x)< is a bimonotone basis for the space
(X, |‖ · ‖|). This norm is deﬁned by |‖x‖| = sup{‖PI (x)‖ : I interval of }.
In the sequel, for every ordinal  we shall denote by c00() the vector space of all
sequences ()∈ of real numbers such that the set { <  :  = 0} is ﬁnite. We
also denote by (e)< the natural Hamel basis of c00(). It is an easy observation
that every space X with a transﬁnite basis (x)< is isometric to the completion of
c00() endowed with an appropriate norm. Moreover if K is a subset of c00() with the
properties (a) {e∗}< ⊆ K and (b) for every  ∈ K , ‖‖∞1 and for every interval
I of , the restriction I =  · 
I of  to I is also a member of K, then the norm
deﬁned on c00() by
‖x‖K = sup{|(x)| = 〈, x〉 :  ∈ K}
has (e)< as a transﬁnite bimonotone basis for the completion of (c00(), ‖ · ‖K).
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Fix X with a transﬁnite basis (x)<. The support supp x of x ∈ X is the set
{ <  : x∗(x) = 0}. For a given interval I ⊆ , let XI = PIX, and for  < ,
let X = X[0,). For x, y ∈ X ﬁnitely supported, we write x < y to denote that
max supp x < min supp y.
A sequence (y)< is called a transﬁnite block subsequence of (x)< if and only
if for all  < , y is ﬁnitely supported and for all  <  < , y < y. Notice that
a transﬁnite block subsequence of a transﬁnite basis is always a transﬁnite basis of its
closed linear span.
Fix two Banach spaces X and Y. A bounded operator T : X → Y is an isomorphism
iff TX is closed and T is 1-1. T is called strictly singular if it is not an isomorphism
when restricted to any inﬁnite dimensional closed subspace of X (i.e., for all inﬁnite
dimensional closed subspace X′ of X, either TX′ is not closed or T |X′ is not 1 −
1). This is equivalent to say that for all inﬁnite dimensional closed subspace Y of
X and ε > 0, there is an inﬁnite dimensional closed subspace Y ′ of Y such that
‖T |Y ′‖ε.
It is well known that most of the structure of the inﬁnite dimensional closed sub-
spaces of a separable Banach space X with a basis (xn)n is described by its block
sequences. Namely that for every inﬁnite dimensional closed subspace Y of X and
every ε > 0 there exists a normalized sequence in Y and a block sequence (wn)n
of (xn)n which are 1 + ε-equivalent. The method used for the proof of this re-
sult is called the gliding hump argument [17]. This result is not extendable in the
case of the transﬁnite block sequences. For example, consider a biorthogonal basis
(x)<·2 of a Hilbert space and let Y be the subspace generated by the sequence
(xn + x+n)n.
We now describe how block sequences are connected to subspaces in the transﬁnite
case.
Proposition 1.3. Let (x)< be a transﬁnite basis of X and Y an inﬁnite dimensional
closed subspace X. Then there exists a  and a closed subspace Z of Y such that
(1) P : Z → X is an isomorphism.
(2) For every ε > 0 there exists a semi-normalized block sequence (wn)n in X and
a normalized sequence (zn)n in Z such that
∑
n ‖Pzn − wn‖ < ε.
(3) There exists a subspace Z′ of Z isomorphic to a block subspace of X.
(4) If we additionally assume that Y has a Schauder basis (yn)n, then the sequence
(zn)n in (2) can be chosen to be a block sequence of (yn)n.
Proof. We assume that (x)< is a bimonotone basis. Let
0 = min{ : P : Y → X is not strictly singular}. (1)
Let us show that  = 0 is the required ordinal. Notice that 0 has to be necessarily
a limit ordinal. Since P0 is not strictly singular on Y, there exists a subspace Z of
Y such that P0 : Z → X0 is an isomorphism. On the other hand for every  < 0,
P : Y → X is strictly singular hence for every ε > 0 and every subspace Z′ of Z
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there exists W ↪→ Z′ 2 such that ‖P|W‖ < ε. Now we are ready to apply a modiﬁed
gliding hump argument to obtain (zn)n, (wn)n as they are required in (2). Indeed for
a given ε we choose (εn)n such that εn > 0,
∑
εn < ε/4. We choose a normalized
z1 ∈ Z. Since 0 is a limit ordinal, there must exist 1 < 0 such that ‖P[1,0)z1‖ < ε1.
Hence setting w1 = P1z1 we have that ‖w1 − P0z1‖ < ε1. Since P1 : Z → X1 is
strictly singular there exists a normalized z2 ∈ Z with ‖P1z2‖ < ε2. Choose 2 > 1
such that ‖P[2,0)z2‖ < ε2 and set w2 = P[1,2)z2. Observe that ‖P0z2 − w2‖ < 2ε2
and w1 < w2. Continuing in this manner we obtain (zn)n and (wn)n such that for all
n, ‖P0zn − wn‖2εn, hence∑
n
‖P0zn − wn‖ε/2. (2)
Since we assume that the transﬁnite basis (x)< is bimonotone, (2) implies that
(P0zn)n and (wn)n are equivalent. Property (3) follows from (2), while (4) results
from a careful choice of (zn)n in (2). 
As we have mentioned in the introduction the manner that block subspaces saturate
the subspaces of X is weaker than the corresponding result for spaces X with a basis
(xn)n. In the next proposition we provide a sufﬁcient condition which ensures the
complete extension of the result from Schauder bases to transﬁnite Schauder bases
fulﬁlling the additional condition.
Proposition 1.4. Let (x)< be a transﬁnite basis of X. Assume that for all disjoint
intervals I, J of  the spaces XI and XJ are totally incomparable. Then for every
closed inﬁnite dimensional subspace Y of X an every ε > 0 there exist normalized
sequences (yn)n, (zn)n such that (yn)n ⊆ Y , (zn)n is a block sequence of (z)< and∑
n ‖yn − zn‖ < ε.
Proof. From Proposition 1.3 there exists a subspace Z of Y and  such that
P : Z → X is an isomorphism. Assume that  <  and set I = [1, ) and
J = [, ). Then PJ : Z → XJ is a strictly singular operator. Hence we may ﬁnd
(wn), (zn) as in Proposition 1.3 (2) such that
∑
n ‖PJ (zn)‖ < ε which yields that∑
n ‖zn − wn‖ < 2ε. 
Deﬁnition 1.5. A transﬁnite basis (x)< is called shrinking iff for all (n)n ↑, (xn)n
is shrinking in the usual sense (i.e., (x∗n) generates in norm the dual of the closed
span of (xn)n).
It is called boundedly complete iff for all (n)n ↑, (xn)n is boundedly complete in
the usual sense (i.e., for all sequence of scalars (n)n, if there is some C > 0 such
that for all n, ‖∑ni=1 ixi‖C, then ∑i ixi converges in norm).
2 We will write X ↪→ Y to denote that X is an inﬁnite dimensional closed subspace of the Banach
space Y.
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The above deﬁnitions are simpler and easier checked than the corresponding ones
cited in [25]. The following result is the extension of the well-known James’ charac-
terization [17] of reﬂexivity in the general setting of a Banach space with a transﬁnite
basis.
Proposition 1.6. Let (x)< be a transﬁnite basis of X. Then X is reﬂexive iff (x)<
is shrinking and boundedly complete.
Proof. The direct implication is consequence of the James’ characterization [15]. The
opposite requires the following two Claims:
Claim. If (x)< is shrinking, then the biorthogonal basis (x∗)< generates in the
norm topology the dual space X∗.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists x∗ ∈ X∗ not in the closed linear span
Y of (x∗)<. Set 0 = min{ : P ∗ x∗ /∈ Y }. Then P ∗0x
∗ /∈ Y but for all  < 0,
P ∗ x∗ ∈ Y . Therefore there exists an increasing sequence of successive disjoint intervals
I1 < I2 < · · · < In < · · · < 0 and ε > 0 such that for each n ∈ N, P ∗Inx∗ ∈ Y and‖P ∗Inx∗‖ε. Observe that if x∗ ∈ X∗, x∗ = w∗ −
∑
< x
∗
 , where for each  < ,
 = x∗(x). Moreover if I is an interval of  such that P ∗I x∗ ∈ Y and ε′ > 0, then
there is a ﬁnite subset Fε′ of I such that ‖y∗ε′ − x∗‖ < ε where
y∗ε′ = w∗ −
∑
∈\I
x
∗
 +
∑
∈Fε′
x
∗
 .
Using this observation we inductively select ﬁnite sets F1 ⊆ I1,…, Fn ⊆ In such that
setting
y∗n =
n∑
i=1
∑
∈Fi
x
∗
 + P0\⋃ni=1 Inx∗, (3)
we have that
‖P ∗0x
∗ − y∗n‖ < εn <
ε
4
. (4)
Set y∗ = w∗−limn y∗n and (3) and (4) yield that supp y∗n ⊆
⋃
n Fn and also ‖P ∗Fny∗‖ >
ε/2. Since each Fn is a ﬁnite set we can enumerate
⋃
n Fn as (n)n ↑ and clearly y∗
yields that the sequence (xn)n is not a shrinking Schauder basis, yielding a contradic-
tion. 
Claim. If (x)< is boundedly complete, then for every x∗∗ ∈ X∗∗, the series∑< x∗∗
(x∗)x converges in norm.
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Proof. Suppose the contrary and ﬁx x∗∗ ∈ X∗∗ but not in X. The proof is similar to
the previous one. For each  < , let  = x∗∗x∗ and let
0 = min{ <  : P ∗∗ x∗∗ /∈ X}.
Using a similar argument we can choose an increasing sequence (Fn)n of ﬁnite sub-
sets of  such that w∗−∑∈⋃n Fn x∗ exists and for every n, ‖∑∈Fn x‖ > ε > 0.
This yields that the sequence (x)∈⋃n Fn is not boundedly complete, a
contradiction. 
2. Deﬁnition of the space X1
This section is devoted to the deﬁnition of the norm of the space X1 . This norm will
be induced by a set of functionals, denoted by K1 , on the space c00(1). Then X1
will be the completion of it. We start with a short presentation of the unconditional
frame, which is a mixed Tsirelson space with 1-subsymmetric transﬁnite basis of a
given length . The aforementioned set K1 will be selected as a subset of BY ∗ where
Y is the corresponding mixed Tsirelson space.
2.1. The space T[(1/mj , nj )j ]
Throughout the paper we ﬁx two inﬁnite sequences (mj )j , (nj )j deﬁned recursively
as follows:
(1) m1 = 2, and mj+1 = m4j ,
(2) n1 = 4, and nj+1 = (4nj )sj where sj = log2 m3j+1.
Let  be an inﬁnite ordinal. Consider the norm ‖·‖∗ on c00() described by the implicit
formula
‖x‖∗ = max
{
‖x‖∞, sup
j
sup
1
mj
nj∑
i=1
‖Ei‖∗
}
,
where for E ⊆ , x ∈ c00() Ex denotes the restriction of x to the set E (i.e., Ex =
PEx = 〈
E, x〉) and the inside supremum is taken over all sequences E1 < · · · < Enj
of subsets of .
The existence of a norm satisfying the above formula is provided, as the case of
Tsirelson space, by an inductive argument (e.g. [17]). It is also easy to see that the
usual basis (e)< of c00() deﬁnes a 1-subsymmetric and 1-unconditional basis for
the space
T[(m−1j , nj )j ] = (c00(), ‖ · ‖∗).
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The ﬁrst variation of the original Tsirelson construction is due to Schlumprecht [22]
who introduced the space S = T[(1/ log2(j+1), j)] providing the ﬁrst known example
of an arbitrarily distortable Banach space. The space S is one of the key ingredients
in the Gowers–Maurey construction [12] of a Banach space with no unconditional
basic sequence. The general deﬁnition of a mixed Tsirelson space T[(m−1j , nj )j ] for
 =  was introduced in [2] using the slightly different notation T [(Anj , 1/mj )j ]
which stresses the use of the family Anj of all subsets of the index-set (in their case
) of cardinality at most nj and indicates the possibility to use some other compact
family instead of Anj (see e.g. [4,7]). Since in this paper we are not going to vary
the deﬁnition in this direction we suppress the A as this will give us some notational
advantages at some latter points of the paper.
Remark 2.1. (1) It follows readily from the deﬁnition of the norm that for A ⊆ 
with order type of A equal to the ordinal  the space XA = 〈e〉∈A is isometric
to T[(m−1j , nj )j ]. Therefore granting that T[(m−1j , nj )j ] is reﬂexive (e.g. [22,6])
Proposition 1.6 yields that for each  the space T[(m−1j , nj )j ] is also reﬂexive.
(2) A possible variation of the norm of T[(m−1j , nj )j ] is to allow sequences (E1, . . . ,
Enj ) consisting of disjoint sets (i.e., not necessarily successive). Such spaces are
called modiﬁed mixed Tsirelson spaces and they are denoted by TM[(m−1j , nj )j ].
Schlumprecht has shown that SM contains *1 while such spaces have been studied in
[3,18,4]. The situation for the spaces TM [(m−1j , nj )j ] remains unclear. Namely, we do
not know if there exists a sequence (q−1j , lj )j such that the space TM [(q−1j , lj )j ] is
reﬂexive and not containing any *p, 1 < p <∞.
There exists an alternative deﬁnition of the norm of T[(m−1j , nj )j ] which is close
to the deﬁnition of the norm of X1 . This goes as follows.
Let L ⊆ c00() be the minimal subset L of c00() satisfying the following four
properties:
(1) For every  ∈ L and every E ⊆ , E ∈ L.
(2) For every  < , ±e∗ ∈ L.
(3) For every j ∈ N and every 1 < · · · < nj in L, (1/mj )
∑nj
i=1 i also belongs to
L.
(4) L is closed under rational convex combinations.
The third property is also described by saying that L is closed in all (m−1j , nj )-
operations. It is not difﬁcult to see that the norm induced on c00() by the set L
(i.e., for x ∈ c00(), ‖x‖ = sup∈L{x = 〈, x〉}) is exactly the norm ‖ · ‖∗.
Remark 2.2. Let L′ be the minimal subset of c00() satisfying (1)–(3). It is not difﬁcult
to prove that L = convQ(L′). This means that L′ norms the space T[(m−1j , nj )j ].
Remark 2.3. 1. It follows from the minimality of L that each  ∈ L is either equal to
±e for some  <  or is of the form  = (1/mj )∑di=1 i , dnj and 1 < · · · < d
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all in L. Furthermore the set
L,j =
{
 ∈ L :  = 1
mj
d∑
i=1
i
}
deﬁnes an equivalent norm, denoted by ‖ · ‖∗,j , on the space T[(m−1j , nj )j ]. The
important property of the mixed Tsirelson spaces results from a ﬁne balance of the
sequences of norms (‖ · ‖∗,j )j . Namely for every block sequence (xn)n and for every j
there exists a normalized vector yj in the linear span of (xn)n such that ‖yj‖∗,j > 1/4
and for every j ′ = j ‖yj‖∗,j ′ < 6/mj ′ if j ′ < j and ‖yj‖∗,j ′ < 4/m2j otherwise.
2.2. The norming set K1
The maximal space in our class X1 will be deﬁned as the completion of (c00, ‖·‖∞)
under the norm ‖ · ‖∞ induced by a set of functionals K1 ⊆ c00(1).
The set K1 is the minimal subset of c00(1) satisfying that:
(1) It contains (e∗ )<1 , is symmetric (i.e.,  ∈ K implies − ∈ K) and is closed
under the restriction on intervals of 1.
(2) For every {i : i = 1, . . . , n2j } ⊆ K1 with supp1 < · · · < suppn2j , the
functional  = (1/m2j )∑n2ji=1 i ∈ K1 . We say that  is a result of a (m−12j , n2j )-
operation.
(3) For every special sequence (1, . . . ,n2j+1) (for a deﬁnition, see Section 2.4), the
functional  = (1/m2j+1)∑n2j+1i=1 i is in K1 . We call  a special functional and
say that  is a result of a (m−12j+1, n2j+1)-operation.
(4) It is rationally convex.
The norm on c00(1) is deﬁned as ‖x‖ = sup{(x) =∑ () · x() :  ∈ K1} and
X1 is the completion of (c00(1), ‖ · ‖). Each of the above four properties provides
certain features in the space X1 . The ﬁrst makes the family (e)<1 a transﬁnite
bimonotone basis of X1 . The second saturates X1 with local unconditional structure.
This property will be responsible for the existence of semi-normalized averages in every
block sequence of X1 . The third property saturates X1 with conditional structure and
will make it impossible for X1 to contain any unconditional basic sequence. Finally,
the fourth property is a tool for proving properties of the space of operators from an
arbitrary subspace X of X1 into X1 . The above deﬁnition, with the exception of the
missing deﬁnition of special sequences, is based on the corresponding deﬁnitions from
[6,7] which in turn are variants of the construction from [12]. By the minimality of
K1 each  ∈ K1 has one of the following forms:
(i)  is of type 0 if  = ±e∗.
(ii)  is of type I if  = ±Ef for f a result of one (m−1j , nj )-operation and E an
interval. In this case we say that the weight w() of  is mj .
(iii)  is of type II if  is a rational convex combination of type 0 and type I
functionals.
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An alternative description of the norm is the following: For a given x ∈ X1 :
‖x‖∗=max
{
‖x‖∞, sup
j
sup
1
m2j
n2j∑
i=1
‖Eix‖∗, E1 < · · · < En2j
}
∨
sup
{
1
m2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=1
i (x) : {i}n2j+1i=1 is a n2j+1-special sequence
}
.
Remark 2.4. From the deﬁnition of the norming set K1 it follows easily that (e)<1
is a bimonotone basis of X1 . Also, it is not difﬁcult to see using (2) from the
deﬁnition of K1 that the basis (e)<1 is boundedly complete. Indeed, for x ∈
c00(1) and E1 < · · · < En2j intervals of 1 (2) of the norming set yields that
‖x‖(1/m2j )∑n2ji=1 ‖Eix‖. Also, from the choice of the sequence (mj )j , (nj )j , it
follows that n2j /m2j increases to inﬁnity. From these observations it follows that the
basis (e)<1 is boundedly complete. To prove that the space X1 is reﬂexive we
need to show that the basis is shrinking.
Deﬁnition 2.5. For  ∈ K1 , we say that mj ∈ N is a weight of , or w() = mj ,
if  can be obtained as a result of the (m−1j , nj )-operation. Notice that  ∈ K1 may
have many weights.
The deﬁnition of the special sequences will, as in the case [12], depend crucially on
certain coding 	. The essential difference is that now 	 is not an injection, a crucial
property on which the proofs in [12] rely. Our proofs on the other hand will rely on
a “tree-like property’’ of our coding which we now describe. First we notice that each
2j + 1-special sequence  = (1,2, . . . ,n2j+1) is of the form supp1 < · · · <
suppn2j+1 with each i of type I. The tree-like property is the following: For any
pair of 2j + 1-special sequences  = (1,2, . . . ,n2j+1),  = (1,2, . . . ,n2j+1)
there exist 1,,n2j+1 such that
(i) If 1k < , then k = k and if , < k < ,, then w(k) = w(k).
(ii) (∪,<k<,suppk) ∩ (∪,<k<,suppk) = ∅.
(iii) {w(k) : , < k < n2j+1} ∩ {w(k) : , < k < n2j+1} = ∅.
Comparing the above tree-like property with the corresponding property from [12],
we notice that the new ingredient is the number ,. Its occurrence is a byproduct
of the fact that the coding 	 is not one-to-one. The property (ii) will however give
sufﬁcient control of our special functionals. The coding 	 is based on the following
mapping introduced in [26] (see also [27]).
2.3. -functions
A function  : [1]2 →  such that:
(1) (, ) max{(,), (, )} for all  <  <  < 1,
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(2) (,) max{(, ), (, )} for all  <  <  < 1,
(3) { <  : (,)n} is ﬁnite for all  < 1 and n ∈ N,
is called a -function. The reader is referred to [26,27] for full discussion of this
notion and constructions of various -functions. In Section 6 we shall give yet another
construction of a -function with certain universality property.
Let  : [1]2 →  be a -function ﬁxed from now on, and all deﬁnitions and facts
that follow should be relative to this choice of .
Deﬁnition 2.6. Given a ﬁnite set F ⊆ 1, let pF = p(F ) = max,∈F (,). For a
ﬁnite set F ⊆ 1 and p ∈ N, let
F
p = { max F : there is  ∈ F s.t.  and (,)p}.
Notice that by condition (3), Fp is a ﬁnite set of countable ordinals. We say that F is
p-closed iff Fp = F , and that F is -closed iff it is pF -closed.
Remark 2.7. (1) Note that ·p is a monotone and idempotent operator and so, in
particular, every Fp is a p-closed set: It is clear that if F ⊆ G, then Fp ⊆ Gp.
Let us show now that Fp
p = Fp. Let  ∈ Fpp. This implies that (, 0)p,
for some 0 ∈ Fp, 0. Choose 10, 1 ∈ F such that (0, 1)p. Then
(, 1) max{(, 0), (0, 1)}p.
(2) Suppose that F ⊆ 1 is ﬁnite and suppose that ppF . Then pFpp. Indeed,
let  <  such that both belong to Fp. Let ′, ′ such that ,′ ∈ F and
(, ′), (,′)p. Then we distinguish the following cases:
(a) If ′′, then (,) max{(, ′), (′,)} max{(, ′), (′,′),
(,′)}p.
(b) If ′′, then (,) max{(, ′), (, ′)} max{(, ′), (,′),
(′,′)}p.
(c) If ′′, use a similar proof to case (a).
Proposition 2.8. Let F,G ⊆ 1 be two ﬁnite sets and ppF , pG. Then:
(1) For every ordinal 1, F ∩ p = Fp ∩  and F ∩ p is an initial part of Fp.
Therefore, if F is p-closed, so is F ∩ .
(2) For every  ∈ F ∩G, we have that F ∩ (+ 1)p = G ∩ (+ 1)p. Hence, if F and
G are in addition p-closed, then F ∩ (+ 1) = G ∩ (+ 1).
(3) F ∩Gp = Fp∩Gp. Therefore, if F and G are p-closed then F ∩G is also p-closed
and it is an initial part of both F and G.
Proof. (1) Since F ∩  ⊆ F, , it follows that F ∩ p ⊆ Fp ∩ . Now let  ∈ Fp ∩ .
Then there is some  ∈ F , be such that (, )p. If  < , then we are done. If
not, let  = max F ∩  ∈ F and since  <  we have that
(, ) max{(, ), (, )} max{p, pF } = p, (5)
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the last equality using our assumption that ppF . Eq. (5) shows that  ∈ F ∩ p.
Suppose now that F is p-closed. Then we have just shown that F ∩ p = Fp∩ = F∩,
and we are done.
(2) Fix  ∈ F ∩ G. Let  ∈ F ∩ (+ 1)p = Fp ∩ ( + 1). Let  ∈ F ∩ ( + 1),
 be such that (, )p. Then (, ) max{(, ), (, )} max{p, pF } = p.
Since G is p-closed, and  ∈ G, we can conclude that  ∈ G ∩ (+ 1)p. This shows
that F ∩ (+ 1)p ⊆ G ∩ (+ 1)p. The other inclusion follows by symmetry. The last
part of (2) follows easily.
(3) Let  = maxF ∩G. Then by (2), F ∩Gp = F ∩G ∩ (+ 1)p = F ∩ (+ 1)p =
F
p ∩ ( + 1) and F ∩Gp = Gp ∩ ( + 1). Combining the above equalities we get
F ∩Gp = Fp∩Gp∩(+1) = Fp∩Gp, the last equality because Fp∩Gp ⊆ F ∩G ⊆
max(F ∩G)+ 1 = + 1. 
2.4. The 	-coding and the special sequences
We denote by Qs(1) the set of ﬁnite sequences (1, w1, p1,2, w2, p2, . . . ,d ,
wd, pd) such that
(1) for all id, i ∈ c00(1) and 1 < 2 < · · · < d ,
(2) (wi)di=1, (pi)di=1 ∈ Nd are strictly increasing, and
(3) pip(∪ik=1suppk) for every id .
Let Qs be the set of ﬁnite sequences (1, w1, p1,2, w2, p2, . . . ,d , wd, pd) satisfying
(1), and (2) above and in addition for every id, i ∈ c00(N). Notice that Qs is a
countable set. Fix a one-to-one function 	 : Qs → {2j : j odd} such that
	(1, w1, p1,2, w2, p2, . . . ,d , wd, pd) > max
{
p2d ,
1
ε2
,max suppd
}
,
where ε = min{|k(e)| :  ∈ suppk, k = 1, . . . , d}. Given a ﬁnite subset F of
1, we denote by F : {1, 2, . . . , #F } → F the natural order preserving map. Given
 = (1, w1, p1,2, w2, p2, . . . ,d , wd, pd) ∈ Qs(1) we set G = ∪di=1suppi
pd
and then we consider the family
G() = (G(1), w1, p1,G(2), w2, p2, . . . ,G(d), wd, pd) ∈ Qs ,
where
G(k)(n) =
{
k(G(n)) if n ∈ G,
0 otherwise.
Finally, 	 : Qs(1)→ {2j : j odd} is deﬁned as 	() = 	(G()).
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A sequence  = (1, . . . ,n2j+1) of functionals of K1 is said to be a 2j+1-special
sequence if:
(1) supp1 < supp2 < · · · < suppn2j+1 , each k is of type I, w(k) = m2jk and
w(1) = m2j1 with j1 even and satisfying m2j1 > n22j+1.
(2) There exists a strictly increasing sequence (p1 , . . . , pn2j+1−1) of natural numbers
such that for all 1 in2j+1 − 1 we have that w(i+1) = m	(i ) where i =
(1, w(1), p

1 ,2, w(2), p

2 , . . . ,i , w(i ), p

i ).
As we have mentioned before, the weight of a type I element of K1 is not uniquely
determined. However in the case of the elements i of a 2j + 1-special sequence ,
w(i ) will denote the unique weight involved in the deﬁnition of the special sequence
.
Lemma 2.9 (Tree-like interference of a pair of special sequences). Let  = (1, . . . ,
n2j+1) and  = (1, . . . ,n2j+1) be two 2j + 1-special sequences. Then there are
two numbers 0,,n2j+1 such that the following conditions hold:
TP.1 For all i,, w(i ) = w(i ) and pi = pi .
TP.2 For all i < ,, i = i .
TP.3 For all , < i < ,
suppi ∩ supp 1 ∪ · · · ∪ supp,−1
p,−1=∅
and supp i ∩ supp1 ∪ · · · ∪ supp,−1
p,−1=∅.
TP.4 {w(i ) : , < in2j+1} ∩ {w(i ) : in2j+1} = ∅ and {w(i ) : ,
< in2j+1} ∩ {w(i ) : in2j+1} = ∅.
We refer to the reader to Fig. 1 for a description of the conclusion of this Lemma.
Proof. First we observe that for i = l, w(i ) = w(l ). Indeed if i = 1 and l > 1 then
w(1) = m2j1 with j1 even while w(l ) = m2j ′l with j ′l odd. If i and l are greater
than 1 then w(i ) = m2ji = m2j ′l = w(l ) as consequence of the fact that they code
sequences of different lengths i − 1 and l − 1 respectively.
Let , be the maximum of all in2j+1 such that w(i ) = w(i ) if deﬁned. If
not, we set , = , = 0. Suppose now that , > 0. Deﬁne , by
, = min{i < , : i = i},
if deﬁned and , = 0 if not. In this last case it is trivial to check our requirements.
So assume that , > 0. (TP.2) and (TP.4) follows easily from the properties of the
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Fig. 1. The tree-like interference between a pair of special sequences.
coding 	. We show (TP.3). Let
G =
,−1⋃
i=1
suppi
p,−1
and G′ =
,−1⋃
i=1
supp i
p,−1
.
And let G : G → {1, . . . , #G} and ′G : G′ → {1, . . . , #G} be the unique order-
preserving bijections.
Claim. (a) #G = #G′.
(b) G|(G ∩G′) = G′ |(G ∩G′) and (G ∩G′), = (G ∩G′), .
(c) max(G ∩G′) < min{max supp, ,max supp ,}.
Proof. (a) Notice that
#G = max supp G(,−1) and #G′ = max supp G′(,−1). (6)
Since 	((i , w(i ), pi)
,−1
i=1 ) = 	((i , w(i ), pi),−1i=1 ), then G(,−1) = G′
(,−1) and hence #G = #G′, as desired. (b) It follows from the properties of  that
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G|(G∩G′) = G′ |(G∩G′) (see Remark 2.7 and Proposition 2.8). Fix now  ∈ G∩G′.
Since G() = G′() we have that
,(e) = ,(eG(−1G′ )) = ,(e), (7)
as desired. (c) Suppose not. W.l.o.g. assume that max G ∩ G′ max supp, . (b)
yields that
, = (G ∩G′), = (G ∩G′), (8)
and since #supp, = #supp , we obtain that , = , , a
contradiction. 
To complete the proof choose , < i < ,. Then the previous Claim yields
that suppi ⊆ G \ (G ∩G′) and hence suppi ∩G′ = ∅. 
2.5. Tree-analysis of functionals
Computing the norm of a vector x from X1 is typically not an easy task. From the
deﬁnition of the norming set K1 one observes that each  ∈ K1 is constructed from
the basic functionals e∗ after ﬁnitely many steps where at each step one applies some
(m−1j , nj )-operation, or one takes some convex combination. The tree-analysis deﬁned
below describes this procedure and it will be a very useful tool in estimations of the
norm of certain vectors of X1 .
Deﬁnition 2.10. Let  be a functional of the norming set K1 . A tree-analysis of 
is a mapping F : T → K1 , t → F(t) = t such that the following conditions are
satisﬁed:
(1) T = (T ,≺) is a ﬁnite tree with a unique root ∅ ∈ T , and ∅ = .
(2) If t ∈ T is a maximal node of T , then t = ±e∗, for some  < 1. We say in
this case that t = ±e∗ has type 0.
(3) If t ∈ T is not a maximal node, and denoting by St the set of immediate successors
of t, St satisﬁes exactly one of the following two:
(3a) There is a unique ordering of St = {s1 <t · · · <t sd} deﬁned by s1 < · · · <
sd , there exists an integer j ∈ N such that dnj and t = (1/mj )
∑d
i=1 si .(3b) For every s ∈ St , s is either of type 0 or I, and there is a sub-convex family
{ru}u∈St of positive rational numbers such that t =
∑
s∈St rss .(4) For every st , ran t ⊆ ran s .
For a given  ∈ K1 , whenever we write w() we implicitly assume that  is of type
I. In many cases we will use the explicit notation (t )t∈T to denote a tree-analysis.
Remark 2.11. (1) The minimality of K1 easily yields that for any functional f ∈ K1
there is a tree (ft )t∈T satisfying conditions (1)–(3). Such a tree (ft )t∈T for f can be
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reﬁned to a tree-analysis of f. The proof goes as follows: Given a tree-analysis (ft )t∈T
of f we show by downwards induction over T that every ft has a tree-analysis as
desired. The only non-trivial case is when ft is of type II, ft =∑s∈St rsfs . Let E =
ran ft , and let f ′s = fs |E for s ∈ St . Then ft = ft |E =
(∑
s∈St rsfs
) |E =∑s∈St rsf ′s .
Since ran f ′s ⊆ E = ran ft , the inductive hypothesis ﬁnishes the proof.
(2) Observe that the subset of K1 consisting on functionals of type 0 and I is also
a norming set for the space: Given a ﬁnitely supported vector x, and  =∑i rii of
type II with i of type 0 or I, |〈, x〉| = |
∑
i ri〈i , x〉| maxi |〈i , x〉|.
(3) Observe that a given  ∈ K1 may have many trees as well as weights.
3. X1 has no unconditional basic sequences
Deﬁnition 3.1. A pair (x,) with x ∈ X1 and  ∈ K1 is said to be a (C, j)-exact
pair if (a) ‖x‖C, w() = mj and (x) = 1, and (b) for every  ∈ K1 of type I
and w() = mi , i = j we have:
|(x)|
{ 2C
mi
if i < j,
C
m2j
if i > j. (9)
(C, j)-exact pairs are one of the basic ingredients for the study of mixed Tsirelson
spaces as well as of hereditarily indecomposable spaces built on a frame of a mixed
Tsirelson space. The next proposition ensures their existence everywhere.
Proposition 3.2. Let (xn)n be a block sequence in X1 . Then for each j ∈ N there
exists (x,) such that x ∈ 〈xn〉n,  ∈ K1 and (x,) is a (6, j)-exact pair.
The existence of (6, j)-exact pairs it is proved by a similar argument to that for
the Gowers–Maurey space [12]. It is primarily based on the unconditional part of the
deﬁnition of K1 (i.e., property (2)). A simple example of a (6, 2j)-exact pair is the
pair (x,) where x = (m2j /n2j )∑∈F e,  = (1/m2j )∑∈F e∗ and #F = n2j .
Deﬁnition 3.3. Let j ∈ N. A sequence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1) is said to be a
(1, j)-dependent sequence if:
(DS.1) supp x1 ∪ supp1 < · · · < supp xn2j+1 ∪ suppn2j+1 .
(DS.2) The sequence  = (1, . . . ,n2j+1) is a 2j + 1-special sequence.
(DS.3) (xi,i ) is a (6, 2ji)-exact pair with #supp xim2ji+1/n22j+1 for every
1 in2j+1.
(DS.4) For every (2j + 1)-special sequence  = (1, . . . ,n2j+1) we have that
⋃
,<i<,
supp xi ∩
⋃
,<i<,
supp i = ∅. (10)
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Proposition 3.4. For every (yn)n, a block sequence of X1 , and every j ∈ N there
exists (1, j)-dependent sequence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1) such that xi ∈ 〈yn〉n for
every i = 1, . . . , n2j+1.
Proof. Let (yn)n and j be given. We inductively produce {(xi,i )}n2j+1i=1 as follows. For
i = 1 we choose a (6, 2j1)-exact pair (x1,1) such that m2j1 > m22j+1, j1 even (see
the deﬁnition of special sequences) and x1 ∈ 〈yn〉n. Assume that {(xl,l )}i−1l=1 has been
chosen such that there exists (pl)i−2l=1 satisfying
(a) supp x1 ∪ supp1 < · · · < supp xi−1 ∪ suppi−1, each xl ∈ 〈yn〉n and (xl,l ) is a
(6, 2jl)-exact pair.
(b) For 1 < l i − 1, w(l ) = 	(1, w(1), p1, . . . .,l−1, w(l−1), pl−1).
(c) For 1 l < i − 1, pl max{pl−1, pFl }, where Fl =
⋃l
k=1 suppk ∪ supp xk .
To deﬁne (xi,i ) we choose pi−1 max{pi−2, pFi−1 , n22j+1 · #supp xi} and we set
2ji = 	(1, w(1), p1, . . . ,i−1, w(i−1), pi−1).
Choose a (6, 2ji)-exact pair (xi,i ) such that xi ∈ 〈yn〉n and supp xi−1 ∪ suppi−1 <
supp xi∪suppi . This completes the inductive construction. (DS.1)–(DS.3) easily holds,
while (DS.4) follows from (c) and (3) of Lemma 2.9. 
Remark 3.5. Suppose that (yn)n and (zn)n are block sequences such that supn max
supp yn = supn max supp zn. Then for every j ∈ N there is a (1, j)-dependent se-
quence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1) with the property that x2i−1 ∈ 〈yn〉n and x2i ∈ 〈zn〉n
for every i = 1, . . . , n2j+1/2.
Lemma 3.6. Fix a (1, j)-dependent sequence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1), and a se-
quence of scalars (i )n2j+1i=1 such that maxi |i |1. Suppose that for every  ∈ K1
such that w() = m2j+1, and every interval of integers E ⊆ [1, n2j+1] it holds that
∣∣∣∣∣
(∑
i∈E
ixi
)∣∣∣∣∣ 12
(
1+ #E
n22j+1
)
. (11)
Then
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=1
ixi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣  1m22j+1 . (12)
We postpone the proof of this lemma to the end of Section 4.3, since involves
non-trivial estimates.
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Proposition 3.7. If (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1) is a (1, j)-dependent sequence, then
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=1
xi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣  1m2j+1 and
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1xi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣  1m22j+1 . (13)
Proof. The ﬁrst estimate is clear since the functional  = (1/m2j+1)∑n2j+1i=1 i ∈
K1 and ((1/n2j+1)
∑n2j+1
i=1 xi) = 1/m2j+1. For the second, we use Lemma 3.6
applied to the sequence of scalars ((−1)i+1)i , and the desired estimate will follow
from (12). Fix  ∈ K1 with w() = m2j+1, and an interval E ⊆ [1, n2j+1]. Set  =
(1, . . . ,n2j+1) and x =
∑
i∈E(−1)i+1xi , where  = (1/m2j+1)
∑
i∈E i . Notice that
|(x)|=
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1m2j+1
,−1∑
i=1
i (x)+
1
m2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=,
i (x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
 1
m2j+1
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1m2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=,
i (x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (14)
We shall show that the following hold:
(a) |,(
∑
i∈E(−1)i+1xi)|1+ 12(#E − 1)/n22j+1,
(b) |,(
∑
i∈E(−1)i+1xi)|1+ 12(#E − 1)/n22j+1, and
(c) |(∑l>,,l =, l )(xi)|12/n2j+1 for every 1 in2j+1.
Let us show ﬁrst (a). Let 2ji be such that w(i ) = m2ji . Notice that for i = , we
have that
|,(xi)|

12
w(, )
if i > ,,
6
m22ji
if i < ,.
(15)
By the properties of the sequences (ml)l , (nl)l and the fact that n22j+1 < w(,), m2ji ,
(15) yields that |,(xi)|12/n22j+1 for i = ,. Hence∣∣∣∣∣,
(∑
i∈E
xi
)∣∣∣∣∣ |,(x,)| +
∣∣∣∣∣∣,
 ∑
i∈E, i =,
xi
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1+ 12(#E − 1)
n22j+1
. (16)
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(b) Has a similar proof to that of (a). We check now (c). Fix l > ,, l = ,.
Suppose that l > ,. Since w(l ) = w(i ) for all in2j+1, we obtain that
|l (xi)|12/n22j+1. Now suppose that , < l < ,. By (DS.4) we have that
l (xi) = 0 for every , < i < ,. And for i /∈ (,, ,), using the fact that
w(l ) = w(i ), we can conclude that |l (xi)|12/n22j+1. Hence, (
∑
l>,,l =, l )
(xi)12/n2j+1 for every 1 in2j+1, as desired.
Combining (a), (b) and (c) we obtain that
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1m2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=,
i (x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1+ #En22j+1 . (17)
From (14) and (17) we conclude that |(x)|12(1+ #E/n22j+1), as desired. 
Proposition 3.8. The closed linear span of a block sequence of X1 is hereditarily
indecomposable.
Proof. Fix a block sequence (yn)n of X1 , two block subsequences (zn)n and (wn)n
of (yn)n and ε > 0. Let j be large enough such that m2j+1ε > 1. By Proposi-
tion 3.4 we can choose a (1, j)-dependent sequence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1) such
that x2i−1 ∈ 〈zn〉n, and x2i ∈ 〈wn〉n. Set z = (1/n2j+1)∑n2j+1i=1,i odd xi and w =
(1/n2j+1)
∑n2j+1
i=1,i even xi . Notice that z ∈ 〈zn〉n and w ∈ 〈wn〉n. By Proposition 3.6, we
know that ‖z + w‖1/m2j+1 and ‖z − w‖1/m22j+1. Hence ‖z − w‖
ε‖z+ w‖. 
Corollary 3.9. (a) The distance between the unit spheres of every two normalized block
sequences (xn) and (yn) in X1 such that supn max supp xn = supn max supp yn is 0.
(b) There is no unconditional basic sequence in X1 .
(c) Every inﬁnite dimensional closed subspace of X1 contains an hereditarily inde-
composable subspace.
(d) The distance between the unit spheres of two non-separable subspaces of X1 is
equal to 0.
Proof. (b) Follows from Proposition 3.8 and 4 of Proposition 1.3. (c) This result
follows from (b) and Gowers’ dichotomy. Moreover, every subspace of X1 iso-
morphic to the closed linear span of a block sequence with respect to the basis
(e)<1 is hereditarily indecomposable. (d) Fix two non-separable closed subspaces
X and Y of X1 . Now we can ﬁnd a sequence (zn)n of normalized vectors such
that for every n (a) z2n−1 ∈ X, z2n ∈ Y and (b) supp zn < supp zn+1. Notice
that the supports supp zn are not necessarily ﬁnite. Now approximating (zn)n by
a normalized block sequence (wn)n as close as needed we obtain the desired
result. 
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4. Basic estimations and further properties of X1
In this section we introduce some of the standard tools of this area (see [22,12,7,4])
which will be quite useful in our analysis of the space X1 . We also obtain that the
space X1 is reﬂexive.
4.1. Rapidly increasing sequences. The basic inequality
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Rapidly increasing sequences (RIS)). Let C, ε > 0. A block sequence
(xk)k of X is called a (C, ε)-rapidly increasing sequence ((C, ε)-RIS in short) iff there
is an increasing sequence (jk)k of integers such that for all k:
(1) ‖xk‖C,
(2) |supp xk|mjk+1ε and
(3) for all type I functionals  of K with w() < mjk , |(xk)|C/w().
Remark 4.2. (1) Notice that given ε′ < ε, every (C, ε)-RIS has a subsequence which is
(C, ε′)-RIS. Notice also that for every strictly increasing sequence {n}n, and every ε >
0, (en)n is a (1, ε)-RIS. (2) For every (1, j)-dependent sequence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,
n2j+1) the corresponding block sequence (x1, . . . , xn2j+1) is a (12, 1/n
2
2j+1)-RIS.
A primary reason for the usefulness of the notion of RIS is that one has good
estimates of upper bounds on |〈f, x〉|, for f ∈ K1 and x averages of an RIS.
Notation. In the sequel we shall denote by W the minimal subset of c00(N) which
contains {e∗n}n∈N, is symmetric, and is closed in rational convex combinations, closed
in restriction to intervals, and closed for the (m−1j , 4nj )-operations.
Remark 4.3. By minimality of W, every element f of W has a tree-analysis (ft )t∈T .
Using induction over the tree-analysis, it is not difﬁcult to show that every f ∈ K is the
convex combination f =∑i rifi , with every fi in the norming set of T [(m−1j , 4nj )j ]
and in the case that f is of type I, then each fi can be chosen such that w(fi) = w(f ).
Hence, W norms the mixed Tsirelson space T [(m−1j , 4nj )j ].
The following Lemma gives a very useful tool for reducing for a given f ∈ K1 and a
RIS (xk)k , upper bound estimates of |〈f,∑k bkxk〉| to upper bounds of |〈g,∑k |bk|ek〉|
where g is a functional of the auxiliary space T [(m−1j , 4nj )j ] and (ek)k is its basis.
Lemma 4.4 (Basic inequality for RIS). Let (xn)n be a (C, ε)-RIS sequence and ﬁx
(bk)k ∈ c00(N). Suppose that j0 ∈ N is such that for all f ∈ K1 with weight
w(f ) = mj0 and all intervals E:
∣∣∣∣∣f
(∑
k∈E
bkxk
)∣∣∣∣∣ C
(
max
k∈E |bk| + ε
∑
k∈E
|bk|
)
. (18)
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(We say in this case that (xn)n makes j0 negligible for (bk)k .) Then for every f ∈ K1
of type I there exists g1, g2 ∈ c00(N) such that∣∣∣f (∑ bkxk)∣∣∣ C(g1 + g2) (∑ |bk|ek) ,
where g1 = h1 or g1 = e∗t + h1, t /∈ supph1, and h1 ∈ W is such that h1 ∈
convQ{h ∈ W : w(h) = w(f )} and with mj0 not appearing as a weight of a node of
a tree-analysis of h1, and ‖g2‖∞ε.
We postpone the proof of this result until Section 8.2.
Remark 4.5. Notice that any ﬁnite (C, ε)-RIS sequence (xk)k is going to be j0-
negligible for large j0.
4.2. Estimates on the basis
Proposition 4.6. Fix a functional f of type I, either in W or in K1 , j ∈ N and
l ∈ [nj/mj , nj ]. Then for every set #F = l
∣∣∣∣∣f
(
1
l
∑
∈F
e
)∣∣∣∣∣ 
{ 2
w(f )mj
if w(f ) < mj ,
1
w(f )
if w(f )mj . (19)
If the tree-analysis of f does not contain nodes with weight mj , then
∣∣∣∣∣f
(
1
l
∑
∈F
e
)∣∣∣∣∣  2m3j , (20)
where in each case we interpret (e)∈F in the obvious way.
Proof. Fix f ∈ W of type I. By Remark 4.3 we can assume that f belongs to the norm-
ing set of T [(m−1j , 4nj )j ], i.e., f admits a tree-analysis with no convex combinations.
The result is proved in the same manner as Lemma 4.2 of [6].
The result for f ∈ K1 follows easily from the following. Let us denote by ‖ ·‖l the
norm of the natural extension of T [(m−1j , 4nj )j ] to 1. It is clear that for this norm
the natural Hamel basis (e)<1 of c00(1) is 1-subsymmetric, and also that ‖ · ‖l
dominates the norm ‖ · ‖X1 . 
4.3. Consequences of the basic inequality
We start this subsection with the following estimates on averages of RIS.
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Proposition 4.7. Let (xk)k be a (C, ε)-RIS for ε1/nj , l ∈ [nj/mj , nj ] and let f ∈
Kw1 of type I. Then∣∣∣∣∣f
(
1
l
l∑
k=1
xk
)∣∣∣∣∣ 

3C
w(f )mj
if w(f ) < mj ,
C
w(f )
+ 2C
nj
if w(f )mj .
(21)
Consequently, if (xk)lk=1 is a normalized (C, ε)-RIS with ε1/n2j and l ∈ [n2j /m2j ,
n2j ], then
1
m2j

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣1l
l∑
k=1
xk
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣  2Cm2j . (22)
Proof. This follows from the basic inequality and the estimates on the basis of T [(m−1j ,
4nj )j ] given in Proposition 4.2. For the last consequence, notice that if for every
k l we consider x∗k in Kw1 such that x∗k xk = 1 and ran x∗k ⊆ ran xk , then x∗ =
(1/m2j )
∑l
k=1 x∗k belongs to Kw1 , and x∗((1/n2j )
∑l
k=1 xk) = 1/m2j . 
Deﬁnition 4.8. Let C > 0 and k ∈ N. A normalized vector y is called a C−*k1-average
iff there is a ﬁnite block sequence (x1, . . . , xn) such that y = (x1 + · · · + xk)/k and
‖xi‖C.
Observe that since K1 is closed under the (m
−1
2j , n2j )-operation, for every normal-
ized block sequences (yn)n and every k, there are z1 < · · · < zk in 〈yn〉n such that
(z1 + · · · + zk)/k is a 2− *k1-average (for a detailed proof see for example [6]).
Proposition 4.9. Suppose that y is a C − *k1-average and suppose that E1 < · · · < En
are intervals with n < k. Then
∑n
i=1 ‖Eiy‖C(1+ 2n/k). As a consequence, if y is
a C − *nj1 -average and  ∈ K is with w() < mj , then |(y)|3C/2w().
In particular, for 2− *nj1 -averages we get that |(y)|3/w() if w() < mj .
Proof. See [22] or [12]. 
Remark 4.10. Suppose that (xk)k is such that there is a strictly increasing sequence
(jk)k and ε > 0 such that for all k, (a) xk is a 2 − *njk1 -average and (b) #supp xk <
εmjk+1 . Then Proposition 4.9 shows that (xk)k is a (3, ε)-RIS. In this case we will say
that (xk)k is a (3, ε)-RIS of *1 averages. These remarks yield the following.
Proposition 4.11. Any block sequence in X1 has a further normalized block subse-
quence which is a (3, ε)-RIS.
Proposition 4.12. Let (xn)n be a block sequence in X1 . Then for each j ∈ N there
exists a (6, 2j)-exact pair (x,) such that x ∈ 〈xn〉n.
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Proof. Fix a block sequence (xn)n of X1 and an integer j. By the previous proposition
we can ﬁnd a normalized (3, 1/n2j )-RIS (yn)n in 〈xn〉n. For each 1 in2j choose
i ∈ K1 such that i (yi) = 1, and i < i+1. Set  = (1/m2j )
∑n2j
i=1 i ∈ K1 , and
x = (m2j /n2j )∑n2ji=1 yi . Then (x) = 1 and estimates in Proposition 4.7 yield
|f (x)|

9
w(f )
if w(f ) < m2j ,
3m2j
w(f )
+ 6m2j
n2j
if w(f )m2j
(23)
and ‖x‖6. Hence (x,) is a (6, 2j)-exact pair. 
To ﬁnish this subsection we show Lemma 3.6:
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Fix a (1, j) dependent sequence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1) and
a sequence (i )
n2j+1
i=1 with maxi |i |1 such that for every  with weight m2j+1, and
every interval E ⊆ [1, n2j+1]∣∣∣∣∣
(∑
i∈E
ixi
)∣∣∣∣∣ 12
(
1+ #E
n22j+1
)
. (24)
Since (xi)i is a (12, 1/n22j+1)-RIS (see Remark 4.2), (24) tells that (xi)i makes 2j + 1
negligible for (i )i . From the conclusion of the basic inequality and the estimates on
the basis of T (4nj , 1/mj ), it follows that for every f ∈ K1∣∣∣∣∣f
(
1
n2j+1
n2j+1∑
i=1
ixi
)∣∣∣∣∣ 12
(
2
n2j+1
+ 2
m32j+1
)
 1
m22j+1
, (25)
as required. 
Proposition 4.13. The basis (e)<1 is shrinking and boundedly complete. Therefore
X1 is reﬂexive.
Proof. Since the basis (e)<1 is boundedly complete (see Remark 2.4), we only need
to prove that it is also shrinking. Suppose not. Then there exists a strictly increasing
sequence A = {n}n of ordinals, scalars (n)n and x∗ = w∗ − limn∑∞n=1 ne∗n with
x∗ /∈ 〈e∗n〉n. Thus there exist ε > 0 and successive intervals (En)n such that for all
n, ‖Enx∗‖ > ε. Choose (xn)n in XA with supp xn ⊆ En, ‖xn‖ = 1 and x∗(xn) > ε
for all n. It follows that every convex combination
∑
n nxn satisﬁes ‖
∑
n nxn‖ > ε.
Now for sufﬁcient large j ∈ N we may construct a (2ε, 1/n2j+1)-RIS (yn)n of ε-
normalized averages such that every yn is an average of (xk)k . Proposition 4.7 yields
that ‖1/(n2j )∑n2ji=1 yi‖(4ε)/m2j < ε, a contradiction. 
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5. The operator spaces
In this section, we state and prove the main results about operators on X1 and
its subspaces. The new basic tool is the ﬁnite interval representability of a James-like
space into X1 . The section is divided into six subsections. The ﬁrst concern James like
spaces. In the second the ﬁnite interval block representability of JT0 is deﬁned and the
structure of the space of the step diagonal operators is studied. In the third subsection
the spaces L(X) are studied and some consequences concerning the structure of the
subspaces of X1 are obtained. In the fourth subsection the concept of asymptotically
equivalent subspaces of X1 is introduced and the structure of the spaces L(X,X1)
with X subspace of X1 is studied. In the ﬁfth subsection a construction of subspaces
X is presented such that dimL(X)/S(X) = 1 while L(X,X1)/S(X,X1) is of inﬁnite
dimension. The last subsection concerns some further results about the operators related
to the Fredholm theory of strictly singular operators.
5.1. James-like spaces
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let X be a reﬂexive space with a 1-subsymmetric basis (xn)n, and
let A be a set of ordinals. JX(A) is the completion of (c00(A), ‖ · ‖JX(A)), where for
x ∈ c00(A),
‖x‖JX(A) = sup

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
l∑
n=1
∑
i∈In
x(i)
 xn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
: I1 < · · · < In intervals of A
 .
The natural Hamel basis (v)∈A of c00(A) is a bimonotone 1-subsymmetric transﬁnite
basis of JX(A). Also, for every interval I of A the functional I ∗ : JX(A) → R,
I ∗(x) =∑∈A x() belongs to J ∗X(A) and ‖I ∗‖ = 1.
Remark 5.2. As we shall see next, *1 does not embed into JX(A) and hence the basis
(v)∈A is not unconditional.
The following two facts are easy extensions of the corresponding results from [8].
Proposition 5.3. Let (yn)n be a semi-normalized block sequence in JX(A) with
∑
∈A
yn() = 0 for every n. Then (yn)n is equivalent to the basis (xn)n of X.
Proof. Let 0 < c < C be such that c‖yn‖C for all n. It is easy to see that:
c
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n
anxn
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n
anyn
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JX(A)
 sup
i1 i2 ··· il
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
l−1∑
q=1
(|aiq | + |aiq+1 |)xq
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
(2CK)
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n
anxn
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X
,
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where K is the unconditional constant of (xn)n. The ﬁrst inequality holds for any block
sequence and the second uses our assumptions. 
Corollary 5.4. The space *1 does not embed into JX(A).
Proof. If not, then from Proposition 1.3 we could ﬁnd a semi-normalized block se-
quence (yn)n equivalent to the *1-basis. Therefore, passing if necessary to a further
block sequence, we may assume that for all n ∈ N,∑∈A yn() = 0. Hence Proposition
5.3 yields that (yn)n is equivalent to (xn)n, a contradiction. 
Remark 5.5. Suppose that A and B are two sets of ordinals with the same order type.
Then the unique order-preserving mapping f : A → B deﬁnes naturally an isometry
between f˜ : JX(A)→ JX(B) by f˜ (∑∈H rv) =∑∈H rvf ().
The next proposition also extends the corresponding result from [8].
Proposition 5.6. For every ordinal  the space J ∗X() is generated in norm by {[0,
)∗}<+1.
Proof. We proceed by induction. It is clear that the successor ordinal case follows im-
mediately from the inductive assumption. So we assume that  is a limit ordinal and for
all  <  the conclusion holds. Assume to the contrary that Y = 〈[0, )∗〉<+1‖·‖J ∗X().
Then there exists x∗ ∈ J ∗X() with ‖x∗‖ = 1 and ε > 0 such that d(x∗, Y ) > ε. Observe
also that the inductive assumption yields that for all  <  if x∗ denotes the functional
deﬁned by
x∗(v) =
{
0 if  < 
x∗(v) if ,
then ‖x∗‖1 and d(x∗ , Y ) > ε. In particular for all  < , d(x∗ , 〈[, )∗〉) > ε and
from the Hahn–Banach and Goldstine Theorems there exists a ﬁnitely supported y˜ ∈
JX() with ‖y˜‖1,  min supp y˜, x∗(y˜) > ε and |∑< y˜()|ε/4. Assuming
further that  is a successor ordinal we consider the vector y = y˜−(∑ y˜())v− .
Observe that − min supp y, x∗(y) > ε − ε/4 > ε/2 and ∑< y() = 0.
Hence we may inductively choose a block sequence (zn)n such that ε/2‖zn‖1,∑
< zn() = 0 and x∗(zn) > ε/2. Observe that (zn)n is unconditional (Proposition
5.3) therefore equivalent to the *1-basis which yields a contradiction. 
Corollary 5.7. For every set of ordinals A we have that dim J ∗X(A) = #A.
5.2. Finite interval representability of JT0 and the space of diagonal operators
Deﬁnition 5.8. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let (x)< and (yn)n be a transﬁnite
basis for X and a Schauder basis of Y respectively. We say that Y is ﬁnitely interval
representable in X if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for every integer n
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and intervals I1I2 · · · In successive, not necessarily distinct, intervals of  there
exists zi ∈ 〈(x)∈Ii 〉 (i = 1, . . . , n) with supp z1 < supp z2 < · · · < supp zn and
such that the natural order preserving isomorphism H : 〈(yi)ni=1〉 → 〈(zi)ni=1〉 satisﬁes
‖H‖ · ‖H−1‖C.
Recall that Maurey–Rosenthal [20], in their attempt to solve the unconditional basic
sequence problem, have constructed a Banach space X with a weakly-null normalized
Schauder basis (en)n having the property that every subsequence of (en)n ﬁnitely block
represents the James-like space Jc0 , or equivalently (and as they said it), every subse-
quence of (en)n has a arbitrary large ﬁnite block subsequence of length k equivalent
to the ﬁrst k-many members of the summing basis of c0. In our attempt to control
non-strictly singular operators on X1 , we have discovered the following analogous
result that surprised us by its powers to explain many phenomena encountered, not
only in X1 , but in essentially any other conditional space constructed so far using the
general scheme described above in Section 2. Through all this section  will denote a
limit ordinal.
Theorem 5.9. Let (y)< be a normalized transﬁnite block sequence in X1 , and Y
its closed linear span. Then JT0 is ﬁnitely interval representable in the space Y, where
T0 is the mixed Tsirelson space T [(m−12j , n2j )j ].
We will postpone the proof until Section 8. Throughout all this section C will denote
the ﬁnitely block representability constant of JT0 in X1 . We will show in Section 8
that C < 121.
Remark 5.10. (1) Let us observe that since, as we will show, the basis of JT0 is not
unconditional and it is ﬁnitely block representable in any block subsequence of the basis
(e)<1 , then X1 cannot have any unconditional basic sequence. In other words the
ﬁnite interval representability of JT0 in the block subsequences of X1 must make use
of the conditional structure of X1 . Indeed we get more. Suppose that X has a transﬁnite
basis, and suppose that a Banach space Y with a conditional basis (yn)n is ﬁnite block
representable in every block sequence of X Then X does not contain unconditional
basic sequences and from Gowers dichotomy [11], X is hereditarily indecomposable
saturated.
(2) The James like space JT0 has the following alternative description. It is the mixed
Tsirelson space TG[(m−12j , n2j )j ], where G = {I ∗ : I ⊆ N interval}. The minimal
set K0 of c00(N) which is symmetric, contains G, and is closed under (m−12j , n2j )-
operations norms JT0 .
Proposition 5.11. Let x1 < · · · < xn be ﬁnitely supported,  ∈ K1 and set ri = xi
for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then ‖∑ni=1 rivi‖JT0 ‖x1 + · · · + xn‖.
Proof. Fix a functional f of K0 with support contained in {1, . . . , n}, and a tree-
analysis (ft )t∈T of f. We show by induction over the tree T that for every t ∈ T
there is some t ∈ K1 such that ft (
∑n
i=1 rivi) = t (x1 + · · · + xn). In partic-
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ular f0(
∑
i rivi) = 0(x1 + · · · + xn), and hence the desired result holds. If t ∈
T is a terminal node, then ft = ±I ∗, I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} an interval. We set t =
±|[min supp xmin I ,max supp xmax I ]. It is clear that t ∈ K1 , and
t (x1 + · · · + xn) = ±
∑
i∈I
xi = ±
∑
i∈I
ri = ft
(∑
i
rivi
)
. (26)
If t ∈ T is not a terminal node, then ft = (1/m2j )∑di=1 fsi , where St = {s1, . . . , sd}
ordered by fs1 < · · · < fsd . Then t = (1/m2j )
∑d
i=1 si clearly satisﬁes our inductive
requirements. 
The next result shows that JT0 is minimal in a precise sense.
Corollary 5.12. Suppose that X is a Banach space with a normalized Schauder basis
(xn)n which dominates the summing basis of c0 and is ﬁnitely block represented in
X1 . Then (xn)n also dominates the basis (vn)n of JT0 .
Proof. Fix scalars (ai)ni=1. Choose a normalized block sequence (wi)
n
i of X1 C-
equivalent to (xi)ni=1. Fix f ∈ K0 with supp f ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and a tree-analysis (ft )t∈T
of it. We are going to ﬁnd t ∈ K1 such that |ft (
∑n
i=1 aivi)|C|t (
∑
aiwi)|, for
each t ∈ T . This will show that∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
aivi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
C
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
aiwi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X1
C2
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
aiwi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X
, (27)
as desired. If t ∈ T is a terminal node, then ft = ±I ∗, I ⊆ [1, n] interval. Since (xn)n
dominates the summing basis of c0, we can ﬁnd t ∈ K1 such that
t
(
n∑
i=1
aiwi
)
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
aiwi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X1
 1
C
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
aixi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X
 1
C
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈I
ai
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ft
(
n∑
i=1
aivi
)∣∣∣∣∣ . (28)
If t is not terminal node, then we use the appropriate (m−12j , n2j , )-operation. 
Deﬁnition 5.13. Let (x)< be a normalized transﬁnite block sequence, X its closed
linear span. We denote by D(X) the space of all bounded diagonal operators D : X →
X satisfying the property that for all  <  limit there exists some  ∈ R such that
D(x) = x for every  ∈ [,  + ). We also denote by D˜(X) the space of all
diagonal operators (not necessarily bounded) satisfying the above condition acting on
〈x〉<.
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Notice the following (linear) decomposition of 〈x〉<,
〈x〉< =
⊕
∈()
〈x〉∈[,+). (29)
The canonical decomposition of y ∈ 〈x〉< in X is y = y1 + · · · + yn given by (29).
Remark 5.14. D(X) is a closed subalgebra of L(X).
For an ordinal  we denote by () the set of limit ordinals < , and by ()(0)
the set of limit ordinals  =  +  <  with  ∈ (). We denote this (unique) 
by −. Notice that ()(0) is the set of isolated points of () with respect to the
order-topology. For technical reasons, 0 is considered as limit ordinal.
Remark 5.15. Notice that for  a limit ordinal, (+1)(0) is order isomorphic to ()
via the predecessor map.
Deﬁnition 5.16. Let D ∈ D˜(X). We deﬁne the map D : (+ 1)(0) → R by
D(x−) = D()x− . (30)
Namely, D() is the eigenvalue of D associated to the eigenvectors (x)∈[−,).
We consider the following linear map  : D˜(X)→ c00((+ 1)(0))# deﬁned by
(D)(v) = D(), (31)
where c00((+ 1)(0))# denotes the algebraic conjugate of c00((+ 1)(0). The main
goal here is to show that  deﬁnes an isomorphism between D(X) and J ∗T0((+1)(0)).
For D ∈ D˜(X), let us denote
‖D‖ = sup{‖Dx‖X1 : x ∈ 〈x〉<, ‖x‖X1 1}∞
and for f ∈ c00((+ 1)(0))#,
‖f ‖ = sup{f (x) : x ∈ c00((+ 1)(0)), ‖x‖JT0 1}∞.
Proposition 5.17. ‖D‖‖(D)‖C‖D‖ for every D ∈ D˜(X).
Proof. Fix D ∈ D˜(X), and ε > 0. Let y ∈ 〈x〉< with ‖y‖1 be such that
|‖D‖ − ‖Dy‖| < ε. Let y = y1 + · · · + yn be the canonical decomposition of y
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in X, and 1, . . . , n be such that yi ∈ 〈x〉∈[−i ,i ) for every 1 in. Let  ∈
K be such that ‖Dy‖ = (Dy), and set ri = yi for i = 1, . . . , n. By Propo-
sition 5.11, ‖∑ni=1 rivi‖JT0 ‖x‖, and since (v) is 1-subsymmetric we have that‖∑ni=1 rivi‖JT0 ‖y‖1. Hence
‖(D)‖
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣(D)
(
n∑
i=1
rivi
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
D(i )rivi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0

n∑
i=1
D(i ) = (Dy)‖D‖ − ε. (32)
This shows that ‖D‖‖(D)‖. Fix v = ∑ni=1 aivi ∈ JT0 with ‖v‖JT0 1, and
choose a ﬁnite normalized block sequence (wi)ni=1 C-equivalent to (vi )ni=1 with wi ∈〈x〉∈[−i ,i ) for every i = 1, . . . , n (indeed we may assume that the natural isomor-
phism F : 〈wi〉ni=1 → 〈vi〉ni=1 satisﬁes that ‖F‖1, ‖F−1‖C; see Corollary 8.15).
Then
‖(D)(v)‖JT0 =
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
D(i )aivi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
D(i )aiwi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X1
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣D
(
n∑
i=1
aiwi
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X1
‖D‖
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
aiwi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
X1
C‖D‖.  (33)
Theorem 5.18. The spaces D(X) and J ∗T0((+ 1)(0)) are isomorphic.
Proof. By Proposition 5.17, |D(X) : D(X) → J ∗T0(( + 1)(0)) is an isomorphism.
To see that it is also onto consider f ∈ J ∗T0(( + 1)(0)) and deﬁne Df ∈ D˜(X) as
follows. For  ∈ [−, ) set Df (x) = f (v)x. It is easy to check that (Df ) = f .
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 5.19. Let X and Y be the closed linear span of two transﬁnite block se-
quences of the same length . Then the natural mapping  : D(X) → D(Y ) deﬁned
by (D) = DD is an isomorphism.
Our intention now is to compare D(X) and D(X1).
Deﬁnition 5.20. (1) Given a closed A ⊆ (1 + 1), let D˜A(X1) be the subalgebra
of D˜(X1) consisting on all D ∈ D(X1) satisfying that for every  ∈ A(0), there is
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some  such that D|X[−,) = iX[−,),X1 and D|X[maxA,1) = 0. Let DA(X1) be
the subalgebra of bounded operators of D˜A(X1).
(2) Given a transﬁnite block sequence (x)<, let X ⊆ (1 + 1) be deﬁned as
follows. Let
′ =
{
sup
n→∞
max supp xn : (n)n ↑, n < 
}
(34)
and let X = ′ ∪ {0, sup ′}. Another interpretation of X is to consider the map
fX : ( + 1) → 1 deﬁned by fX() = sup<max supp x and X is nothing
else but the image f (( + 1)), and hence X \ max{X} and ( + 1)(0) are order
isomorphic.
(3) Given D ∈ D(X), let E(D) ∈ D˜X(X1) be the unique extension of D. Notice
that D|X ∈ D(X) for every D ∈ DX(X1).
Theorem 5.21 (Extension theorem). For every X ↪→ X1 generated by a transﬁnite
block sequence the following hold:
(a) Every D ∈ D(X) is extended to a step diagonal operator ED in D(X1).
(b) (b) The map D → ED deﬁnes a linear isomorphism from D(X) onto the space
DX(X1).
Proof. We show that ‖E(D)‖C‖D‖ for every D ∈ D(X). Fix a ﬁnitely supported y ∈
X1 such that ‖y‖1 and ‖E(D)‖ = ‖E(D)(y)‖. Since I = {[−X, ) :  ∈ 
(0)
X } ∪{[max X,1)} is a partition of 1, y has a unique decomposition y = y1 + · · · + yn
for I1 < · · · < In in I and yi ∈ 〈e〉∈Ii . Notice that E(D)|X[max X,1) = 0, so we
may assume that In = [maxX,1). By deﬁnition of E(D) we have that E(D)(y) =∑n
i=1 D(i )yi where i = f−1X (i ) for every i = 1, . . . , n. Choose  ∈ K1 such that‖E(D)(y)‖ = (E(D)(y)). By Proposition 5.17
‖E(D)‖=
(
n∑
i=1
D(i )yi
)
=
n∑
i=1
D(i )(yi) = (D)
(
n∑
i=1
(yi)vi
)
‖(D)‖J ∗T0 ((+1)(0))
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
(yi)vi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
C‖D‖.  (35)
5.3. The spaces L(X)
Deﬁnition 5.22. A sequence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1) is called a (0, j)-dependent
sequence if the following conditions are fulﬁlled:
(DS0.1)  = (1, . . . ,n2j+1) is a 2j + 1-special sequence and ixi′ = 0 for every
1 i, i′n2j+1.
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(DS0.2) There exists {1, . . . ,n2j+1} such that w(i ) = w(i ), #supp xiw(i+1)
/n22j+1 and (xi,i ) is a (6, 2ji)-exact pair for every 1 in2j+1.
(DS0.3) If H = (h1, . . . , hn2j+1) is an arbitrary 2j + 1-special sequence, then ⋃
,H<i<,H
supp xi
 ∩
 ⋃
,H<i<,H
supphi
 = ∅. (36)
Proposition 5.23. For every (0, j)-dependent sequence (x1,1, . . . , xn2j+1 ,n2j+1) we
have that ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1n2j+1 (x1 + · · · + xn2j+1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣  1m22j+1 .
Proof. The proof is rather similar to the proof of Proposition 3.6. One ﬁrst shows
that |(1/n2j+1∑i∈E xi)|12(1 + #E/n22j+1) for every special functional  with
w() = m2j+1, and then the result follows from the basic inequality, since, by condition
(DS0.2), (xi)n2j+1i=1 is a (12, 1/n22j+1)-RIS. 
Proposition 5.24. Suppose that (yk)k is a (C, ε)-RIS, and suppose that T : 〈yk〉k →
X1 is a linear function (not necessarily bounded) such that limn→∞ d(T yn,Ryn) = 0.
Then for every ε > 0 there is some z ∈ 〈yk〉k such that ‖z‖ < ε‖T z‖.
Proof. We may assume that there is some  > 0 such that infn d(T yn,Ryn) >  > 0,
and also that (T yn)n is a block sequence (hint: Consider the following limit ordinal
0 = min
{
 < 1 : ∃A ∈ [N]∞ inf
n∈A d(PTyn,Ryn) > 0
}
, (37)
pass to a subsequence of (yn)n and replace T by P0T ).
Claim. There exist an inﬁnite set A ⊆ N and a block sequence (fn)n∈A of functionals
in K1 such that:
(a) For every n ∈ A, fnTyn, fnyn = 0, ran fn ⊆ ran Tyn and supp fn∩ supp ym =
∅ for every m = n.
(b) Either for every n ∈ A max supp yn max supp fn or for every n ∈ A max supp yn
 max supp fn.
Proof. By the Hahn–Banach theorem, for each n ∈ N we can ﬁnd a functional fn
of norm 1 such that fn(T yn) and fn(yn) = 0. Since the w∗-closure of K1 is
BX∗1
(notice that K by deﬁnition is closed under rational convex combinations) and
K1 is closed under restriction over intervals, we may assume that fn ∈ K1 and
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ran fn ⊆ ran Tyn. Let  = maxn supp yn and  = maxn supp fn. If  = , it is rather
easy to achieve the desired result. If  = , then we can pass to a subsequence A and
distort fn such that for every n ∈ A, max supp fn max supp yn. 
So, we may assume that (fn)n satisﬁes the requirements of previous Claim. Fix j
with m2j+1 > 12/(ε).
Claim. There is a (0, j)-dependent sequence (z1,1, . . . , zn2j+1 ,n2j+1) such that for
every kn2j+1, zk ∈ X, ran k ⊆ ran T zk and kT zk > .
Proof. Choose j1 even such that m2j1 > n22j+1, and choose F1 ⊆ N of size n2j1 such
that (yk)k∈F1 is a (3, 1/n22j1)-RIS (going to a subsequence of (yk)k; see Remark 4.2).
Set
1 =
1
m2j1
∑
i∈F1
fi ∈ K1 and z1 =
m2j1
n2j1
∑
k∈F1
yk.
Notice that 1T z1 = (1/n2j1)
∑
k∈F1 fkT yk >  and by (a) from the Claim, we have
that 1z1 = (1/n2j1)
∑
k∈F1
∑
l∈F1 fk(yl) = 0. Pick
p1 max{p(supp z1 ∪ supp T z1 ∪ supp1), #supp z1·n22j+1} (38)
and set 2j2 = 	(1,m2j1 , p1). Now choose F2 > F1 ﬁnite of length n2j2 such that
(xk)k∈F2 is a (3, 1/n22j2)-RIS. Set
2 =
1
m2j2
∑
k∈F2
fk ∈ K1 and z2 =
m2j2
n2j2
∑
k∈F2
yk. (39)
Notice that 2 > 1, 2T z2 >  and 2z2 = 0. Pick
p2 max{p1, p(supp z1 ∪ supp z2 ∪ supp T z1 ∪ supp T z2 ∪ supp 1 ∪ supp 2),
#supp z2·n22j+1} (40)
and set 2j3 = 	(1,m2j1 , p1,2,m2j2 , p2), and so on. Let us check that (z1,1, . . . ,
zn2j+1 ,n2j+1) is a (0, j)-dependent sequence: Conditions (DS0.1) and (DS0.2) are
rather easy to check from the deﬁnition of this sequence. Let us check (DS0.3). There
are two cases: (a) Suppose that max supp zk max suppk for every 1kn2j+1.
Then supp zk ⊆ supp ,H−1
p,H−1 for every ,H < k < ,H . Then part 2 of
(TP.3) gives the desired result. (b) Suppose that max suppk max supp zk for every
1kn2j+1. Then suppk ⊆ supp z,H−1p,H−1 for every ,H < k < ,H , and
we are done by part 1 of (TP.3). 
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Fix a (0, j)-dependent sequence (z1,1, . . . , zn,n2j+1) as in the Claim, and set
z = 1
n2j+1
n2j+1∑
k=1
(−1)k+1zk and  = 1
m2j+1
n2j+1∑
k=1
k.
Then T z = 1/n2j+1∑n2j+1k=1 (−1)k+1T zk/m2j+1 and ‖z‖12/m22j+1. So, ‖T (z)‖
/m2j+1m2j+1‖z‖/12 > ε‖z‖ as desired. 
Corollary 5.25. Let (yk)k be a (C, ε)-RIS, Y its closed linear span and T : Y → X1
be a bounded operator. Then limn→∞ d(T yk,Ryk) = 0.
Proof. If not, by the previous Proposition 5.24, we can ﬁnd a vector z ∈ 〈yk〉k such
that ‖z‖ < (1/‖T ‖)‖T z‖ which is impossible if T is bounded. 
Lemma 5.26. Let (xn)n be a (C, ε)-RIS, X its closed span and T : X → X1 be a
bounded operator. Then T : N→ R deﬁned by d(T xn,Rxn) = ‖T xn− T (n)xn‖ is a
convergent sequence.
Proof. Fix any two strictly increasing sequences (n)n and (n)n with supn n =
supn n, and suppose that T (n)→n 1, T (n)→n 2. By going to a subsequences,
we can assume that xn < xn for every n. Since the closed linear span of {xn}n∪{xn}n
is an H.I. space, we can ﬁnd for every ε two normalized vectors w1 ∈ 〈xn〉n and w2 ∈
〈xn〉n such that ‖Tw1 − 1w1‖ε/3, ‖Tw2 − 2w2‖ε/3 and ‖w1 −w2‖ε/3‖T ‖.
Then we have that
‖1w1 − 2w2‖‖Tw1 − 1w1‖ + ‖Tw1 − Tw2‖ + ‖Tw2 − 2w2‖ε (41)
and hence,
ε‖1w1 − 2w2‖ |1 − 2|‖w1‖ − |2|‖w1 − w2‖ |1 − 2| − |2|ε. (42)
So, |1 − 2|ε(1+ |2|) for every ε. This implies that 1 = 2. 
Deﬁnition 5.27. Recall that for a set A of ordinals A(0) is the set of isolated points
of A. Fix a transﬁnite block sequence (x)<, let X be the closed linear span of it
and let T : X → X1 be a bounded operator. We deﬁne the step function T of T
T : ( + 1)(0) → R as follows: Let  be a successor limit ordinal less than . Let
T () =  ∈ R be such that limn→∞ ‖Tyn − yn‖ = 0 for every (3, ε)-RIS (yn)n
satisfying that supn max supp yn = . Lemma 5.26 shows that  exists and is unique,
and that T can be extended to a continuous ˜T : (+ 1)→ R.
Given a mapping  : ( + 1)(0) → R we deﬁne the diagonal, not necessarily
bounded, operator D : X → X in the natural way by D(x) = (+ )x. Given a
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bounded T : X → X1 we deﬁne the diagonal step operator DT : 〈x〉< → X1 of
T as DT = DT .
Remark 5.28. The function T has only countable many values. This follows from
the fact that it can be extended to a continuous function ˜T deﬁned on (+ 1). As
it is well known, if  = 1 the function ˜T is eventually constant.
Proposition 5.29. The sequence (‖(T −DT )(yn)‖)n ∈ c0(N) for every RIS (yn)n in X.
Proof. This is just a consequence of the deﬁnition of DT . 
Proposition 5.30. A bounded operator T : X → X1 is strictly singular iff T = 0.
Proof. Suppose that T is not strictly singular. Then there is a block sequence (yn)n
such that T is an isomorphism restricted to the closed linear span Y of (yn)n. Going
to a block subsequence if necessary, we assume that (yn)n is a RIS. Since T |Y is
an isomorphism, limn→∞ ‖Tyn‖ > 0. This implies that T |( + 1)(0) = 0, since
otherwise ˜T () = 0 contradicting the above inequality.
Suppose now that T = 0. Choose some successor limit  such that T () = 0. Then
we can ﬁnd a block sequence (yn)n ⊆ X such that T is close enough to T ()iY,X1 ,
where Y is the closed linear span of (yn)n. Hence, T is not strictly singular. 
Proposition 5.31. Let (x)< be a transﬁnite block sequence, X its closed linear span
of (x)< and a bounded operator T : X → X1 . Then ‖DT ‖C‖T ‖ and hence
DT ∈ D(X).
Proof. Fix a normalized y ∈ 〈x〉<. Let y = y1 + · · · + yn be its decomposition in
X, yi ∈ 〈x〉∈[−i ,i ) for i = 1, . . . , n. Choose  ∈ K1 such that (D(y)) = ‖D(y)‖.
Then
‖D(y)‖=
n∑
i=1
T (i )(yi) =
(
n∑
i=1
T (i )v
∗
i
)(
n∑
i=1
(yi)vi
)

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
T (i )vi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
, (43)
the last inequality holding because ‖∑ni=1 (yi)vi‖JT0 ‖y‖X1 1. We ﬁnish with
the next claim.
Claim. ‖∑ni=1 T (i )v∗i ‖J ∗T0 C‖T ‖.
Proof. Fix ε > 0. By the ﬁnitely block representability of JT0 in X1 and Proposition
5.29 we can produce inductively w1, . . . , wn such that (1) wi ∈ 〈x〉∈[−i ,i ),
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(2) the natural isomorphism F : 〈wi〉ni=1 → 〈vi〉ni=1 is such that ‖F‖1 and
‖F−1‖C, and
(3) ∑ni=1 ‖T (i )wi − Twi‖ < ε.
Choose x = ∑ni=1 rivi ∈ JT0 of norm 1 such that ‖∑ni=1 T (i )v∗i ‖J ∗T0 = ∑ni=1 T
(i )ri . Then ‖∑ni=1 riwi‖X1 C and hence∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣DT
(
n∑
i=1
riwi
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
riT (i )vi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0

n∑
i=1
T (i )ri =
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
T (i )v
∗
i
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
J ∗T0
. (44)
This implies that ‖∑ni=1 T (i )v∗i ‖J ∗T0 ‖T (∑ni=1 riwi)‖ + ‖(T −DT )(∑ni=1 riwi)‖
C‖T ‖ + ε. 
Theorem 5.32. Let (x)< be a normalized block sequence of X1 , X its closed linear
span. Then for every bounded operator T : X → X1 , DT : X → X1 is bounded and
T −DT is strictly singular.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 5.30 and 5.31. 
Corollary 5.33. Any bounded operator from the closed linear span X of a transﬁnite
block sequence into the space X1 is the sum of the restriction of a unique diagonal
step operator D ∈ DX(X1) and an strictly singular operator.
Proof. This follows from the previous theorem and Theorem 5.21. 
Corollary 5.34. (1) For T : X → X1 bounded TFAE: (a) T is strictly singular, (b)
T = 0, and (c) DT = 0.
(2) The transformation T → DT is a projection in the operator algebra L(X) of
norm C.
Proposition 5.35. Let X ↪→ X1 , I ⊆ 1 an interval such that PI |X is not strictly
singular. Then for every ε > 0 there exist a normalized sequence (xn)n in X and a
normalized block sequence (zn)n in XI such that
∑
n ‖yz − zn‖ < ε.
Proof. Set I = [,] and suppose that PI |X is not strictly singular. Let
0 = { ∈ (,] : P|X is not strictly singular}.
We can ﬁnd for every ε > 0, (yn)n ⊆ X and a block sequence (wn)n ⊆ X0
such that P0 is an isomorphism when restricted to the closed linear span of (yn)n,
supn max supp wn = 0 and
∑
n ‖wn − P0yn‖ε/2. Consider U : 〈wn〉n → X[0,1)
deﬁned by Uwn = P[0,1)yn. Notice that U is bounded. Since U = 0, U is strictly
singular. Hence we can ﬁnd a block sequence (zn)n of (wn)n such that for all n,
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‖Uzn‖ε/2n+1 and hence the corresponding block sequence (xn)n of (yn)n satisﬁes
that
∑
n ‖zn − xn‖ε. Finally, notice that for large enough n0, (zn)nn0 ⊆ XI . 
Corollary 5.36. The space X1 is arbitrarily distortable.
Proof. For j ∈ N, and x ∈ X1 , let ‖x‖2j = sup{(x) : w() = m2j }. Let X ↪→ X1 .
Since for every ε > 0 we can ﬁnd a subspace of X generated by a Schauder basis (yn)n
and a normalized block sequence (zn)n of X1 such that
∑
n ‖yn − zn‖ε, without
loss of generality we can assume that X is generated by a block sequence (zn)n. Now,
we can ﬁnd an (6, j)-exact pair (x,), with x ∈ 〈zn〉n and hence 1‖x‖2j‖x‖6.
And for any other j ′ > j , a (6, 2j ′)-exact pair (x′,′) with x′ ∈ 〈zn〉n and hence
1‖x′‖6 and ‖x′‖2j12/m2j . So
‖x/‖x‖‖2j
‖x′/‖x′‖‖2j 
1/6
12/m2j+1
= m2j+1
72
.  (45)
Deﬁnition 5.37. Two Banach spaces X and Y are called totally incomparable if and
only if no inﬁnite dimensional closed X1 ↪→ X is isomorphic to Y1 ↪→ Y .
Corollary 5.38. For disjoint inﬁnite intervals I and J, the spaces XI and XJ are totally
incomparable.
Proof. Suppose not, and let X ↪→ XI , and Y ↪→ XJ such that T : X → Y is
an onto isomorphism. By the previous Proposition 5.35, we can assume that X is
generated by a block sequence. But since T = 0, T cannot be isomorphism. This is a
contradiction. 
Another consequence of the representability of JT0 on each transﬁnite block sequence
is that we can identify the space D(X) of diagonal step operators on X and hence
identify L(X)/S(X) for every closed span X of a transﬁnite block sequence.
Corollary 5.39. L(X)/S(X) ∼= L(X,X1)/S(X,X1) ∼= J ∗T0(
(0)
X ) for every X ↪→ X1
generated by a transﬁnite block sequence.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.18, since ( + 1)(0) and (0)X are order-
isomorphic. 
Remark 5.40. Note that L(X)/S(X) ∼= J ∗T0(X) if X is inﬁnite. To see this, ﬁx a
transﬁnite block sequence (x)< generating X such that 2. Then X \ {maxX}
and (+ 1)(0) \ {} are order-isomorphic.
Theorem 5.41. Every projection P of X1 is of the form P = PI1 + · · · + PIn + S,
where Ii are intervals of ordinals, Ii < Ii+1 and S is strictly singular.
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Proof. Suppose that P : X1 → X1 is a projection, P = DP + S. Since P 2 = P , we
obtain that D2P −DP is also strictly singular and therefore (P ()2− P ())iX[−,),X1
is strictly singular for every successor limit . This implies that P : (1 + 1)(0) →
{0, 1}. And since P has the continuous extension property, there is no strictly increas-
ing sequence {n}n ⊆ (1 + 1)(0) such that P (2n) = 1 and P (2n+1) = 0 for
every n. 
Corollary 5.42. For every n ∈ N there is some m ∈ N such that for every projection
P of X1 with ‖P ‖n, P can be written as P = PI1 + · · · + PIk + S such that km
and I1 << I2 << · · · << Ik , where A << B denotes that the interval (sup A, inf B)
is inﬁnite.
Proof. Fix n, and let P : X1 → X1 be a projection such that ‖P ‖n. Let j be the
ﬁrst integer such that m2j > 2nC. We claim that m = n2j works. For suppose that
P = PI1 + · · · + PIk + S with I1 << · · · << Ik and k > n2j . Fix ε > 0. Find a
normalized block sequence (x1, y1, . . . , xn2j /2, yn2j /2) such that
(a) xi ∈ XIi , yi ∈ X(sup Ii ,min Ii+1) for 1 in2j /2− 1, and yn2j /2 > xn2j /2,
(b) (x1, y1, . . . , xn2j /2, yn2j /2) is C-equivalent to (vi)
n2j
i=1 and
(c) ‖S|F‖ε where F = 〈(x1, , y1, . . . , xn2j /2, yn2j /2)〉.
Set x = x1 − y1 + · · · + xn2j /2 − yn2j /2. Then
‖x‖C
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n2j∑
i=1
(−1)i+1vi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
C
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n2j∑
i=1
ti
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
T0
= Cn2j /m2j (46)
and
‖P(x)‖
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n2j /2∑
i=1
xi
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣− ε
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n2j /2∑
i=1
vi
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
− ε = n2j /2− ε. (47)
Eqs. (46) and (47) imply that ‖P ‖(m2j /2 − εm2j /n2j )/C. Hence, ‖P ‖ > n, a
contradiction. 
5.4. Asymptotically equivalent subspaces and L(X,X1)
Our aim here is to extend the results about operators on subspaces generated by a
transﬁnite block sequence to arbitrary subspace.
Deﬁnition 5.43. Let X be a subspace of X1 . A subset  of 1 + 1 is said to be a
critical set of X if the following hold:
(CS1)  is closed of limit ordinals, and 0 ∈ .
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(CS2) For all  ∈ ,  < , P(,+)|X is not strictly singular and for all  ∈ (, +),
P(,)|X is strictly singular, where + is the successor of  in  and  = max .
(CS3) P[,1)|X is strictly singular (we use P∅ = 0).
Notice that from the deﬁnition it follows easily that if  is a critical set of X, then
max  = min{1 : P[,1)|X is strictly singular}.
Proposition 5.44. For every X ↪→ X1 a critical set  is uniquely deﬁned, denoted by
X.
Proof. Fix X ↪→ X1 . We show ﬁrst that a critical set X exists. We proceed by induction
deﬁning an increasing sequence ()<1 as follows: We set 0 = 0. Suppose we have
deﬁned ()< satisfying conditions (CS1) and (CS2). If  is a limit ordinal, then we
set  = sup< . Suppose now that  is a successor ordinal. If P[− ,1)|X is strictly
singular, then we set  = − . If not, let
 = min{ ∈ (− ,1) : P[− ,)|X is not strictly singular}.
Let us observe that if X is separable, then the sequence ()<1 is eventually constant
and we set X = {}<1 . If X is non-separable, then the sequence ()<1 is strictly
increasing and X = {}<1 ∪ {1}.
Next we prove the uniqueness of X. Suppose on the contrary, and ﬁx  = ′ two
different critical sets. Set  = max(∩′). First notice that max = max′. So, either
+ < 
+
′ or 
+
′ < 
+
 . This yields a contradiction using the fact that both  and 
′
satisfy (CS2). 
Remark 5.45. (1) The critical set X provides information concerning the structure of
the space X. For example the space X is H.I. if and only if X = {0,X}. Also, two
subspaces X, Y ↪→ X1 are totally incomparable if and only if X ∩ Y = {0}.
(2) For a transﬁnite block sequence (x)< its critical set is nothing else but the
set introduced from Deﬁnition 5.20 (2).
Proposition 5.46. For every Y ↪→ X, the corresponding critical set Y is a subset of
X.
Proof. This follows by an easy inductive argument. 
Proposition 5.47. For every separable X ↪→ X1 and for every ε > 0 there exist an
ordinal  < 1, a normalized sequence (y)< in X and a normalized transﬁnite block
sequence (z)< such that (a)
∑
< ‖z − x‖ < ε and (b) X = Z where Z is the
closed linear span of (z)<.
Proof. Use Proposition 5.35, and a standard gliding hump argument. 
Deﬁnition 5.48. Let X, Y ↪→ X1 .
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(i) We say that X is asymptotically ﬁner than Y, XaY , if and only if X ⊆ Y .
(ii) We say that X is asymptotically equivalent to Y, X ≡a Y , if and only if X = Y .
It follows easily from the above deﬁnition that the relation a is a quasi-ordering
in the class of the subspaces of X1 which from Proposition 5.46 extends the natural
inclusion. Notice also that ≡a is an equivalence relation.
We now give two alternative formulation of these notions.
Proposition 5.49. For X, Y ↪→ X1 TFAE:
(1) XaY ,
(2) if PI |X is not strictly singular, then PI |Y is not strictly singular, for every interval
I ⊆ 1, and
(3) d(SX′ , SY ) = 0 for every X′ ↪→ X.
Proof. Let us observe that for a closed inﬁnite interval I, PI |X is not strictly sin-
gular iff there is some +X ∈ X with minX < +X max I . The inverse di-
rection follows immediately from the deﬁnition of the critical sets. So assume now
that PI |X is not strictly singular. Set 0 = max{ ∈ X :  min I }. Observe that
0 min I < X, hence minX < +X max I by the minimality of 
+
X
(Property
(CS2)). It is easy to see that the above observation implies easily the equivalence
(1) ⇔ (2). (1) ⇒ (3): Suppose that X′ ↪→ X. Then by Proposition 5.46 and our
assumption, X′ ⊆ Y . By Proposition 5.47, we can ﬁnd two block sequences (zn)n
and (wn)n in X0+
X′
such that (a) supn max supp zn = supn max suppwn = 0+X′ , and
(b) d(SZ, S′X) = d(SW , SY ) = 0 where Z and W are the closed linear span of (zn)n
and (wn)n respectively. By Corollary 3.9, d(Z,W) = 0 and we are done. (3) ⇒ (2):
Since for every X′ ↪→ X, d(SX′ , SY ) = 0, we obtain that for every ε > 0, and every
X′ ↪→ X there exists two basic sequences (zn)n and (wn)n such that zn ∈ SX′ and
wn ∈ SY for all n and ∑n ‖zn − wn‖ < ε. Assume now that PI |X is not strictly
singular. Choose X′ ↪→ X such that PI |X′ is an isomorphism. Let (zn)n ⊆ X′ and
(wn)n ⊆ Y as above. Then PI |W is isomorphism and hence PI |Y is not strictly
singular. 
Proposition 5.50. For X, Y ↪→ X1 the following are equivalent: (1) X ≡a Y , (2)
PI |X is not strictly singular if and only if PI |Y is not strictly singular, for every
interval I ⊆ 1, and (3) d(SX′ , SY ) = d(SY ′ , SX) = 0 for every X′ ↪→ X, Y ′ ↪→ Y .
Corollary 5.51. (1) For every X ↪→ X1 and every A ⊆ X there is XA ↪→ X such
that XA = A.
(2) For any non-separable X, Y ↪→ X1 there are non-separable X1 ↪→ X, Y1 ↪→ Y
such that X1 ≡a Y1.
We shall need the following consequence of a well known result from Linden-
strauss [16].
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Lemma 5.52. Let Z ↪→ X ↪→ X1 with Z separable. Then there exist a separable
subspace W of X and  < 1 such that Z ↪→ W and P|X is a projection onto W.
Remark 5.53. Notice that for W and X as in the Lemma, W is an initial part of X.
Proposition 5.54. Let X be a subspace of X1 and T : X → X1 a bounded operator.
Then there exists a unique DT ∈ DX(X1) such that (a) ‖DT ‖2C2‖T ‖ and (b)
T −DT |X is strictly singular.
Proof. Fix X ↪→ X1 and a bounded operator T : X → X1 . First suppose that
X is separable. Then we can ﬁnd a transﬁnite basic sequence (y)< ⊆ X and
a transﬁnite block sequence (z)< of X1 such that
∑
< ‖y − z‖ < 1 and
X ≡a Z, where Z denotes the closed linear span of (z)<. Consider now T ′ :
Z
U→Y T |Y→ X1 where Y is the closed linear span of (y)< and U : Y → Z is
the isomorphism deﬁned by U(
∑
< az) =
∑
< ay. Notice that ‖U‖2. Then
there is unique D ∈ D(Y ) such that T ′ − D is strictly singular, or equivalently there
is unique DT ′ ∈ DZ (X1) such that T ′ − DT ′ |Z is strictly singular. Notice that
‖DT ′ ‖C‖D‖C2‖T ′‖C2‖U‖‖T ‖2C2‖T ‖. Let us show that T −DT ′ is strictly
singular. Let X′ ↪→ X and ε > 0.
Choose Z′ ↪→ Z such that (Z′ \ {0})∩ (X′ \ {0}) = ∅, ‖U |Z′ − iZ′,X1 ‖ε/(4‖T ‖)
and ‖(T ′−DT ′)|Z′‖ε/4. Pick z′ ∈ Z′ and x′ ∈ X′ such that ‖z′−x′‖ε/(2(‖DT ′ ‖+
‖T ‖)). Then
‖(T −DT ′)x′‖‖(T −DT ′)x′ − (T ′ −DT ′)z′‖ + ‖(T ′ −DT ′)z′‖‖T ‖‖x′ − Uz′‖
+‖DT ′ ‖‖x′ − z′‖ + ε4(‖T ‖ + ‖DT ′ ‖)‖x
′ − z′‖ + ε
2
ε. (48)
Now suppose that X is non-separable. By Lemma 5.52, we can ﬁnd a sequence (X)<1
of separable complemented subspaces of X such that X is an initial part of X for
every  < 1. Now the result for X follows easily from the result for the corresponding
T = T |X and the fact that DT ∈ DX(X1) and DT ∈ DX (X1) are unique. The
uniqueness of DT ∈ DX(X1) is clear from the analogous result for transﬁnite block
sequences. 
Theorem 5.55. L(X,X1) ∼= DX(X1) ⊕ S(X,X1) ∼= J ∗T0(
(0)
X ) ⊕ S(X,X1) for
every X ↪→ X1 . If in addition X is inﬁnite, then L(X,X1) ∼= J ∗T0(X)⊕S(X,X1).
Proof. Let H : DX → L(X,X1) be deﬁned by D → D|X. Assume ﬁrst that X
is separable. It is clear that ‖D|X‖‖D‖. For an appropriate ε′ > 0, we can ﬁnd
normalized (y)< and a normalized block sequence (z) such that X = Z and∑
 ‖z − y‖ε′ where Z the closed linear span of (z)<. Since by Theorem 5.21‖D|Z‖‖D‖/C, we get that
‖D‖/C‖D|Z‖(1+ ε)‖D|Y‖(1+ ε)‖D|X‖ = (1+ ε)‖H(D)‖. (49)
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Hence, H deﬁnes an isomorphism. To show that H is an isomorphism when X is
non-separable we use a family (X)<1 of separable complemented subspaces of X
deﬁned as in the previous proof. Proposition 5.54 shows that L(X,X1) ∼= DX(X1)⊕
S(X,X1).
For the later isomorphism see Remark 5.40. 
5.5. Examples with L(X)/S(X)L(X,X1)/S(X,X1)
We present a family {Z}<1 of separable subspaces of X1 such that each Z is
indecomposable but has a -closed direct sum as a subspace.
Deﬁnition 5.56. For given  < 1, let d, = e + e. Given A = {n}n ↑, B =
{n}n ↑⊆ 1 such that A < B, let ZA,B be the closed linear span generated by
{dn,n}n.
Proposition 5.57. ZA,B = {0, ,} where  = sup A,  = sup B.
Proof. We get the direct inclusion above, since ZA,B ⊆ XA∪B . It remains to show
that P|ZA,B and P(,)|ZA,B are not strictly singular. We check the case of P|ZA,B
since the other is similar. Let U : XA → ZA,B be the linear map deﬁned by en →
dn. Since limn d(Uen ,Ren)1, we can apply Proposition 5.24, and we can obtain
a block sequence (xn)n such that ‖Uxn‖ = 1 and ‖xn‖ < 1/2n for every n. Now
‖PUxn‖‖Uxn‖− ‖xn‖1/2 for every n. Hence, P|X is an isomorphism where X
is the closed linear span of the Schauder basic sequence (Uxn)n. 
Remark 5.58. Note that this shows that ZA′,B ′ ≡a ZA,B for every inﬁnite A′ ⊆ A,
B ′ ⊆ B.
Proposition 5.59. Suppose that T : ZA,B → X1 is bounded and satisﬁes for every
n,m
e∗nT dm = e∗nT dm. (50)
Then there is some scalar  such that T −iZA,B,X1 is strictly singular. Consequently,
every bounded operator T : Z → Z is of the form T = IdZ + S, where S is strictly
singular. Hence, Z is indecomposable.
Proof. Let T : ZA,B → XA,B be bounded and satisfying (50). Let dn = dn,n for
every n.
Claim. limn→∞ d(T dn,Rdn) = 0.
Proof. Condition (50) implies that
max
{
inf
n
d(PT dn,Ren), infn d(P[,1)T dn,Ren)
}
> 0. (51)
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Without loss of generality we may assume that infn d(PT dn,Ren) > 0. Applying
Proposition 5.24 to U = PT : 〈en〉n → X1 , we can ﬁnd x =
∑
k∈F akek ∈〈en〉n such that ‖x‖ < (1/3‖T ‖)‖Ux‖ and ‖
∑
k∈F akek‖(1/3‖T ‖)‖Ux‖. This
implies that ‖∑k∈F akdk‖(2/3‖T ‖)‖T (∑k∈F akdk)‖(2/3)‖∑k∈F akdk‖, a
contradiction. 
Now for each n, let n ∈ R realizing d(T dn,Rdn) = ‖T dn − ndn‖, and choose
any accumulation point  of (n)n. Let us show that S = T − ZA,B is strictly
singular. Fix ε > 0, and let N ⊆ N be inﬁnite such that n →n→∞,n∈N  and
‖T − iZA′,B′ ‖ε/2, where A′ = {n}n∈N , B ′ = {n}n∈N . Notice that from Remark
5.58 we know also that ZA′,B ′ ≡a ZA,B . So, given any X ↪→ ZA,B , we can ﬁnd normal-
ized x ∈ X, y ∈ ZA′,B ′ with ‖x−y‖ε/2‖S‖. Hence, ‖Sx‖‖Sy‖+‖S(x−y)‖ε as
desired. 
We generalize the previous ideas and we present a family Z ( < 1,  limit) of
inﬁnite dimensional closed subspaces of X1 such that for every limit ordinal , Z ≡a
X and such that dimL(Z)/S(Z) = 1. In particular, each Z is an indecomposable
space.
Deﬁnition 5.60. Fix a limit ordinal  < 1. Let I be the family of minimal inﬁnite
intervals of , i.e., I = {[, + ) :  is a limit ordinal, + }. For each I ∈
I, we choose a partition {LIJ ⊆ I : J ∈ I} into inﬁnite sets. Notice that since I =
[, +) for some limit , all inﬁnite sets LIJ have order type . Now for each n ∈
N we consider the vectors dI,Jn = en + en , where {n}n and {n}n is the increasing
enumeration of the sets LIJ and L
J
I respectively. Finally, let Z be the closed linear
span of (dI,Jn )I,J∈I,n∈N.
Theorem 5.61. L(Z,X1)/S(Z,X1) ∼= J ∗T0(()) and dimL(Z)/S(Z) = 1, for a
limit ordinal .
Proof. Notice that for every limit ordinal  such that  +  we have that
d
[,+),[,+)
n = 2en ∈ Z, where LII = {n}n ↑. This together with the fact that
Z ↪→ X gives that Z ≡a X (i.e, Z = (+1)) and hence L(Z,X1)/S(Z,X1) ∼=
J ∗T0((+ 1)(0)) ∼= J ∗T0(()).
Fix now a bounded operator T : Z → Z. By Proposition 5.54 there is D ∈ D(X)
such that T − D|Z is strictly singular. The proof will ﬁnish by proving that T
is constant. We observe that given I < J ∈ I, I = {n}n, J = {n}n increasing
enumeration, we have that e∗nT d
I,J
m = e∗nT d
I,J
m for every n,m. So from Proposition
5.59 we obtain that for every pair I < J in I there is some I,J such that T |ZI,J −
I,J iZI,J ,X1 is strictly singular, and this clearly implies that T is constant. 
Remark 5.62. Notice that it is not possible to improve the previous result to a non-
separable subspace of X1 , since every non-separable reﬂexive space admits non-trivial
projections [16].
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5.6. Further results on operators
Corollary 5.63. No closed linear span X of a transﬁnite block sequence of X1 is
isomorphic to ﬁnite cartesian power of a Banach space.
Proof. This is so since L(X) admits a non-trivial linear multiplicative functional. 
Recall the following facts about semi-Fredholm operators (see [13,17]).
Proposition 5.64. Suppose that T : X → Y bounded such that TX is closed and
(T ) < ∞. Then there is some number ε(T ) > 0 such that if S : X → Y is bounded
and satisfying that for any X1 ↪→ X there is some x ∈ SX1 with ‖S(x)‖ < ε, then
T + S has closed range and (T + S) <∞.
Proof. Since Ker T is ﬁnite dimensional, X = X1⊕Ker T . Let T1 = T |X1. Notice that
T1|X1 = TX1 = TX ↪→ Y is closed, and therefore T1 : X1 → TX1 is an isomorphism.
Let ε = ε(T ) = (1/2)‖T −11 ‖−1. Fix now S satisfying the condition about ε. Suppose
that T + S has (T + S) = ∞. Then T1 + S|X1 has inﬁnite dimensional kernel. 
Proposition 5.65. Suppose that T : X → Y is semi-Fredholm.
(1) Then there is some number ε = ε(T ) > 0 such that for all S : X → Y with
‖S‖ < ε, T + S is semi-Fredholm and i(T + S) = i(T ).
(2) If (T ) ﬁnite, and S : X → Y is a strictly singular operator, then T + S is
semi-Fredholm, (T + S) is ﬁnite and i(T + S) = i(T ).
The following fact will be used later.
In the next results X denotes the closed linear span of a transﬁnite block sequence
(x)< of X1 .
Proposition 5.66. Suppose that D ∈ D(X) is such that inf{D() :  ∈ (+ 1)(0)}
> 0. Then D is a Fredholm operator with index 0, and hence it is an onto isomorphism.
Proof. Let ˜D : (+ 1)→ R be the unique continuous extension of D . Notice that
the above inequality is equivalent to say that ˜D is never zero. In order to show that D
is an onto isomorphism it is enough to show that DX is closed. If not, for every n we
can ﬁnd a block sequence Xn ⊆ X such that ‖D|〈Xn〉‖2−n. Notice that for every n,
D|Xn− ˜D(n)iXn,X is strictly singular, where n = sup{maxsupp x : x ∈ 〈Xn〉}. Now
for all n, we can ﬁnd a normalized vector xn ∈ 〈Xn〉 such that ‖Dxn−˜D(n)xn‖ < 2−n,
and hence |˜D(n)|21−n for every n. Continuity of eD implies that there is some
limit  such that ˜D() = 0, a contradiction. 
Theorem 5.67. T ∈ L(X) is Fredholm with index i(T ) = 0 iff it is semi-Fredholm.
Proof. Suppose that T : X → X is semi-Fredholm. Let us take the decomposition
T = DT + S. If (T ) is ﬁnite, then since S is strictly singular, by Proposition 5.65
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(2), DT is semi-Fredholm with ﬁnite dimensional kernel and with the same index as T.
This implies that T is never zero (otherwise, the kernel is inﬁnite dimensional), and
hence DT is indeed 1-1. Since for all  < , x ∈ DTX, and DTX is closed, we get
that DT is an onto isomorphism. Hence T is Fredholm with index 0.
Suppose now that (T ) is ﬁnite. Let ε > 0 be given by Proposition 5.65 (1), and let
 ∈ (−ε, ε) \ ˜T ((+ 1)). Notice that this is possible since ˜T ((+ 1)) is countable
by the fact that ˜T : ( + 1) → R is continuous. Then T ′ = T − IdX is semi-
Fredholm with the same index as T and ˜T ′ is never zero. So, DT ′ satisﬁes that ˜DT ′
is never zero. By the previous Proposition 5.66, DT ′ is an isomorphism onto. Hence
T ′ is Fredholm with index 0 and i(T ) = i(T ′) = 0. 
Corollary 5.68. X is not isomorphic to either a proper subspace of it, or to a non-
trivial quotient.
Proof. Let Y ↪→ X. Suppose ﬁrst that T : X → Y is an onto isomorphism. Then the
composition U = iY,X ◦ T : X → X is a semi-Fredholm operator, with (T ) = 0. By
Theorem 5.67, U is indeed Fredholm with index 0, hence U is onto, i.e, X = UX = Y .
Suppose now that T : X/Y → X is an onto isomorphism. Now the composition
U = T ◦ Y : X → X is semi-Fredholm and onto, where Y : X → X/Y is the
quotient mapping. Again U has to be Fredholm with index 0, hence U is 1-1, i.e.,
Y = KerU = {0}. 
Proposition 5.69. 〈v∗2n〉n ∼= T ∗0 .
Proof. Fix a sequence of scalars (bn)n. Let
∑
n anvn ∈ JT0 be of norm 1 such that∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n
bnv
∗
2n
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
J ∗T0
=
(∑
n
bnv
∗
2n
)(∑
n
anvn
)
=
∑
n
bna2n. (52)
Since ‖∑n a2ntn‖T0 = ‖∑n a2nt2n‖T0‖∑n anvn‖JT0 = 1, it follows that ‖∑n bn
t∗n‖T ∗0 (
∑
n bnt
∗
n )(
∑
n a2ntn) =
∑
n bna2n = ‖
∑
n bnv
∗
2n‖J ∗T0 . The other inequality fol-
lows from the fact that (−v2n−1 + v2n)n is equivalent to (tn)n (by
Proposition 5.3). 
Proposition 5.70. There are X, Y ↪→ X1 such that L(X)/S(X) ∼= L(Y )/S(Y ) ∼= J ∗T0
and such that L(X, Y )/S(X, Y ) ∼= T ∗0 .
Proof. Let X = X2 , and let Y = XA, where A =
⋃
n[(2n),(2n + 1)). The result
follows from the fact that if T : X → Y is a bounded operator, then necessarily
T ′((2n)) = 0, for T ′ = iY,X ◦ T = D + S. And L(X, Y )/S(X, Y ) ∼= { ∈ J ∗T0 :
(v2n+1) = 0} = 〈v∗2n〉n ∼= T ∗0 . 
Proposition 5.71. Every T ∈ L(X1) is of the form T = Id + R, where R has
separable range.
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Proof. We know that T = DT + S with S strictly singular. Corollary 5.25 shows
that S ∈ c0(1). Since T : (1)(0) → R has the continuous extension property,
there is some  ∈ R and some ordinal  < 1 such that T () =  for every  ∈
(1)(0)∩[,1). Hence DT −Id has separable range. So T −Id = (DT −Id)+S
has separable range, as desired. 
Non-separable spaces with this property of operators have been constructed
before in [23,24,28]. These constructions however give no control on separable
subspaces.
The following theorems summarize our results for the structure of X1 , its subspaces
and the spaces of operators.
Theorem 5.72. There exists a reﬂexive space X1 with a transﬁnite basis (e)<1
such that
(1) It does not contain an unconditional basic sequence.
(2) It is arbitrarily distortable.
(3) XI and XJ are totally incomparable for disjoint inﬁnite intervals I and J.
(4) It is 1 hereditarily indecomposable (i.e., for every non-separable X, Y ↪→ X1 ,
dist (SX, SY ) = 0).
(5) Every subspace X ↪→ X1 generated by a transﬁnite block sequence is, neither
isomorphic to a proper subspace, nor to a non-trivial of its quotients.
To each inﬁnite dimensional subspace X of X1 we assign a closed subset X of
1, called the critical set of X. The following theorem describes the interference of X
and X.
Theorem 5.73. For X, Y subspaces of X1 the following holds
(1) If Y ↪→ X then Y ⊂ X.
(2) The subspaces X, Y are totally incomparable iff X ∩ Y = {0}.
(3) The subspace X is hereditarily indecomposable iff #X = 2.
(4) For every subspace X of X1 there exists Y generated by a block sequence (y)<
such that X = Y .
Finally the structure of the spaces of operators is described by the next theorem.
Recall that (0)X is the set of isolated ordinals of X.
Theorem 5.74. (1) For every X ↪→ X1 , L(X,X1) ∼= DX(X1) ⊕ S(X,X1) ∼=
J ∗T0(
(0)
X ) ⊕ S(X,X1). If in addition X is inﬁnite, then L(X,X1) ∼= J ∗T0(X) ⊕S(X,X1).
(2) For every X ↪→ X1 generated by a transﬁnite block sequence, L(X) ∼= J ∗T0(
(0)
X )⊕ S(X). If in addition X is inﬁnite, L(X) ∼= J ∗T0(X)⊕ S(X).(3) For every  < 1 there exists a subspace Y of X1 such that L(Y) ∼= 〈IdY〉 ⊕
S(Y) and L(Y,X1) ∼= J ∗T0()⊕ S(Y,X1).
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6. Universal and smooth -functions
In this section, we present two new properties which a -function can have. In
this and in the subsequent section we show how these properties of  inﬂuence the
corresponding space X1 based on 	.
6.1. The construction of a universal -function
In this subsection we show how the construction of the -function of [26] can be
adjusted in order to give us a function  : [1]2 →  with the following properties:
(1) (, ) max{(,), (, )} for all  <  <  < 1.
(2) (,) max{(, ), (, )} for all  <  <  < 1.
(3) { <  : (,)n} is ﬁnite for all  < 1 and n ∈ N.
(4) (1, ) is universal.
To describe what we mean by “(1, ) is universal’’ we need some more deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 6.1. A ﬁnite -model is a model of the form (M,<, M,pM) where M is
a set, < is a total ordering on M, pM is an integer and M : [M]2 → pM is a function
with properties (1) and (2) listed above. We also assume that there exist x < y in M
such that M(x, y) = pM .
Deﬁnition 6.2. Suppose that  : []2 →  satisﬁes (1)–(3) above. For M ⊆ , let
pM = max{(,) : , ∈ M}. Such an M is -closed if
M = { <  : ∃ ∈ M (&(,)pM )}.
We use the convention of (, ) = 0 for all . Note that for a -closed subset M of
, (M,<, |[M]2, pM) is an example of a -model. Note also that an initial part M0
of a -closed set M is a -closed set and that its integer pM0 might be smaller than
pM . Similarly, an initial part of a -model is also a -model with a possibly smaller
integer pM .
Deﬁnition 6.3. Two -models (M1, <1, 1, p1) and (M2, <2, 2, p2) are isomorphic
if p1 = p2 and if there is order-isomorphism  : (M1, <1) → (M2, <2) such that
1(a, b) = 2((a),(b)) for all a, b ∈ M1.
Deﬁnition 6.4. A function  : []2 →  deﬁned on some limit ordinal 1 and
satisfying (1)–(3) is said to be universal if for every ﬁnite -model (M,<, M,pM),
every -closed subset M0 of  such that (M0, <, |[M0]2, pM0) is isomorphic to an
initial segment of (M,<, M,pM), and every ordinal  such that +, there is a
-closed subset M1 of +  such that
(5) (M1, <, |[M1]2, pM1) ∼= (M,<, M,pM).
(6) M0 is an initial segment of M1.
(7) M1 \M0 ⊆ [, + ).
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The existence of a universal  : [1]2 →  is established by recursively constructing
an increasing sequence  : []2 →  ( ∈ ). Let 0 = ∅, and suppose  : []2 → 
has been determined for some countable limit ordinal . Let C be a subset of  of
order-type  such that  = supC. Deﬁne
+(, ) = max{#(C ∩ ), (,min(C \ )), (, ) :  ∈ C ∩ }.
It can be checked (see e.g. [26]) that this deﬁnes a function + : [ + 1]2 → 
satisfying the conditions (1)–(3). Starting with this extension of  and the assumption
that  is universal we build extensions + : []2 →  (+ 1 < + ) in such
a way that at a given stage  we take care about a particular instance of universality
of +. Thus, modulo some book keeping device, it sufﬁces to show how one deals
with the following task: We have already deﬁned an extension + : []2 → , we
are given a ﬁnite -model (M,<, M,pM) and a -closed subset M of  such that
(M0, <, +|[m0]2, pM0) is isomorphic to a proper initial segment of (M,<, M,pM).
Let l = #M−#M0 and extend + from []2 to [+ l]2 as follows: First of all deﬁne
+ on
[M0 ∪ [, + l)]2 \ [M0]2
in such a way that we have the isomorphism
(M0 ∪ [, + l), <, +, pM) ∼= (M,<, M,pM).
Thus, it remains to deﬁne (, ) for  ∈  \ M0 and  ∈ (,  + l). If  <  and
 > max M0, then set
(, ) = max{pM + 1, (, − 1), (, ) :  ∈ M0}.
If  max M0, then set
(, ) = max{(,min(M0 \ )), (, ) :  ∈ M0 ∩ }.
It remains to show that +|[ + l]2 satisﬁes the properties (1) and (2). So let
 <  <  < + l be given. We simplify the notation by writing  instead of (,),
 ∨  instead max{(, ), (,)}, and − in place of − 1.
Case 1:  <  <  < + l. If  ∈ M0, then properties (1) and (2) for  <  < 
follow from the fact that in the deﬁnitions of ,  and  we have copied the
-model (M,<, M,pM) which satisﬁes (1) and (2).
If  /∈ M0, then in both the case  > max M0 and  max M0 we conclude that
 = , so (1) and (2) for  <  <  follow immediately.
Case 2:  <  <  <  < + l.
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Subcase 2.1: max M0 <  < . Consider ﬁrst the inequality  ∨ . The
quantities pM + 1 and  ( ∈ M) from the deﬁnition of  are all present in the
deﬁnition of , so it remains only to show that the quantity − is bounded by
 ∨ . Applying (1) for +|[]2 we get
− ∨ −
and so we are done as − shows up in the deﬁnition of . Consider now the
inequality  ∨ . Applying (2) for +|[]2 to the triple  <  < − we get
− ∨ −,
so we are done also in this case since the quantity on the right-hand side is bounded
by  ∨ .
Subcase 2.2:  max M0 <  < . Consider ﬁrst the subcase when  ∈ M0. To see
that ∨ observe that pM < pM+1. To see that ∨ observe
that  appear as a quantity in the deﬁnition of . Let us consider the case  /∈ M0
and let
′ = min(M0 \ ).
The quantity ′ from the deﬁnition of  is bounded by  ∨  since by (2) for
+|[]2 we have that
′ ∨ ′
and ′ appears in the deﬁnition of . Since the quantities  ( ∈ M0 ∩ ) appear
also in the deﬁnition of , this establishes the inequality ∨ . Consider now
the inequality  ∨ . Apply (1) of +|[]2 to  < ′ <  and get
′ ∨ ′
and this ﬁnishes the proof since ′ and ′.
Subcase 2.3:  < max M0. If , ∈ M0, then the inequalities (1) and (2) for
 <  <  follow from the fact that in the deﬁnitions of ,  and  we copied the
-model (M,<, M,pM).
Subcase 2.3.1:  ∈ M0 and  /∈ M0. Consider the inequality  ∨ . This
follows from the fact that
pM < ′, where ′ = min(M0 \ )
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and the fact that in the deﬁnition of  the quantity ′ appears. The inequality
 ∨  in this subcase follows from the fact that the quantity  appears in the
deﬁnition of .
Subcase 2.3.2:  /∈ M0 and  ∈ M0. Consider the inequality  ∨ . Let
′ = min(M0 \ ).
We need to bound the quantities ′ and  ( ∈ M0 ∩ ) by  ∨ . Apply (2) of
+|[]2 to  < ′ and get
′ ∨ ′.
Since ′pM and ′ > pM we conclude that ′ as required. Similarly note
that
 ∨  = ,
since pM while  > pM . It remains to check the inequality ∨  in this
subcase. As before note that
′ ∨ ′
and that  > ′ since ′pM while  > pM . It follows that ′ as
required.
Subcase 2.3.3:  /∈ M0 (and , max M0). So in this subcase both quantities 
and  are deﬁned according to the second deﬁnition. Let
′ = min(M0 \ ) and ′ = min(M0 \ ).
Note that ′′. We ﬁrst check the inequality ∨. Consider ﬁrst the quantity
′ that appears in the deﬁnition of . If ′ = ′, then
′ ∨ ′ ∨ 
as ′ appears in the deﬁnition of . Suppose that ′ < ′ i.e., that ′ < . Then
′ ∨ ′ ∨ 
as ′ appears as a quantity in the deﬁnition of . Consider the quantity  for
 ∈ M0 ∩ . Note that
 ∨  ∨ 
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as  appears in the deﬁnition of . It remains to check the inequality  ∨ 
in this subcase. If ′ = ′, then we get that
′ ∨ ′ ∨ 
as the quantity ′ = ′ appears in  while ′ appears in . If ′ < ′ i.e.,
′ < ′, then we get that
′ ∨ ′ ∨ 
since ′ appears in  and ′ appears in . This ﬁnishes checking that the extension
+|[+ l]2 satisﬁes the conditions (1)–(3). Note that
(, ) > pM for all  ∈  \M0 and  ∈ [, + l),
we conclude that the set M0∪[, +l) is +-closed. So the extension +|[, +l]2
has a set
M1 = M0 ∪ [, + 1) ⊆ + l,
which is +-closed while the corresponding model (M1, <, +|[M1]2, pM) is iso-
morphic to the given -model (M,<, M,pM). This ﬁnishes the recursive construction
of a universal -function  : [1]2 → . The reader is referred to [26] for more on
-functions and their uses. Some of the applications need the following unboundedness
property, stronger than 3.
(3)′. For every n <  and inﬁnite M ⊆ 1 there exist  <  in M such that
(,) > n.
As there is no reason to suspect that the universal  : [1]2 →  just produced
satisﬁes 3′. we offer the following derived function ¯ : [1]2 → :
¯(,) = max{(,), #({ : (, )(,)})}.
It may be checked that ¯ has the properties (1), (2) and (3)′.
6.2. A smooth -function
We construct a -function such that the corresponding coding 	 yields that X has
a Schauder basis for every  < 1. These bases will be a reordering of the transﬁnite
basis (e)< in order type .
For a given -function and an ordinal  < 1, let F n = { <  : (, )n}, which
are n-closed.
Deﬁnition 6.5. A -function is called smooth if for every limit ordinal  < 1, the
numerical sequence (#F n /n)n is bounded.
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Proposition 6.6. There exists a smooth -function.
Proof. Let us show that such smooth -function exists. The deﬁnition will be again
inductive, i.e., for each limit ordinal  we are going to deﬁne  : []2 → . Suppose
we have deﬁned , and set
+(, ) = max{g(#(C ∩ )), (,min(C \ )), (, ) :  ∈ C ∩ }, (53)
where g : N→ N is increasing and C is coﬁnal in  and they are deﬁned as follows:
For a given  < , let i() = #C ∩ . Suppose we have constructed  such that for
all limit  <  with the smooth property limn→∞ #F n/n = 0. There are two cases.
(a) Suppose that  =  +  is a successor limit. For each integer i, let g(i) =
2i and C = {+ n}n. Notice that for  < , if (, )n, then either  <  and
 ∈ F n or if  = + l, then since i() = #C∩ = l+1, we have that l log2(n).
So, #F n #F

n + 1+ log2 n, which certainly implies that #F n /n→n 0.
(b) Suppose that  is a limit of limit ordinals. Let C = {n}n ⊆  be coﬁnal in ,
with each n a limit ordinal. Let (ni)i be a strictly increasing sequence of integers
such that
#F 0n /n+ · · · + #F in /n2−i (54)
for every i and every nnk . Let g(i) = ni for all i. Fix ε > 0, and let j be such
that 1/2jε. We show that for all nnj , #F n /nε: Fix nnj , and let i0 be the
maximal integer such that njni0n. Notice that then
F n ⊆ { <  : i() i0 and  ∈ F i()n } = F 0n ∪ · · · ∪ F
i0
n . (55)
So, #F /n#F 0n /n+ · · · + #F i0n /n2−i02−jε. 
Lemma 6.7. Let G be a p-closed set, and let  = (1/w())∑di=1 i ∈ K be of odd
weight w() < p, and such that supp ∩G = ∅. If deﬁned, set
d1 = max{i ∈ [1, d] : w(i ) < p} and d0 = max{i < d1 : supp i ∩G = ∅}.
Then
(1) (1/w())∑d0i=1i |[0, ] has support contained in G, where  = max(supp d0 ∩
G).
(2) suppi ∩G = ∅ for every d0 < i < d1.
(3) w(i )p for every d1 < id .
Proof. If d1 is not well deﬁned, then for all kd, w(k)p. If d1 is well deﬁned,
but d0 is not, then for all k < d1 we have that suppk ∩ G = ∅. Suppose that both
are well deﬁned.
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Finally, since pw(d1)max{p(
⋃d0
i=1 suppi ), w(i )} and
⋃d0
i=1 suppi∩(+ 1)
p
⊆ G (G is p-closed), it follows that the support of (1/w())∑d0i=1i |[0, ] is included
in G. 
Lemma 6.8. Let G ⊆ 1 be p-closed. Then for all  ∈ K1 there are some f0 and
f1 such that
(1) supp f0, supp f1 ⊆ G, f0 + f1 = |G,
(2) ‖f0‖∞1/p,
(3) f1 ∈ 2K1(G), where K1(G) is the subset of K1 consisting on the functionals
 with support contained in G.
Proof. Let (t )t∈T be a tree-analysis of . Let
T0 = {t ∈ T : there is some ut with w(u)p} and T1 = T \ T0.
Notice that T1 is a downwards closed subtree of T , and hence for a given t ∈ T1, the
set S1t of immediate successor of t in T1 is exactly equal to S1t = St ∩ T1. If T1 = ∅,
then 0 =  has to be of type I and w(0)p. In this case, let f0 =  and f1 = 0,
that clearly satisﬁes what we want. Suppose now that T1 = ∅. We are going to ﬁnd
for all t ∈ T1, f t0 , f t1 such that
(1) supp f t0 , supp f t1 ⊆ G, f t0 + f t1 = |G,
(2) ‖f t0‖∞1/p,
(3) f t1 ∈ 2K1(G).
It is clear that the pair f0 = f 00 , f1 = f 01 satisﬁes our requirements. The proof goes
by downwards induction over t ∈ T1 on the tree T1. Suppose that t ∈ T1 is a terminal
node of T1.
(1) If t is terminal node of T , then we set f t0 = 0 and f t1 = t if suppt ⊆ G, and
f t0 = f t1 = 0 otherwise.
(2) If t is not terminal node of T , then this means that for all s ∈ St , s is of type I
and w(s)p. Set f t0 = t |G, f t1 = 0.
Suppose now that t ∈ T1 is not terminal in T1. Clearly this implies that t is not
terminal in T . There are three cases:
Case 1: t is of type II, t =
∑
s∈St rss . Then we set
f t0 =
∑
s∈S1t
rsf
s
0 +
∑
s∈S1\T1
rss |G and f t1 =
∑
s∈S1t
rsf
s
1 .
Since for s ∈ St , s /∈ T1 iff s is of type I and w(s)p, this gives that ‖f t0‖∞1/p.
The rest our inductive promises for f t0 and f
t
1 are clearly satisﬁed.
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Case 2: t is of type I, and w(t ) is even. We set
f t0 =
1
w(t )
∑
s∈S1t
f s0 +
1
w(t )
∑
s∈St\T1
s |G and f t1 =
1
w(t )
∑
s∈S1t
f s1 .
The condition ‖f t0‖∞1/p is satisﬁed by the same reason as in the previous case.
Case 3: t is of type I, and w(t ) is odd, t = (1/w(t ))
∑d
i=1 si , where{s1, . . . , sd} = St . Find d0 < d1d as in the previous Lemma 6.7. If d1 is not
well deﬁned, this implies that w(s)p for every s ∈ St . Then S1t = ∅ and we set
f t0 = t |G and f t1 = 0. Suppose that d1 is well deﬁned but d0 is not. This means that
suppk ∩G = ∅ for every k < d1. Then we set
f t0 =
1
w(t )
f sd10 + d∑
i=d1+1
si |G
 and f t1 = 1w(t )f
s,′
1 .
Suppose now that both d0 and d1 are well deﬁned, then we set
f t0 =
1
w(t )
f sd10 + d∑
i=d1+1
si |G
 and
f t1 =
1
w(t )
 d0∑
i=1
i |[0, ]
+ 1
w(t )
f
s,′
1 ,
where  = max(suppd0 ∩G). Notice that 1/w(t )(
∑d0
i=1 i |[0, ]) ∈ K1(G). There-
fore, using the induction hypothesis we conclude that f t1 ∈ 2K1 . 
Lemma 6.9. Assume that X1 is built upon a smooth -function and ﬁx a limit ordinal
 < 1. Then the projections (PF n )n are uniformly bounded by 2 +D, where D =
supn #F n /n <∞.
Proof. Fix a limit ordinal , let x ∈ X be of norm 1, and  ∈ K1 .Take the decom-
position  = f0 + f1 from the previous Lemma 6.8 applied to the n-closed set F n .
Then
|PF n x| = |〈f0, PF n x〉 + 〈f1, PF n x〉|
#F n
n
+ |〈f1, PF n x〉|D + |〈f1, PF n x〉|. (56)
Now using that f1 ∈ 2K1(F n ), we can write f1 =
∑
i ii ,
∑
i i2, i0, and
i ∈ K1(F n ). Therefore, 〈i , PF n x〉 = 〈i , x〉1. So, |〈f1, PF n x〉|2, and we are
done. 
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Let Qn = PF n . Notice that QnQm = Qmin{n,m}.
Theorem 6.10. For every x ∈ X, limn→∞Qn(x) = x.
Proof. Let us show that for all limit  and all x ∈ X, limn→∞ PF n x = x. The
proof is by the induction over the set of limit ordinals . Fix x ∈ X.
(a)  = . We know that limn→∞ Pnx = x. Fix ε > 0, and let n0 be such that for all
nn0, ‖x−Pnx‖ε/(3+D). Let n1n0 be such that for all nn1, [0, n0] ⊆ F n .
Hence ‖x − PF n x‖‖x − Pn0x‖ + ‖PF n (x − Pn0x)‖(1+ ‖PF n ‖)‖x − Pn0x‖ε
for every nn1.
(b)  =  + . Then x = y + z, where y ∈ X, and z ∈ X[,+). By the induction
hypothesis, limn→∞ PF n y = y. Now use the projections (P[,+n))n to approximate
z and follow the ideas of the case  = .
(c)  is limit of limit ordinals. Fix a strictly increasing sequence (n)n with limit ,
and let xn = Pnx. We know that limn→∞ xn = x. Fix ε > 0, and let n0 be
such that ‖x − xn0‖ε/2(3+D). Let n1n0 be such that ‖xn0 − PF n xn0‖ε/2
for all nn1, that we know that it is possible by the induction hypothesis since
xn0 ∈ Xn0 . Then for all nn1,
‖x − PF n xn‖‖x − xn0‖ + ‖xn0 − PF n xn0‖ + ‖PF n ‖‖x − xn0‖
(3+D)‖x − xn0‖ + ‖xn0 − PF n xn0‖ε. 
Corollary 6.11. The space X has a Schauder basis for every ordinal  < 1. More-
over, for every  < 1 there exists a reordering (en)n of (e)< such that (en)n is
a Schauder basis of the space X.
Proof. It is enough to show the result for a limit ordinal . By the previous Theorem,
the projections (Qn)n deﬁne a ﬁnite dimensional Schauder decomposition of X. Notice
that the natural ordering < on  deﬁned by
 <  iff
{
(, ) < (, ) or
(, ) = (, ) and  < 
has order type . Let {n}n be an enumeration of (, <) in order type , and let us
show that (xn = en)n is a basis of X: Let (Rn)n be the projections Rn : X → X
associated to (xn)n. For a given k, let nk = (k, ). Then Rk = Qnk−1+Pk ◦ (Qnk −
Qnk−1). This clearly shows that (xn)n is a Schauder basis of X. 
Remark 6.12. It is unclear whether there is a variation on  such that some of the
resulting spaces X ( < 1) do not admit Schauder basis.
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7. Universality of  and nearly subsymmetric bases
Throughout this section we assume that the coding 	 is based on an universal 
function discussed in the previous section.
Remark 7.1. For the sequel we need a slight modiﬁcation of the deﬁnition of special
sequences. More precisely, we assume that for each (1, w1, p1, . . . ,n2j+1 , wn2j+1 ,
pn2j+1) every pi satisﬁes the additional property that for all l i, l admits a tree-
analysis with supports in the set
Gi =
l⋃
k=1
suppk
pi
.
Note that the deﬁnition of the special functionals and the fact that K1 is rationally
closed does not allow one to conclude that every functional  ∈ K1 admits a tree-
analysis (t )t∈T such that for every t ∈ T , suppt ⊆ supp. However there will
always be large enough p such that suppp contains a tree-analysis of . This follows
from the fact that there is a tree-analysis (t )t∈T of  such that max
⋃
t∈T suppt =
max.
Deﬁnition 7.2. For a given p, and a subset G ⊆ 1 let
Kp(G) = { ∈ K :  has some tree-analysis (t )t∈T such that ∀t ∈ T suppt ⊆ G
and if t has type I, then w(t ) < p}.
We will call such tree-analysis F = (t )t∈T of  ∈ Kp(G) a (p,G)-tree-analysis of
. Notice that if F = is a (p,G)-tree-analysis of , then for all interval E, (t |E)t∈T
is a (p,G)-tree-analysis of |E.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose that G,G′ ⊆ 1 are p-complete, and ()-isomorphic (see
Deﬁnition 6.3). Then the unique order preserving mapping  : G → G′ deﬁnes a
bijection
˜ : Kp(G)→ Kp(G′)
such that for every  ∈ G ˜(e∗) = e∗, preserves (p,G)-tree-analysis in Kp(G) and
weights.
Proof. The proof is an easy use of downwards induction over a (p,G)-tree-
analysis. 
Using the properties of our new coding 	 we can improve Lemma 6.8 as follows.
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Lemma 7.4. Let G ⊆ 1 be p-closed. Then for all  ∈ K1 there are some f0 and
f1 such that
(1) supp f0, supp f1 ⊆ G, f0 + f1 = |G,
(2) ‖f0‖∞1/p, and
(3) f1 ∈ 2Kp(G).
Proof. The proof follows exactly the same steps than the proof of Lemma 6.8 with
the exception that the inductive premise (3) f t1 ∈ 2K1(G) now is replaced by
f t1 ∈ 2Kp(G). To check that one can ﬁnd the corresponding decomposition when
one deals with the case of odd weight, we notice that the premise (3) will be ful-
ﬁlled since the new coding 	 will guarantee that in Lemma 6.7, the corresponding
(1/w())
∑d0
i=1 i |[0, ] ∈ Kp(G). 
Deﬁnition 7.5. A transﬁnite basis (e)< is said to be C-nearly subsymmetric if for
every ε > 0 and for every family of ﬁnite successive subsets {Fi}di=1 of  and every
family {Ii}di=1 of successive inﬁnite intervals there exists {Gi}di=1 with Gi ⊆ Ii , #Gi =
#Fi such that the natural isomorphism T : 〈(e)∈∪di=1Fi 〉 → 〈(e)∈∪di=1Gi 〉 satisﬁes
‖T ‖ · ‖T −1‖C + ε.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 7.6. The transﬁnite basis (e)<1 is 4-nearly subsymmetric.
Proof. We want to show that for every sequence of ﬁnite sets F1 < F2 < · · · < Fn,
inﬁnite intervals I1I2 · · · In (with possible repetitions) and ε > 0, there is some
G1 < G2 < · · · < Gn such that
(a) Gi ⊆ Ii , i = 1, . . . , n,
(b) #Fi = #Gi , i = 1, . . . , n,
(c) The natural isomorphism T between XF and XG satisﬁes that ‖T ‖, ‖T −1‖2+ ε,
where XF = 〈e〉∈F and XG = 〈e〉∈G and T is deﬁned for  ∈ F and  ∈ G such
that T (e) = e satisﬁes that  →  is order preserving and onto, and F =
⋃n
i=1 Fi
and G =⋃ni=1Gi .
Let p max{p(⋃ni=1 Fi), #F/ε}, and let F˜ = Fp. For each i = 1, . . . , n, let
i = maxFi + 1 and let F ′i = G ∩ i . Notice that
(1) Fi ⊆ F ′i for every i = 1, . . . , n,
(2) each F ′i is a p-closed set for i = 1, . . . , n, and
(3) F ′i is an initial segment of F ′j for ijn.
By the universality of , there is some G′1 ⊆ I1 which is -isomorphic to F ′1. Since
(F ′2, <, |[F ′2]2, p) and (F ′1, <, |[F ′1]2, p) are -models, F ′1 is an initial segment of
F ′2, and (F ′1, <, |[F ′1]2, p) ∼= (G′1, <, |[G′1]2, p), the universality of  gives a set
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H2 ⊆ I2 \G′1 such that G′2 = G′1 ∪H2 satisﬁes that
(1) G′2 is p-closed, and
(2) (G′2, <, |[G′2]2, p) ∼= (F ′2, <, |[F ′2]2, p).
And so on. At the end we get n many  models (G′i , <, |[G′i]2, p) for i = 1, . . . , n
such that
(1) For ijn, G′i is an initial segment of G′j ,
(2) G′i \G′i−1 ⊆ Ii , for i = 2, . . . , n, and G′1 ⊆ I1,
(3) (G′i , <, |[G′i]2, p) ∼= (F ′i , <, |[F ′i ]2, p) for i = 1, . . . , n.
Therefore G˜ = G′n satisﬁes that (G˜,<, |[G′]2, p) ∼= (F˜ ,<, |[F ′]2, p). Let  be
the isomorphism between them, and for each i = 1, . . . , n, let Gi = Fi . Let us show
that T : XF → XG satisﬁes what we wanted: Fix one vector x =∑i∈F iei such that‖x‖ = 1. Take  ∈ K such that x = 1. Then take the decomposition of  = f0+f1 as
in previous Lemma 7.4. Using Proposition 7.3, we can take a copy g1 of f1 in 2Kp(G˜).
Since 1 = x = |f0x+f1x| |f0x|+N/p < |g1T x|+ ε, |g1T x| > 1− ε. This implies
that there is some  ∈ Kp(G˜) such that |T x| > (1− ε)/2. So, ‖T x‖(1− ε)/2.
Now suppose that ‖T x‖ > 2+ ε. Then let  ∈ K be such that T x > 2+ ε. Take
the decomposition  = g0 + g1 as in the previous Lemma 7.4, now in Kp(G˜). This
implies that g1T x > 2, and hence, there is some  ∈ Kp(G˜) such that T x > 1.
Hence, the copy  of  in K
F˜
(p) is such that x = T x > 1, a contradiction. So,
‖T ‖2+ ε and ‖T −1‖2/(1− ε)2+ ε. 
Deﬁnition 7.7. Recall the following (modiﬁed) notion from [19]. Let X be a Banach
space with a Schauder basis (un)n, ﬁx n ∈ N and C1. A ﬁnite n-dimensional space
E with a basis (ei)ni=1 is called a C-asymptotic space of X iff
sup
X1
inf
x1∈S(X1)
sup
X2
. . . inf
xn∈S(Xn)
db(〈x1, . . . , xn〉, E)C, (57)
where db = ‖T ‖ · ‖T −1‖ for T : 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 → E to be the natural isomorphism
deﬁned by T (xi) = ei , and Xi runs over all tail subspaces, i.e, Xi = 〈ui〉i>k for some
k. A space Y with a monotone basis (yn)n is called a C-asymptotic version of X iff for
every n, 〈yi〉ni=1 is an asymptotic space of X.
Corollary 7.8. There exists a family {X}<1 of reﬂexive totally incomparable heredi-
tarily indecomposable spaces with Schauder bases such that X is an asymptotic version
of X′ for every , ′ < 1.
Deﬁnition 7.9. Two transﬁnite basis (x)<0 of X0 and (x)<1 of X1 are calledﬁnitely equivalent iff there is some constant C > 0 such that for all ﬁnite set F0 ⊆ 0
there is some ﬁnite set F1 ⊆ 1 with the same cardinality than F0 such that (x)∈F0
and (y)∈F1 are C-equivalent.
Remark 7.10. There are ﬁnitely equivalent subspaces of X1 which are incomparable.
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Remark 7.11. Using the fact that  is universal it can be shown that for any bounded
T : X1 → X1 , ‖DT ‖4‖T ‖. The proof goes as follows. We assume that ‖T ‖ = 1.
Fix a normalized ﬁnitely supported vector x; let x = x1+· · ·+xn be its decomposition
in X1 , and ε > 0. Let Fi = supp xi for each i = 1, . . . , n, and consider inﬁnite
intervals I1I2 · · · In of 1 such that ‖DT (y) − T (y)‖ε‖y‖ for every y ∈
XI1∪···∪In . By Theorem 7.6 we can ﬁnd for every i = 1, . . . , n Gi ⊆ Ii such that
#Gi = #Fi and the order isomorphism between F = ⋃ni=1 Fi and G = ⋃ni=1Gi
deﬁnes an isomorphism H between 〈e〉∈F and 〈e〉∈G with ‖H‖, ‖H−1‖2+ε. Set
y = F(x) and then ‖y‖2+ ε and ‖(T −DT )(y)ε‖. Since H(DT (x)) = DT (y) we
have that ‖DT (x)‖(2+ ε)‖DT (y)‖. So,
‖DT (x)‖(2+ ε)‖DT (y)‖(2+ ε)(‖DT (y)− T (y)‖ + ‖Ty‖)
(2+ ε)ε + (2+ ε)2‖T ‖. (58)
8. Tree-analysis of functionals: basic inequality and ﬁnite interval representability
of JT0
The goal of this section is to prove the basic inequality (Lemma 4.4) and show
the ﬁnite interval representability of the James-like space JT0 in X1 (Theorem 5.9).
Reaching these two goals involve similar sort of problems and for this reason we
introduce a general theory applicable to both cases and hopefully to many other cases
to come.
8.1. General theory
The theory deals with a block sequence of vectors (xk)nk=1, a sequence of scalars
(bk)
n
k=1, and a functional f ∈ K1 , and tries to estimate |f (
∑n
k=1 bkxk)| in terms of|g(∑nk=1 bkek)| for an appropriately chosen functional g of an auxiliary Tsirelson-like
space X with basis (ei)i . The natural approach is to start with a tree-analysis (ft )t∈T
of f, and try to replace the functional ft at each node t ∈ T by a functional gt in the
norming set of the auxiliary space, and in doing this try to copy, as much as possible,
the given tree-analysis (ft )t∈T . Not all nodes t ∈ T have the same importance in this
process. It turns out that the crucial replacements ft → gt are made for t belonging
to some sets A ⊆ T such that (ft )t∈A is in some sense responsible for the estimation
of the action of the whole functional f on each of the vectors xk . These are the
maximal antichains of T deﬁned below. Observe that some of the replacements ft →
gt are necessary before this procedure has a chance to work. Suppose for example
the replacements are made in an auxiliary mixed Tsirelson space X where a particular
(m−1j0 , nj0)-operation is not allowed. Then, every time we ﬁnd a node t ∈ T such that
the corresponding ft has weight w(ft ) = mj0 the replacement gt has to be something
avoiding this operation, i.e., we cannot put the combination gt = (1/w(ft ))∑s∈St gs .
These sorts of nodes are the ones that we call “catchers’’ below, because their own
tree-analysis (fs)st cannot be taken into account.
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8.1.1. Antichains and arrays of antichains
Recall that every f ∈ K1 has a tree-analysis (ft )t∈T such that: For every t ∈ T (a)
if ut , then ran fu ⊆ ran ft , and (b) if ft is of type I, then ft = (1/w(ft ))∑s∈St fs .
Recall that A ⊆ T is called an antichain if for every t = t ′ ∈ A, neither tt ′ nor
t ′t . Given t, t ′ ∈ T , we deﬁne t ∧ t ′ = max{v ∈ T : vt, t ′}. Notice that A ⊆ T is
an antichain iff t ∧ t ′t, t ′ for every t = t ′ ∈ T .
Deﬁnition 8.1. Fix a tree-analysis (ft )t∈T of f as above. Given a ﬁnitely supported
vector x, a set A ⊆ T is called a regular antichain for x and (ft )t∈T if
(a1) for every t ∈ A, ft is not of type II,
(a2) ft1∧t2 is of type II for every t1 = t2 ∈ A, and
(a3) ran ft ∩ ran x = ∅, for every t ∈ A.
A is a maximal antichain for x if in addition A satisﬁes
(a4) for every t ∈ T if supp ft ∩ ran x = ∅, then there is some u ∈ A comparable
with t.
Let (xk)nk=1 be a block sequence, and let A = (Ak)nk=1 be such that each Ak is a
regular antichain for the vector xk and the tree-analysis (ft )t∈T . For a given t ∈ T ,
we deﬁne
DAt =
⋃
ut
{k ∈ [1, n] : u ∈ Ak}, EAt = DAt \
⋃
s∈St
DAs
 .
Whenever there is no possible confusion we simply write Dt and Et to denote DAt
and EAt respectively.
A = (Ak)nk=1 is called a (maximal) regular array for (xk)nk=1 and (ft )t∈T if each
Ak is a (maximal) regular antichain for xk and (ft )t∈T , and in addition
(a5) for every t ∈ ⋃k Ak such that ft is of type I, either t is a catcher, i.e., Ds = ∅
for every s ∈ St , or for every k ∈ Et , t is a splitter of xk , i.e., for every k ∈ Et
there are at least s1 = s2 ∈ St such that ran fsi ∩ ran xk = ∅.
We denote by S(A) and C(A) the set of splitter nodes and catcher nodes of A,
respectively. Notice that if ti ∈ Aki (i = 1, 2) are catcher nodes, then they are incom-
parable, and that Ak = S(A) ∪ C(A).
Note that if no ft (t ∈ T ) is of type II then #Ak1 for all k, and so the tree-analysis
below becomes much simpler.
Deﬁnition 8.2 (The functor A(x,C)). Given a block vector x and C ⊆ T consisting
of nodes of type I, let A(x,C) be the set of nodes t ∈ T such that
(A1) ft is not of type II,
(A2) ran ft ∩ ran x = ∅,
(A3) for every st if s ∈ Su and fu is of type I, then for every s′ ∈ Su \ {s},
ran fs′ ∩ ran x = ∅,
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(A4) if ft is of type I and t /∈ C, then t is a splitter of x.
(A5) for every ut , u /∈ C.
Proposition 8.3. A = A(x,C) is a maximal regular antichain such that {t ∈ A \ C :
ft of type I} ⊆ S(A). Moreover, if (xk)nk=1 is a block sequence, then the correspondingA = (A(xk,C))nk=1 is a maximal regular array such that
(a) {t ∈⋃k Ak \ C : ft of type I} ⊆ S(A), and
(b) C ⊆ C(A) and for every t ∈ C, Et is an interval of integers.
Proof. Fix t = t ′ ∈ Ak . ft∧t ′ being of type II follows from the facts that if ut , then
u /∈ C, by (A5), hence if fu is of type I, then (A3) implies that u is not splitter of x.
We show the maximality of A: Fix t ∈ T such that supp ft ∩ ran x = ∅. Let t0t be
such that ft0 is of type 0 and supp ft0 ⊆ ran wk , and set b = [0, t0] = {v ∈ T : vt0}
which is a -well ordered set and t ∈ b. We distinguish two cases: Suppose ﬁrst that
b ∩ C = ∅. Let u0 = min{u ∈ b : v satisﬁes(A1), (A4)}. Notice that u0 exists since
t0 satisﬁes (A1) and (A4). The minimality of u0 shows that u0 satisﬁes (A3), hence
u0 ∈ A. Suppose now that b ∩ C = ∅, and set v0 = min b ∩ C. It is not difﬁcult to
show that u0 = max{uv0 : u satisﬁes (A1), (A4)} is in A (notice that v0 satisﬁes
(A1) and (A4), hence u0 is well deﬁned).
Repeating this procedure for each vector in a given a block sequence (xk)nk=1, one
gets that the array (A(xk,C))nk=1 is maximal and regular. Finally suppose that t ∈ C
and suppose that k1 < k2 < k3 with k1, k3 ∈ Et . It is routine to check that t satisﬁes
(A1)–(A5) for xk2 , hence it follows that k2 ∈ Et . 
Proposition 8.4. Suppose that A = (Ak)nk=1 is a regular array for a block sequence
(xk)
n
k=1 and (ft )t∈T . Then
(b0) If t ∈ Ak is a splitter or if ft is of type 0, then supp ft ∩ ran xk = ∅.
(b1) If ft is of type I, then {Ds}s∈St ∪ {{k} : k ∈ Et } is a block family, and if t is a
splitter, then #Et#St − 1.
Suppose that in addition A = (Ak)nk=1 is maximal for (xk)nk=1.
(b2) Let t ∈ Ak , ust with fu of type I, and s ∈ St . Then for every s′ ∈ Su \ {s}
ran fs′ ∩ ran xk = ∅.
(b3) Suppose that ft is of type II, k ∈ Dt and s ∈ St . If supp ft ∩ ran xk = ∅, then
k ∈ Ds .
Proof. (b0) If ft is of type 0, the conclusion is clear. If t is a splitter, let s1 = s2 ∈ St
be such that fs1 < fs2 and ran fs1 ∩ ran xk, ran fs2 ∩ ran xk = ∅. Then max supp fs1 ∈
ran xk .
(b1) For the ﬁrst part, if t is a catcher, there is nothing to prove, so we assume t is a
splitter. First we show that {Ds}s∈St ∪{{k} : k ∈ Et } is a disjoint family. If k ∈ Et ∩Ds
for some s ∈ St , then there is some us with u ∈ Ak . But t ∈ Ak and tu, a
contradiction. Suppose that k ∈ Ds ∩Ds′ with s = s′ ∈ St . Then there are u, u′ ∈ Ak
such that us, u′s′. Hence u∧ u′ = t but ft is of type I, contradicting (a2). For the
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second part, suppose that k1 < k2 < k3 are such that k1, k3 ∈ Ds for some s ∈ St . This
implies that ran xk1 ∩ ran fs, ran xk3 ∩ ran fs = ∅, and hence ran xk2 ⊆ ran fs . This
implies that ran xk1 ∩ ran fs′ = ∅ for every s′ ∈ St \ {s}. Since t is a splitter, k2 /∈ Et ,
and, by (a3), k2 /∈ Ds′ for every s′ ∈ St \ {s}.
Let St = {s1 < · · · < sd} be ordered such that fsi < fsj whenever i < j . For k ∈ Et ,
the set Hk = {i ∈ [1, d] : ran xk ∩ ran fsi = ∅} has at least two elements. We claim
that the mapping k → maxHk ∈ {2, . . . , d} is one-to-one. To see this note that for
k < k′ we obtain that Hk ∩ Hk′ = {max Hk} if max Hk = maxHk′ , and Hk < Hk′
otherwise.
(b2) Fix s′ ∈ St \{s}, and suppose that ran fs′ ∩ran xk = ∅. Since ran fs∩ran xk = ∅,
we get that supp fs′ ∩ran xk = ∅. By the maximality of Ak , there is t ′ ∈ Ak comparable
with s′. Since Ak is an antichain, we get that t ′s′, and hence t ∧ t ′ = u. But fu is
of type I, a contradiction.
(b3) This follows using (a4), and (a1), (a2). 
8.1.2. Assignments, ﬁltrations, and their relationships
Deﬁnition 8.5. Given a block sequence (xk)nk=1, and a regular array A = (Ak)nk=1
for (xk)nk=1, a sequence (gAk,t )t∈Ak,k ⊆ c00(N) is called a A-assignment provided that
supp gk,t ⊆ {k} for every k and t ∈ Ak . The property (b1) ensures that every A-
assignment (gAk,t )t∈Ak,k naturally ﬁlters down to the whole tree (GAk,t )t∈T as follows:
If k /∈ DAt , then GAk,t = 0, and if t ∈ Ak , then GAk,t = gAk,t . Suppose that k ∈ DAt \DAs .
If ft is of type I, then we deﬁne recursively GAk,t = (1/w(ft ))GAk,s , where s ∈ St is the
unique s = s(k, t) ∈ St such that k ∈ DAs (by (b1)). If ft is of type II, ft =
∑
s∈St sfs ,
then we simply set GAk,t =
∑
s∈St sG
A
k,s . For t ∈ T , let
GAt =
∑
k∈DAt
GAk,t .
We call (GAt )t∈T the ﬁltration of (gAk,t )t∈Ak,k . Whenever there is no possible confusion,
we write gk,t , Gk,t and Gt instead of the respective gAk,t , G
A
k,t and GAt .
Proposition 8.6. Fix t ∈ T . Then we have the following:
(c1) For every k, supp gk,t ⊆ {k}. Hence supp gt ⊆ Dt .
(c2) If ft is not of type II, then Gt =∑k∈Et gk,t + (1/w(ft ))∑s∈St Gs .(c3) If ft is of type II, ft =∑s∈St sfs , then Gt =∑s∈St sGs .
Proof. (c1) is clear. (c2) If ft is of type 0, this is clear. Suppose that ft is of type I.
Then by deﬁnition
Gt=
∑
k∈Et
Gk,t +
∑
k∈Dt\Et
Gk,t =
∑
k∈Et
gk,t +
∑
s∈St
∑
k∈Ds
Gk,t
=
∑
k∈Et
gk,t +
∑
s∈St
1
w(ft )
∑
k∈Ds
Gk,s =
∑
k∈Et
gk,t + 1
w(ft )
∑
s∈St
Gs. (59)
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(c3) Suppose that ft is of type II, i.e., ft = ∑s∈St sfs , and suppose that k ∈ Dt .
Then by (c1), Gt(ek) = Gt,k(ek) = ∑s∈St sGk,s(ek) = (∑s∈St sGs)(ek). If k /∈ Dt ,
then Gt(ek) = 0, and ∑s∈St sGs(ek) = 0. 
Deﬁnition 8.7 (Canonical assignment). Suppose that A = (Ak)k is a regular array for
(xk)
n
k=1 and (ft )t∈T . Let fk,t = ft (xk)e∗k for k ∈ [1, n] and t ∈ Ak . This is theA-canonical assignment.
Remark 8.8. Note that if the array A is maximal, then ﬁltering down the canon-
ical assignment we get ft (wk) = Fk,t (ek), for every t ∈ T , and k ∈ Dt : If k ∈
Et , this is just by deﬁnition. Suppose k /∈ Et . If ft is of type I, then Fk,t (ek) =
(1/w(ft ))Fk,s(ek), where s ∈ St is unique such that k ∈ Ds . By the maximality of Ak ,
we get that supp fs′ ∩ ran wk = ∅ for every s′ ∈ St \ {s} (by (b2)), hence ft (xk) =
(1/w(ft ))fs(xk) = (1/w(ft ))Fk,s(ek) = Fk,t (ek), by the inductive hypothesis. If ft =∑
s∈St sfs is of type II, then by the maximality of Ak , ft (xk) =
∑
s∈St ,k∈Ds sfs(xk) =∑
s∈St ,k∈Ds sFk,t (ek) = Fk,t (ek), the last equality because Fk,u = 0 if k /∈ Du.
We obtain that ft (
∑
k∈Dt bkxk) = Ft(
∑
k∈Dt bkek) = Ft(
∑n
k=1 bkek) for every se-
quence of scalars (bk)nk=1. The last equality follows from suppGt ⊆ Dt . In particular,
f (
∑n
k=1 bkxk) = G∅(
∑n
k=1 bkek), since D∅ = {k : supp f ∩ ran xk = ∅}, by maximal-
ity of A.
Proposition 8.9. Suppose that A = (Ak)nk=1 is a regular array (not necessarily maxi-
mal) for (xk)nk=1 and (ft )t∈T . Fix scalars (bk)nk=1, (ck)nk=1 and suppose that (gk,t )t∈Ak,k ,
(hk,t )t∈Ak,k are A-assignments.
(1) If for every t ∈ Ak gk,t (bkek)hk,t (ckek), then for every t ∈ T , Gk,t (bkek)Hk,t
(ckek).
(2) ‖Gk,u(ek)‖∞ max{‖gk,t‖∞ : t ∈ Ak}, for every u ∈ T .
(3) If for every t ∈ ⋃nk=1Ak ∑k∈Et gk,t (bkek)∑k∈Et hk,t (ckek), then for every t ∈T , Gt(∑k∈Dt bkek)Ht(∑k∈Dt ckek).(4) ‖Gu‖∞‖∑t∈Ak,k gk,t‖∞ for every u ∈ T .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 8.6. 
8.1.3. Two successive ﬁltrations
In some applications of the theory one needs to do the process of assignment and
ﬁltration twice starting with different arrays of antichains. To see this, suppose that
C and D are regular arrays for (xk)nk=1 and (ft )t∈T . Then we can naturally deﬁne aD-assignment (gDk,t )t∈Dk,k by taking the ﬁltration gDk,t = GCk,t . For this to work, one
needs the following special relationship between C and D.
Deﬁnition 8.10. We write C⊀D if for every k, every c ∈ Ck and every d ∈ Dk , we
have that c⊀d. A C-assignment (gCk,t )k∈Ck,k is called coherent provided that gCk,t = 0
whenever ft (wk) = 0.
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Proposition 8.11. Suppose that C⊀D are two regular arrays for (xk)nk=1 and (ft )t∈T ,
and suppose that D is in addition maximal. Fix a coherent C-assignment (gCk,t )t∈Ck,k .
Then
(a) For every k ∈ DCt ∩DDt , GCk,t = GDk,t .
(b) gC∅ = gD∅ .
Proof. (a) If k ∈ EDt , this is just by deﬁnition. Suppose ft is of type I, and suppose
that k ∈ DDs , for some s ∈ St . Then GDk,t = (1/w(ft ))GDk,s . Since D is a maximal
regular array, by Proposition 8.4 (b2), ran fs′ ∩ ran wk = ∅ for every s′ ∈ St \ {s}.
If k ∈ DCs , then we are done by the inductive hypothesis. So, suppose k ∈ ECt , i.e.,
t ∈ Ck . Hence, tu for some u ∈ Dk (because k ∈ DDs ), contradicting our assumption
that C⊀D. If ft =∑s∈St sfs is a sub-convex combination, then
GDk,t =
∑
s∈St ,k∈DDs
GDk,s =
∑
s∈St ,k∈DDs ∩DCs
GDk,s =
∑
s∈St ,k∈DDs ∩DCs
GDk,s = GCk,t . (60)
To see the last equality note that if k /∈ DDs , then by the maximality of D, supp fu ∩
ran wk = ∅ for every us, so, by the coherence of the assignment, GCk,t = 0; if
k /∈ DCs , then k /∈ DCu for all us, and so gCk,u = 0 for all us u ∈ Ck , giving us
GDk,s = 0.
(b) Note now that
gD∅ =
∑
k∈DC∅
gDk,∅ =
∑
k∈DC∅∩DC∅
gDk,∅ = gC∅ . (61)
For if k ∈ DC∅ \DD∅ , then by the maximality of D, for all u ∈ T , supp fu∩ ranwk = ∅,
hence, by the coherence of the C-assignment gCk,u = 0 for all u, and hence gDk,∅ = 0;
if k ∈ DD∅ \DC∅ , then every Ck = ∅, and so gCk,∅ = 0. 
Let us now give the two main applications of this general theory of tree-analysis.
8.2. The proof of the basic inequality
Recall that W is the minimal subset of c00(N) containing {±e∗k }k , and closed under
(m−1j , n4j )-operations. Fix a (C, ε)-RIS (xk)
n
k=1, and ﬁx (jk)
n
k=1 witnessing that (xk)
n
k=1
is a (C, ε)-RIS, i.e.,
(a) ‖xk‖C,
(b) |supp xk|mjk+1ε and
(c) For all type I functionals  of K with w() < mjk , |(xk)|C/w(). Fix
a sequence (bk)nk=1 of scalars, maxk |bk|1, and f ∈ K1 . Let (ft )t∈T be a
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tree-analysis of f. Consider the maximal regular array A = (A(xk,C))nk=1, where
C is the set of nodes t such that ft is of type I and w(ft ) = mj0 .
We introduce the following two A-assignments (gk,t )t∈Ak,k , and (rk,t )t∈Ak,k . Fix k
and t ∈ Ak . If tt is of type 0, then we set gk,t = e∗k and rk,t = 0. Suppose that t is of
type I, and w(ft ) = mj0 . Let
lt = min{k ∈ Et : w(ft )mjk } (62)
if this exists, and lt = ∞ otherwise. Then let
gk,t =

1
w(ft )
e∗k if k > lt ,
0 if k < lt ,
e∗k if k = lt ,
rk,t =

0 if k > lt ,
εe∗k if k < lt ,
0 if k = lt .
Suppose now that w(ft ) = mj0 . Notice that Et is an interval. Set
kt = max{l ∈ Dt : |bl | = ‖(bi)i∈Et ‖∞}. (63)
Then let
gk,t =
{
e∗k if k = kt ,
0 if k = kt , rk,t = εe
∗
k .
Let (Gt )t∈T and (Rt )t∈T be the corresponding ﬁltrations.
Claim (D). Fix t ∈ T . Then
(d1) ‖Rt‖∞ε.
(d2) |ft (∑k∈Dt bkxk)|C(Gt + Rt)(∑k∈Dt |bk|ek).(d3) For every t for which ft is of type I, either Gt ∈ conv{h ∈ W : w(h) = w(ft )}
or Gt = e∗k + ht for some k /∈ suppht and ht ∈ conv{h ∈ W : w(h) = w(ft )}.
Proof. (d1) follows from Proposition 8.9, and (d2) follows also from the same propo-
sition applied to the canonical A-assignment, the assignment (C(gk,t + hk,t ))t∈Ak,k ,
and the sequences of scalars (bk)k and (|bk|)k .
(d3) If w(ft ) = mj0 , then t is a catcher and Gt =
∑
k∈Et gk,t = e∗kt ∈ W . Suppose
that t is of type I, w(ft ) = mj0 . By (c2) and the particular A-assignment, we know
that either Gt = (1/w(ft ))(∑k∈Et ,k>lt e∗k +∑s∈St Gs) or Gt = e∗lt + ht , where ht =
(1/w(ft ))(
∑
k∈Et ,k>lt e
∗
k +
∑
s∈St Gs). Assume this last case holds.
Subcase 1a: For every s ∈ St the functional fs is not of type II. From the inductive
hypothesis, we have that for every s ∈ St , Gs = hs or Gs = e∗ls + hs , hs ∈ W . For
s ∈ St such that Gs = e∗ls + hs , set I 1s = {n ∈ N : n < ls} and I 2s = {n ∈ N : n > ls}.
We set h1s = I 1s hs , h2s = I 2s hs . Then for every s ∈ St the functionals h1s , e∗ls , and h2s
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are successive and belong to W. By (b1), for s = s′ ∈ St the corresponding functionals
together with {e∗k }k∈Et ,k>lt form a block family, and we obtain that
#{e∗k }k∈Et ,k>lt + #{e∗ls : s ∈ St } + #{h1s : s ∈ St } + #{h2s : s ∈ St }4#St . (64)
Therefore, (1/w(ft ))(
∑
k∈Et ,k>lt e
∗
k +
∑
s∈St Gs) ∈ W .
Subcase 1b: There are s ∈ St for which fs is of type II. Let B1 be the set of
immediate successors s of t such that fs is of type II, and B2 = St \ S1. Observe that
every sub-convex combination fs =∑u∈Ss rufu satisﬁes that fu is of type I. We may
assume, allowing repetitions if needed, that for every s ∈ St such that fs is of type
II, fs = (1/k)∑kq=1 fs,q , where each fs,q ∈ {fu : u ∈ Ss}. For each q = 1, 2, . . . , k
we set hqt = (1/mj )(
∑
l∈Et ,l>lt e
∗
l +
∑
s∈B1 Gs +
∑
s∈B2 Gs,q), where Gs,q = Gu for
u ∈ Ss such that fs,q = fu. A similar argument as in the previous subcase shows
that hqt ∈ W with w(hqt ) = mj for q = 1, 2, . . . , k and ht = (1/k)
∑k
q=1 h
q
t , as
required. 
The particular case t = ∅, the root of T , gives us the conclusion of the Basic
Inequality.
Remark 8.12. Note that a ﬁner assignment using the same array of antichains will
actually give us the conclusion of the Basic Inequality for a bit smaller auxiliary space
T [(m−1j , 2nj )j ].
8.3. The proof of the ﬁnite interval representability of JT0
The general scheme of the proof is quite similar to the proof of Basic Inequality
though the input block sequence of vectors is slightly differently chosen. Notice however
that the ﬁnite interval representability involves two inequalities needed for showing
that the representing operator as well as its inverse are uniformly bounded. Thus,
while in the proof of the Basic Inequality we could afford to go the auxiliary space
T [(m−1j , 4nj )j ] this is no longer possible in this case. In other words, we need to
improve on the counting inequality (64). It is exactly for this reason that we introduce
below two arrays of antichains and use two successive ﬁltrations as explained above in
Section 8.1.3.
Fix a transﬁnite block sequence (x)<, n ∈ N, a sequence I1I2 · · · In of
successive, not necessarily distinct, inﬁnite intervals of , and ε > 0. Let j0 be such
that m2j0+1 > 100n/ε and set l = n2j0+1/m2j0+1. Find a (1, j0)-dependent sequence
(z1,1, . . . , zn2j0+1 ,n2j0+1) such that (a) ran i ⊆ ran zi for every i = 1, . . . , n2j0+1
and (b) (zk)ilk=(i−1)l+1 ⊆ 〈x〉∈Ii for every i = 1, . . . , n. Let
 = 1
m2j0+1
n2j0+1∑
i=1
i
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and for each k = 1, . . . , n we set
wk = m2j0+1
l
kl∑
i=(k−1)l+1
zi and k =
1
m2j0+1
kl∑
i=(k−1)l+1
i ∈ K1 .
Proposition 8.13. Fix k = 1, . . . , n. Then
(1) ran k ⊆ ran wk , kwk = 1 and 1‖wk‖24.
(2) For every f ∈ K1 of type I with w(f ) > m2j0+1, |f (wk)|1/m22j0+1.
(3) Let f ∈ K1 be of type I, f = (1/w(f ))
∑d
i=1 fi with w(f ) = m2j+1 for
j < j0 and dn2j+1. Let d0 = max{id : w(fi) < m2j0+1}, and set fL =
1/m2j+1
∑d0−1
i=1 fi and fR = 1/m2j+1
∑d
i=d0+1 fi . Then |fL(wk)|1/m22j0+1 and|fR(wk)|1/m2j0+1.
(4) Let f = (1/w(f ))∑di=1 fi with w(f ) = m2j0+1 and dn2j0+1 be such that #{i ∈[1, d] : w(fi) = w(i ) and supp zi∩supp fi = ∅}2. Then, |f (wk)|1/m22j0+1.
Proof. First of all, note that (zi)kli=(k−1)l+1 is a (12, 1/n2j0+1)-RIS. Note also
that (1) and (2) follow from Proposition 4.7. (3) By the properties of special
sequences
#
d0−1⋃
i=1
supp fiw(fd0) < m2j0+1. (65)
So, |fL(wk)|‖f0‖*1‖wk‖∞m32j0+1/n2j0+11/m22j0+1. Let us now estimate |fR
(wk)|. To save on notation we only estimate for k = 1. Set
F0 = {r ∈ [1, l] : #({i ∈ [d0 + 1, d] : ran zr ∩ supp fi = ∅})2}, F1 = [1, l] \ F0.
Notice that |F0|n2j+1 − 1. For i = 0, 1 let wi = (mj1/l)
∑
k∈Fi zk . Since fR ∈ K1
and since (zk)k is a (12, 1/n2j0+1)-RIS, we have that
|fR(w0)|‖w0‖m2j0+1
l
∑
k∈F0
‖zk‖m2j0+1
l
6n2j+1. (66)
To estimate |fR(w1)| we use the basic inequality. For each i = d0 + 1, . . . , d, let
Hi = {k ∈ F1 : ran zk ∩ supp fi = ∅}.
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Note that {Hi}i is a partition of F1 and is a block family. For i = d0 + 1, . . . , d, we
set w1,i = mj1/l
∑
k∈Hi zk . Clearly w
1 = w1,d0+1 + · · · + w1,d and hence
|fR(w1)|
d∑
i=d0+1
|fR(w1,i )| = 1
m2j+1
d∑
i=d0+1
|fi(w1,i )|. (67)
Let us estimate now |fi(w1,i )|, for i = d0+1, . . . , d. For a ﬁxed such i, applying again
the basic inequality, we obtain that |fi(w1,i )|12(gi1+gi2)(m2j0+1/l
∑
k∈Hi ek), where
in the worst case, gi1 = hi+e∗ki , with hi ∈ W , and hi ∈ convQ{h ∈ W : w(h) = w(fi)}.
Since the auxiliary space is 1-unconditional, by Proposition 4.2, |hi((m2j0+1/l)
∑
k∈Hi
ek)|m2j0+1/w(fi). Note that ‖gi2‖∞1/n2j0+1. Putting all these inequalities together
we get
|fR(w1)| 12
m2j+1
 d∑
i=d0+1
m2j0+1
w(fi)
+ m2j0+1n2j+1
l
+ m2j0+1
n2j0+1

 12
m2j+1
 d∑
i=d0+1
m2j0+1
w(fi)
+ m
2
2j0+1n2j+1
n2j0+1
+ m2j0+1
n2j0+1
 . (68)
Using (66) and (68) we obtain
|fR(w1)| 12m2j0+1
m2j+1
2n2j+1m2j0+1
n2j0+1
+ 1
n2j0+1
+
d∑
i=d0+1
1
w(fi)
  1
m2j0+1
. (69)
(4) Let E = {i ∈ [1, d] : w(fi) = w(i ) and supp zi ∩ supp fi = ∅}. By our assump-
tions, #E2. For i ∈ [(k− 1)l, kl] \E the properties of the dependent sequences yield
that |f (zi)|1/n2j0+1. Hence, |f (wk)|2 · 24m2j0+1/l + m2j0+1/n2j0+1
1/m22j0+1. 
Lemma 8.14. For the above deﬁned sequence (wk)k we have that∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
bkwk
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 121
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
bkvk
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
(70)
for every choice of scalars (bk)nk=1.
Proof. Fix a sequence (bk)nk=1 of scalars with maxk |bk|1, an f ∈ K1 , and its tree
(ft )t∈T .
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Antichains. A node t ∈ T is called relevant if (1) w(ft )m2j0+1, and (2) if ut
is its immediate predecessor, if fu is of type I, and if w(fu) = m2j+1 < m2j0+1, then
t = s(u) = max{s ∈ Su : w(fs) < m2j0+1}, where the maximum is taken according to
the block ordering Su = {s1 < · · · < sd}. Let C be the set of nodes t which are either
non-relevant, or such that ft is of type I and w(ft ) = m2j0+1. Let B = (Bk)nk=1 where
Bk = A(wk,C) for k = 1, . . . , n (see (A1)–(A5) in Proposition 8.3 above). For each
k, let Bunck = S(Bk) \ C be the set of splitters that are not in C, Bcndk = Bk ∩ C, and
Batk = Bk \ (Bunck ∪ Bcndk ).
Fix u ∈ Bunck , and observe that u is a splitter of xk for every k ∈ Eu. List all s ∈ Su
such that ran fs ∩ ran wk = ∅ ,{sk,1, . . . , sk,d} ordered according to the block ordering
fsk,1 < · · · < fsk,d . Set
wink,u=wk|[min supp wk,max supp fsk,1 ],
wﬁnk,u=wk − wink,t .
For < ∈ {in,ﬁn}, let B<k,u = A(w<k,u,Cnr), where Cnr is the set of non-relevant nodes
of T . Set B<k =
⋃
u∈Bunck B
<
k,u. Observe that B< = (B<k)nk=1 is a regular (not necessarily
maximal) arrow for (wk)nk=1 and (ft )t∈T , whenever < ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd, at}.
Assignments and ﬁltrations: Consider the following B<-assignments (g<k,t )k∈B<k,k where
< ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd}, and (r<k,t )k∈B<k,k where < ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd, at}: Fix k, and t ∈⋃
<∈{in,ﬁn,cnd,at} B<k .
(a) Suppose that ft is of type 0. Then we set ratk,t = (1/m2j0+1)e∗k if t ∈ Batk , and we
set g<k,t = 0 and r<k,t = (1/m2j0+1)e∗k , if t ∈ B<k for some < ∈ {in,ﬁn}.
(b) Suppose that t is non-relevant. Then clearly t /∈ Batk . Fix < ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd}. We set
g<k,t = 0 in all cases. Suppose that w(ft ) > m2j0+1. Then we set r<k,t = (1/m2j0+1)e∗k
for < ∈ {in,ﬁn}, and rcndk,t = (sgn(bk)/m2j0+1)e∗k . Finally, if t = s(u), where u is the
immediate predecessor of t (see the deﬁnition of relevant node), then we set r<k,t =
‖ft (wk)‖e∗k for < ∈ {in,ﬁn} and rcndk,t = sgn(bk)‖ft (wk)‖e∗k .
(c) Suppose now that t is relevant. There are two subcases.
(c1) w(ft ) = m2j0+1. If t ∈ B<k , for < ∈ {in,ﬁn}, then we set g<k,t = (1/w(ft ))e∗k and
r<k,t = 0. Suppose that t ∈ Bcndk . Suppose that ft = ±I (1/m2j0+1)
∑n2j0+1
i=1 gi , where
I ⊆ 1 is an interval, and  = (g1, . . . , gn2j0+1) is a 2j0 + 1-special sequence. Set
 = (1, . . . ,n2j0+1). Consider It = {i ∈ [1,, − 1] : Igi = 0} = [k(t, 1), k(t, 2)],
and let εt = sgn(∑k(t,2)−1k=k(t,1)+1 bk). If k = k(t, i) for i = 1, 2, then we set gcndk,t =
sgn(bk(t,i))e∗k(t,i) and r
cnd
k,t = 0. We set g
cnd,Bcndk
k,t = εt e∗k and r
cnd,Bcndk
k,t = 0 if k ∈
(k(t, 1), k(t, 2)). We set gcndk,t = 0, and rcndk,t = sgn(bk)(1/m2j0+1)e∗k otherwise.
(c2) Suppose that w(ft ) = m2j0+1. Then t ∈ B<k , for some < ∈ {in,ﬁn}. Set g<k,t =
(1/w(ft ))e∗k and r<k,t = 0 for all cases, except for w(ft ) = m2j+1 < m2j0+1. In this
case, we observe that since t is splitting there are at least two immediate successor
s1 = s2 ∈ St such that ranw<k,u ∩ ran fsi = ∅ (i = 1, 2) for some u ∈ B<k . This implies
that there is at most one k ∈ EB<t such that ran fs(t) ∩ ran w<k,v = ∅ for v ∈ Bunck , and
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t ∈ B<k,v . Then we set g<k,t = (1/m2j0+1)e∗k and r<k,t = 0 if k is this one, and g<k,t = 0
and r<k,t = (1/m2j0+1)e∗k otherwise.
Let (G<t )t∈T , (R<t )t∈T be the corresponding ﬁltrations. Recall that given a regular
array A = (Ak)k for (xk)k and (ft )t∈T the canonical A-assignment (fAk,t )t∈Ak,k is
deﬁned by fAk,t = f (xk)e∗k . It was shown in Remark 8.7 that if in addition A is maximal,
then for every (ak)nk=1 and every t ∈ T , FA(
∑
k∈DAt akek) = ft (
∑
k∈DAt akwk).
Claim. Fix t ∈ T , and for < ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd, at} let D<t = DB<t . Then:
(e1) |F<t (
∑
k∈D<t bkek)|24(G<t + R<t )(
∑
k∈D<t |bk|ek) for < ∈ {in,ﬁn}.
(e2) |F cndt (
∑
k∈Dcndt bkek)|24(Gcndt + Rcndt )(
∑
k∈Dcndt bkek).
(e3) |F att (
∑
k∈Datt )bkek|24|Ratt (
∑
k∈Datt )bkek|.
(e4) G<t ∈ W(T0) for < ∈ {in,ﬁn}, and Gcndt ∈ 3W(JT0).
(e5) ‖Ratt ‖∞1/m2j0+1. If t is non-relevant and w(ft ) < m2j0+1, then Rcndt =∑
k∈EB<t sgn(bk)‖ft (wk)‖e
∗
k and for every < ∈ {in,ﬁn}R<t =
∑
k∈EB<t ‖ft (wk)‖e
∗
k .
If t is relevant or t is non-relevant with w(ft ) > m2j0+1, then for every < ∈
{in,ﬁn, cnd}, ‖R∗t ‖∞1/m2j0+1.
Proof. (e1)–(e3) are immediate applications of Proposition 8.9. (e4) Most of the cases
follow immediately by deﬁnition of the corresponding assignments. We sketch the non-
trivial ones: Suppose that t is relevant. If w(ft ) = m2j0+1, then Dcndt = Ecndt , and the
corresponding assignment gives that Gcndt = 1e∗k(t,1)+2e∗k(t,2)+εt
∑
k∈Ecndt ∩(k(t,1),k(t,2))
e∗k ∈ 3W(JT0), where i = sgn(bk(t,i))
Ecndt (k(t, i)), for i = 1, 2, and where 
E denotes
the characteristic function of E. Fix < ∈ {in,ﬁn}. We claim that #D<t 1: Suppose
not, and say that k1 < k2 ∈ D<t . Then since w(ft ) = m2j0+1 there are ui ∈ Buncki
and si ∈ B<ki ,ui (i = 1, 2) such that u1, u2ts1, s2. If < = in, then since ran ft ⊆
ran fs(k1,u1), it follows that ran ft < ran wk2 , and since ran fs2 ⊆ ran ft , we obtain
that ran fs2∩ran wk2 = ∅, contradicting the fact that s2 ∈ Bink2,u2 . If < = ﬁn, in a similar
manner we obtain that ran wk1 ∩ ran fs1 = ∅, a contradiction. Hence, either G<t = 0,
or G<t = (1/m2j0+1)e∗k , certainly in W(T0) considered as sub-convex combinations.
Suppose now that w(ft ) = m2j0+1. There are three subcases to consider: If w(ft ) >
m2j0+1, then t is non-relevant, hence a catcher node, and G<t =
∑
k∈E<t g
<
k,t = 0. If
w(ft ) = m2j with jj0, then the inductive hypothesis gives that Gcndt ∈ 3W(JT0)
(since Ecndt = ∅). Fix < ∈ {in,ﬁn}. Observe that for every k ∈ E<t there is s ∈ St such
that ran fs ⊆ ran wk , in which case D<s = ∅, and so #E<t +#{s ∈ St : Gcnds = 0}#St ,
and then G<t = (1/w(ft ))(
∑
k∈E<t e
∗
k +
∑
s∈St G
<
s ) ∈ W(T0).
If w(ft ) = m2j+1 < m2j0+1, then using that there is at most one immediate successor
s(t) of t which is relevant we obtain that either Gcndt = 0, or Gcndt = (1/m2j )Gcnds(t),
and for < ∈ {in,ﬁn}, either G<t = (1/m2j+1)e∗k , or G<t = (1/m2j+1)G<s(t).
(e5) ‖Ratt ‖∞1/m2j0+1 follows from Proposition 8.9, since this is so for the cor-
responding assignment of which Ratt is a ﬁltration. Suppose that < ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd}. The
proof is by backwards induction over t. Again we concentrate in non-trivial cases.
Suppose that ft is of type I and t is relevant. Then if w(ft ) = m2j with jj0, then
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the desired result follows from the deﬁnition of the corresponding assignments, and in-
ductive hypothesis. Suppose that w(ft ) = m2j+1 with j < j0. Then R<t =
∑
k∈E<t r
<
k,t +
(1/w(ft ))
∑
s∈St R
<
s . By the deﬁnition of the assignments, ‖r<k,t‖∞1/m2j0+1 for ev-
ery k ∈ E<t . Observe that all s ∈ St , except possibly one, s(t), are non-relevant and
that r<k,s = ‖fs(wk)‖e∗k for every k ∈ E<s = D<s . Hence, for every s ∈ St \ {s(t)},‖(1/w(ft ))R<s ‖∞ = max{(1/w(ft ))‖fs(wk)‖ : k ∈ E<s }1/m2j+1; the last inequality
follows from Proposition 8.13. By the inductive hypothesis ‖R<s(t)‖∞1/m2j0+1, so
we are done.
Suppose that t is non-relevant. The case w(ft ) > m2j0+1 is immediate. Suppose
that w(ft ) = m2j and t = s(u), where u is the immediate predecessor of t (see the
deﬁnition of relevant node). Notice that t is a catcher, so E<t = D<t , and then the desired
result follows easily. 
We are now ready to ﬁnish the proof using the part 8.1.3 of the general theory above.
Notice that for each < ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd, at}, B<⊀B, and that the canonical assignments
of B< are coherent. Let (h<k,t )t∈Bk,k be the assignments induced by the canonical B<-
assignments (f <k,t )t∈B<k,k , for < ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd, at}.
Claim. For every t ∈ T , H int + H ﬁnt + F cndt + F att = FBt , the canonical assignment
of B.
Proof. We show that for every t ∈ Bk , hink,t + hﬁnk,t + hcndk,t + hatk,t = ft (wk)e∗k . The
only non-trivial case is if t ∈ Bunck . Notice that since B<k,t is a maximal antichain
for w<k,t and (fs)st , we obtain that h
<
k,t = F<k,t = ft (w<k,t )e∗k . Hence, f ink,t + f ﬁnk,t =
(ft (w
in
k,t )+ ft (wﬁnk,t ))e∗k = ft (wk)e∗k , and h<k,t = 0 for < ∈ {cnd, at}. 
Finally, by Proposition 8.11, H<∅ = F<∅ , for < ∈ {in,ﬁn, cnd, at}. Hence∣∣∣∣∣f
(
n∑
k=1
bkwk
)∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣FB∅
(
n∑
k=1
bkek
)∣∣∣∣∣  ∑
<∈{in,ﬁn,cnd,at}
∣∣∣∣∣∣F<∅
∑
k∈D<∅
bkek
∣∣∣∣∣∣
24
5 ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
bkek
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
+ 4
m2j0+1
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
bkek
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
*1

120
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
ek
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT0
+ 96n
m2j0+1
120
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
ek
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
JT 0
+ ε. (71)
Corollary 8.15. The natural isomorphism F : 〈w1, . . . , wn〉 → 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 deﬁned by
F(wi) = vi satisﬁes that ‖F‖1 and ‖F−1‖120 + ε. Consequently, JT0 is ﬁnite
interval representable on the basis (e)<1 of X1 with a constant C < 121.
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Proof. Proposition 5.11 shows that ‖F‖1; the other inequality follows from Lemma
8.14. 
9. The unconditional counterpart
We produce a space Xu1 which is the counterpart of X1 in the frame of the spaces
with an unconditional basis, as in [10]. This space is deﬁned as was X1 by a norming
family of functionals Ku1 satisfying (1)–(4) from Section 2.2, and in addition the
following condition
(5) It is closed under the restriction of all functionals with odd weight to every subset
of 1 Although Xu1 belongs to the class of spaces with an unconditional basis its
study uses the same tools used in the study of X1 . For example, given a bounded
operator T : Xu1 → Xu1 the transﬁnite sequence (d(T e,Re))<1 belongs to c0(1),
and the operator T is strictly singular if and only if the sequence (‖T e‖)<1 belongs
to c0(1).
Remark 9.1. (1) The basic inequality (Lemma 4.4) still remains true provided that
(18) holds for an arbitrary subset E ⊆ [1, n], not only for intervals.
(2) For every block sequence (yn)n of Xu1 and every j there is a (6, j)-exact pair
(y,) with y ∈ 〈yn〉n (indeed, what one locates ﬁrst are 2− *n1 averages.)
The next result is the corresponding analogue from [13].
Proposition 9.2. Let T : Xu1 → Xu1 be bounded, and let (xn)n be a RIS of Xu1 . For
each n, let Bn ∪ Cn = supp xn be a partition. Then limn→∞ CnT Bnxn = 0.
Proof (Sketch). Assume not. Notice that since (xn)n is a block sequence, so is (CnT Bn
xn)n. Going to a subsequence if needed we assume that infn ‖CnT Bnxn‖ε > 0. Since
for every  ∈ Ku,1 , the restriction A ∈ Ku,1 for every subset E ⊆ 1, we have
that the sequence (Bnxn)n is also RIS. Now for each n, choose fn ∈ Ku,1 such that
supp fn ⊆ Cn and fn(CnT Bnxn)ε. Let j be such that ‖T ‖ < m2j+1ε, and ﬁnd
appropriate (2ji)
n2j+1
i=1 such thatm2j1
n2j1
∑
k∈F1
Bkxk,
1
m2j1
∑
k∈F1
fk, . . . ,
m2jn2j+1
n2jn2j+1
∑
k∈Fn2j+1
Bkxk,
1
m2jn2j+1
∑
k∈Fn2j+1
fk
 (72)
is a (0, j)-dependent sequence, for F1 < · · · < Fn2j+1 , each #Fi = n2ji . Then
‖T x‖ε/m2j+1 > ‖T ‖‖x‖ where x = 1/n2j+1∑n2j+1i=1 (m2ji /n2ji ∑k∈Fi Bkxk), a con-
tradiction. 
Proposition 9.3. Let T : Xu1 → Xu1 be bounded such that for all  < 1, e∗T e = 0.
Then limn→∞ T xn = 0 for every RIS (xn)n.
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Proof. For each n, let An = supp xn.
Claim. limn→∞ AnT xn = 0.
Proof. Notice that
AnT xn =

2Ln(2Ln−1)
L2n
1
#Pn
∑
(B,C)∈Pn BT Cxn if #An even,
2Ln(2Ln+1)((Ln+1)2+1)
(Ln+1)2(L2n+1)
1
#Pn
∑
(B,C)∈Pn BT Cxn if #An odd,
(73)
where Ln is the entire part of #An/2, and
Pn =
{ {(B,C) : B ∪ C = An, B ∩ C = ∅, #B = supp xn/2} if #An even,
{(B,C) : B ∪ C = An, B ∩ C = ∅, |#B − #C| = 1} if #An odd. (74)
Hence, AnT xn = (n/#Pn)∑(B,C)∈Pn BT Cxn with 1n4. By Proposition 9.2,
AnT xn →n 0, as desired. 
Now suppose that limn→∞ T xn = 0. W.l.o.g. we may assume that (T xn)n is a
block sequence and with support disjoint from (xn)n (let 0 be the minimal  <
1 such that there is some inﬁnite A such that infn∈A ‖PT xn‖ > 0; now, replacing
T by P0T , and going to a subsequence (xn)n∈A we may assume that (T xn)n is a
block sequence. By the previous Claim we obtain that AnT xn →n 0, so we may
assume that (T xn)n and (xn)n are disjointly supported). Now it is easy to produce,
for large enough j, a (0, j)-dependent sequence (y1,1, . . . , yn2j+1 ,n2j+1) such that
‖T ((1/n2j+1)∑i yi)‖ > ‖T ‖‖(1/n2j+1)∑i yi‖, a contradiction. 
In the same way one can show the following useful result.
Proposition 9.4. For every X ↪→ Xu1 generated by a block sequence (xn)n ⊆ Xu ,
every bounded T : X → Xu[,1) is strictly singular. Indeed, limn→∞ Tyn = 0 for every
RIS (yn)n in X.
Corollary 9.5. For every X ↪→ Xu1 and every ε > 0, there is some block sequence
(zn)n of Xu1 and some Schauder basis (xn)n ⊆ X such that ‖zn − xn‖ε.
Proof. Fix X ↪→ Xu1 . By standard facts of transﬁnite block sequences (see Proposition
1.3) we can ﬁnd some  < 1, a block sequence (wn)n of Xu, and a sequence
(yn)n ⊆ X such that ∑n ‖Pyn − zn‖ε/2. W.l.o.g. (going to a block subsequence if
needed) we may assume that (zn)n is a RIS. Consider U : 〈wn〉n → Xu1 deﬁned by
U(wn) = P[,1)xn. Since P|〈yn〉n is an isomorphism, U is bounded. By Proposition
9.4, U is strictly singular. Hence we can ﬁnd a block subsequence (zn)n of (wn)n and
the corresponding block subsequence (xn)n of (yn)n such that ‖zn − xn‖ε. 
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Corollary 9.6. If T : Xu1 → Xu1 is bounded and for all  we have that e∗T e = 0,
then T is strictly singular.
Proof. Let X ↪→ Xu1 , and ﬁx ε > 0. Choose some RIS (zn)n and some sequence
(xn)n ⊆ X such that ∑n ‖zn − xn‖ε/‖T ‖. By Proposition 9.3, limn→∞ T xn = 0.
Hence we can ﬁnd x ∈ 〈xn〉n such that ‖T x‖ε. 
Corollary 9.7. For any T : Xu1 → Xu1 , there is some diagonal operator DT such
that S = T − DT is strictly singular, Se = 0 for all  < 1 and S has separable
range.
Proof. Let DT : Xu1 → Xu1 be deﬁned for  < 1 by DT (e) = e∗(T e)e. DT is
bounded and by Corollary 9.6, T −DT is strictly singular. 
Corollary 9.8. For any inﬁnite A ⊆ 1, the space XuA is reﬂexive with an unconditional
basis and
L(XuA) ∼= D(XuA)⊕ S(XuA). (75)
Here D(XuA) denotes the space of the diagonal operators and S(XuA) is the space
of strictly singular operators S with separable range such that e∗(Se) = 0 for every
 ∈ A.
Corollary 9.9. For any inﬁnite A ⊆ 1, XuA is not isomorphic to a proper subspace
of itself.
Proof. Let X ↪→ XuA, T : XuA → X be an isomorphism and let U = iX,XuA ◦ T be
a semi-Fredholm operator with (U) = 0. Then U = DU + S, DU diagonal such
that DT (e) = e∗(T e)e, and S strictly singular. Since DU is a strictly singular
perturbation of the semi-Fredholm operator U with (U) = 0, DU is semi-Fredholm,
and (DU) < ∞. But KerDU = 〈{e : T e = 0}〉. So, DUXuA = 〈{e : T e = 0}〉
which has co-dimension equal to (DU), hence DU and U are Fredholm with index
0. Since U is 1-1, this implies that X = XuA, as desired. 
Corollary 9.10. Let A,B two inﬁnite sets of countable ordinals such that A ∩ B is
ﬁnite. Then every bounded operator T : XuA → XuB is strictly singular.
Corollary 9.11. There is a non-separable reﬂexive space X with an unconditional basis
such that
(a) X is not isomorphic to any of its proper subspaces.
(b) Every bounded linear operator T : X → X is of the form D+S with D a diagonal
operator and S a strictly singular operator with separable range.
(c) For every I1, I2 inﬁnite disjoint subsets of 1 the spaces XI1 , XI2 are totally
incomparable.
Suppose now that in addition  is universal.
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Corollary 9.12. For every interval I of ordinals, (e)∈I is nearly subsymmetric. More-
over, for any two minimal intervals I = [, +), J = [,+), XuI is an asymptotic
version of XuJ .
So, if we consider the version of Xu1 obtained by a universal -function then the
unconditional basis (e)<1 is nearly subsymmetric and for any pair of disjoint mini-
mal inﬁnite intervals I1, I2 XuI1 is an asymptotic version of X
u
I2 , while they are totally
incomparable.
Proposition 9.13. The unconditional counterpart Xu1 is arbitrarily distortable.
Proof. The norms (‖ · ‖u,j )j arbitrarily distort the space Xu1 , since (6, j)-exact pairs
exist in every block sequence and by Corollary 9.5 every subspace X ↪→ Xu1 “almost’’
contains a block sequence. 
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